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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME HUMBER

M

March

5,

1925

NUMBER NINE

|

SCHOOL AND
HOLLAND FURNACE GIVE VOTE OF
OTY BUDGETS
THANKS FOR
TO HAVE LARGE
DOULED UP; OPARE HIGHER
GAS VICTORY
EASTERN FACTORY
ENS MONDAY

STRAND ALL

10 ACRES OF GROUND IN ALDEHMEN HONOR CHA8. H. Me APPltOUIUATlOX BILL CALLS FOB
BETHLEHEM, PENN.
BRIDE H. B. CHAMPION AND
GRAND TOTAL OF M7M&S.00
RANGED ENTIRE THEATRE
FRANK DYKE
COMING YEAR
WiU Ran Contin«ou» Show In the Raw Material, Good Territory, and

NEW MANAGEMENT HAS REAR- BUYS

Rising Vote Shows Tin*** Men Hull City Budget 917M&1, School tSOS.OM)
Their Efforts Are Greatly
Increase of Former •>•,417, of
Mr. A. H. Landwehr of the Holland
Appreciated
Latter f 14,000
The Strand Theatre has been re- Furnace company states that in the
juvenated, redecorated, and rearranf- near future a large eastern plant Is
The common council gave a fine exIt will cost the people of Holland
ed In such a way that the old pat- to be built at Bethlehem. Pennsyl- pression of appreciation last night for $29,417 more the coming year to run
rons will scarcely recofnlie the movie vania, the home of the largsst steel the work done by City Attorney Me the city government than It did tha
house when It opena again Monday, Industry In the world. The local com- Brlge, R. B. Champion of the board past year, according to the annual apMarch 9th, under the new manage- pany has purchased 20 seres of land of public works, and Frank Dyke In proprlatlonbill that was passed by
ment. George Boaman and his men and building operations will begin In securing a reduction of ten cents in the council Wednesday evening. Last
have brought abo^it a transformation a very short time.
The Holland company plans to put the gas rate In Holland. A motion year the amount raised by taxes for
that Is wonderful and artistic, and
up
Us first building unit aft a cost of was made that the council should give city purposes was $147,214, while tht
many other changes have taken
theue men a rising vote of thanks and amount of the appropriation bill paaplace. There will be only one aisle $160,000.00 and when completed 150
this was enthusiasticallyresponded to ed Wednesday night was $176, $61.
that In the center and will give the men will be employed, mostly In
by the aldermen when they all arose
In school taxes the city wiU have to
theatre a seating capacity of almort undry operations. After this bulldraise $14.U00 more this year than look
g Is complete, another unit will be for a moment from their seats.
of
600.
The vote came Whet City Attorney year. The total amount of school
An entire new ventilatingsystem arted with a third following.
The
local company has been con- McBride made his regular report to taxes in the appropriation bill passed
has
been
installed
and
a
fresh
clr
CO.
culatlon of air constantly Is the re- templatingthis move for some time the council In regard to the outcome Wednesday night la $201,000 whllo
for several reasons. In the first place of the gas matter. The detailsof the last year the total raised was $189,00*.
Income Tax Experts
The stage has been changed In or- It Is In the heart of the steel district matter were known to all and the The school budget Is therefore $2I,S4T
der that vaudeville numbers can also where furnace building material Is report was merely a matter of form. more than the budget for the rest of
be put on and thia to brought a re- right at hand. Freight condition^ are The aldermen also knew how much the city expensesthe coming year.
will be at the Holland City State Bank
wonderful and what la more, the work had been done by the three men
The assessed valuation of the city,
arrangement In the lightingsystem
All the floors have been carpeted in Holland Furnace company has been to bring about this sntisfactorv re- on the basis of which the appropriaMarch 6
velvet, and the stage curtaining also doing a fine business in that territory sult and the vote of thank* was a tion to meet this budget will be mada
In velvet blend In with the color and prospectsfor a handsome In- spontaneous expression of the coun- Is $16,337,380. The money to be ralaad
crease, wRh the product close at hand
March 13
by taxes would be more it It were not
scheme.
cils appropriation.
A large Robert Morton organ pro- Is inevitable,and besides, there Is a
Mayor Kammernad emphaslred Hu for the tact that the board of publlo
great
deal
of
labor
to
he
found
at
perly Installed will be pbyed by
significanceof the vote when he said, works pays $16,990 for city improvabetween the hours of 8:30 A. M. and
Randolph Maynard of Buffalo, N. Y., Bethlehem well versed In the hand- "his vote Is more than deserved. It ments out of the earnings of the muling
of
Iron
work.
For
these
various
who has played pipe organs In some
must be remembered that Mr. Cham- nicipal plant. In the paat three yean
3:00 P. M. to assist in preparing Inof the largest movie theatres in the reasons the local company felt that pion Is not a gas engineer hut In spite the board has paid out about 946,00$
the
Bethlehem
district
would
be
an
east, and his musical interpretationof
come Tax returns. This service is free.
of that fact he did exceptionally val- In this way, making the burdens of
the pictures Is sold to be marvelous. Ideal place to erect a second large uable work. He bumped up against the tax payers that much lighter.
Come in and avail yourselves of it.
The new Strand beginningMonday branch.
An Item of $9,000 that was required
In speaking to Charles Karr, the some of the best gas engineers availwill also start a new policy. A conable to the company but his work was for the preliminary work for paving
tinuous performance will be given be- wide awake advertising man of the
M> well handled that he was able to do of 10th and 16th st reels was cut out
ginning at 1:30 until 10:30 P. M. This Holland Furnace company, he stated
u valuable bit of service to the city Th** of the appropriation bill. The street
Is to be a permanent thing and a that he expected the plant at Bethle
hem to be built nearly as large as the same thing is true of Mr. McBride At committee four weeks ago was gtvan
new departurein Holland.
the legal end of the matter. He went permissionto advertise for bids for
The Strand will open Monday with one in Holland.
The Bethlehem Globe devotes single-handedun against well known this work the coming summer. But
Jackie Coogan's latest film, namely
“The Ragman" which will continue nearly a column to the new Industry attorneys who had much experience since the appropriation for It la not
for three days. The last three days coming to their town, praising the in U>at kind of thing and he came forthcomingthe work cannot be dona
Friendly, Helpful Sendee, Always
of the week Marion Davis will ap- Chamber of Commerce of Bethle- oacFwlth a victory for Holland. And and will have to wait until the spring
pear in “Yolanda” which has Just hem for so successfully bringing to the aid and co-operation of Mr. Dyke of 1926.
Tbe Bank With the Clock on the Corner
closed at the Roosevelt theatre, Chi- the city another new Industry. It also merits the highest praise.
An Item of $1700: for an added memcago where seats were selling at |2. tells that the president of the ChamSome one suggested that the aid ber on the police force waa also elimThe usual news reels and excellent ber of Commerce. Mr. Hutchlpson and hacking of Mayor Kammeraad inated from the aproprlatlon bill.
comedies together with novelty pic- came to Holland last fall for the himself «hould also be recognised but
The Items passed were: general fund
ture will Intersperse the program. purpose of negotiating with the of- the mayor refused to Include It In the $24,160: poor fund $6,900; street fund
ficials
of
the
local
Furnace
company.
A. L. Merritt, the new manager
motion and he arose with the rest $58,176. public building fund $6$0;
The paper continues to state that It
who came from New York state rt
of the aldermen to do honor to the health fund. $4,160; fire department
is
the
biggest
Industry
secured
in
cently, sold his chain of theatres In
fund $11,360; police fund $11,210; lithree men named.
Bethlehem
for
sometime,
also
gives
a
the East and came to Holland,and
brary fund $1,500; armory bond sinkhistory
of
the
local
Furnace
comhe states that he Is going to make a
ing fund $2,160; park fund 91T,70t;
pany: Us wonderful business methgo of It here.
general sewer fund $7,125; lire alarm
Smiling Maurice Hanna, who has ods; a description of Us plant In Holfund 92,100; hospital fund 9t,IM:
been connected with the theatre for land and the one In Cedar Rapids.
total of city budget 1178,652; eohool
nearly four years will remain with Iowa as well.
budget 1209,000, grand total $97MH.
The fact that the Holland Furnthe new management, and this fact
will also be pleasing to the patrons. ace company Is to build a large plant
Mr. Hanna was rather unfortunate In the east will not alter the policy
PAIR SENTENCED TO II
more than a year ago when he was here^ but will have a tendency to InYEARN OF BIBLICAL STUDY
suddenly taken 111 and was confined crease rather than diminishthe volto Roosevelt Memorial hospital for ume done In all the plants,the manTo servo from one to fifteen year*
DATES WILL BE SAME AS THOSE each
nearly six months. His absence oe* agements states.
In the state reformatoryand
IN
GRAND
RAPIDS.
ALDERcurved Just aft a period when the
while there obtain a Bible and every
MEN
VOTE
Strand gave great promise.However REV. HOEK8KMA TO
Sunday wrlto the top commandthe new manager is very optimistic DELIVER TWO KPKFX’HES TO.
ments, was the sentence paased by
Holland la to have daylight saving Judge W. E. "Campbell Monteeano,
and promises the very best In screen
NIGHT ON “COMMON GRACE"
lime again the coming summer. This Wash-, on Frank Qarlinfhouee and
was, decided by a unanimous vot? ot Charles Parker. Uds of 17. The two
If the program to be given all next
Rev. Herman Hoeksema of Eastern
week presages what Is to follow Avenue church, Grand Rapids, will the aldermen at the regular meeting pleaded guilty of eteallng an auta
of the city council Wednesday evening. Every Monday they must mall their
later, then the Strand will give some deliver two addressesIn Holland to
extra-ordinarybills, for "The Rag- night on "Common Grace". Mr. Hoek- Alderman Singh brought up the sub- written copies of the Biblical quotaman" and "Yolando" are A-l mov- sema received the Information that ect. He declared that It has repeat- tions to the Superior Court Judge.
ing picture stock.
edly been shown by a vote of the peoThe popular prices at the Strand the Woman’s Uterary club rooms ple that the citizensof Holland want
would
be
packed
and
overflowing
at
will remain In vogue as heretofore.
8 o’clock tonight. He stated If that daylight saving time In the summer
was the case he would appear at tho god thence It should no longer be necessary to take a referendum on the
LICENSE BOOST HAS BROT
local club rooms at 6 o'clock for the
LESS HUNTERS INTO STATE first discourse and would repeat the subjeett but the council is Justified
In being guided by the expression of
lecture on “Common Grace" again at
the will of the people at elections
8 oclock tonight. The Womans LiterThere Is a feeling !n certain cir- ary Club will accommodate about 600 other
TWO PETITIONS FOR RIGHT TO
cles that the Michigan non-resident
He moved that the common council
BUILD OIL STATIONS ARE REpeople.
deer hunters’ license Is unreasonable
give Mayor Kammeraad the right to
F EH It ED TO COMMITTEES
o
—
Four years ago our legislaturechangbsue a proclamationestablishingdayed this license law, raising the fee HAMILTON TEACHER
light saving time In accordance with
The petition for the right to build
STAGES UNIQUE WASHfrom $26 to $60. It was passed with
the dates adopted by Grand Rapids. an addition to th« Vanderschel bakIXGTON CELEBRATION No one seemed to know exactly when ery bobbed up again at the meeting
little opposition,but the prediction
was made that it would have a tenGrand Uaplds will go on the new of the common council Wednesday
Principal Kaechelle of Hamilton schedulebut the Impression was that night although It had been rejected
dency to drive deer hunters to other
Allegan
county,
recently
staged
a tales and cut the revenue received
.. Is the middle of April. Whatever two weeks ago on recommendation of
from this source .In half. The last unique Washington’s birthday cele the Grand Uaplds dates are. the same the regular committee by a vote of
bratlon. the pupils giving an appro
year of the $25 license,695 non-realdates will be adopted In Holland.
eight to four of the aldermeh.Last
dents hunted deer in Michigan, net prkate program in which the famous
It was pointed out that In case a night the council referred the petition
cherry tree and the little axe natural
large number of the people of Holland to a special committee composed of
ting the state, after deductions for ly played a prominent part.
commission were made $17,376. The
After the program the teacher should be dkwatlsfledwith thia ar- Aldermen Vlsscher, Klels and Stagh.
season of 1922, the first of the high staged a social hour, and the pupils rangement they have the privilegeot These men will make a thorough inlicenses, brought 256 out-of-state were each given a large cut of cher petitioning the council to put th# vestigation and report back to th*
question to a straw vote again at the council.
hunters Into our deer country; 1923 ry pie with Ice cream trimmings.
160 came and 1924 this totaled 202.
A petition submitted by Mr. Pelo*
The teacher explained that the coming city election which Is to be
This high license has cost the state cherries came from other trees than held on the first Monday in April.
for the right to build an oil station at
at least $26,000 In fees during the the one cut down by the "father of
the Intersectionof 8th street and G*rlast 3 years and proves that those who our country."
rltson avenue was referred to a comLAKE VIEW CLUB
opposed the Increasewere right in
mittee composed of Aldermen DykARK TO GIVE EXCELLENT
their contention. If Michigan la dePROGRAM FRIDAY stra. Drlnkwater and Vander Hill
GRAND
RAPIDS TURNS
sirous of driving sportsmen from the
A petition of the W. W. Oil Co. for
DOWN SOLDIERS MONUoutside states away from her game
MENT AT POLLS There will be an exceptionally In the right to build an oil station at th*
coverts, small town merchante and
terestlng meeting of the Lake View comer of First Avenue and 17th St.
hotels,the high license will do It.
Grand Rapids voters turned down P.-T. club on Friday evening. March was referred to a special oommltt**
the proposed $300,000 bond Issue for 6, and It Is expected that a very hap- composed of Aldermen Brieve, Van
erection of a commemorative war me
py and profitablehour will be enjoy- Zanten and Brinkman.
UNCLE SAM’S FARM TO BE
ed by the largest attendanceyet this
mortal in Fulton park.
SEEN HERE IN MOVIES This proposal, which required
year. Mr. William Dalman and Henry WALTON LEAGUE NOW SUGthree-fifthsvote for adoption, failed Maatman are In charge of the program
GEST LONGER PERCH LENGTH
and have arranged for the address,
The following moving pictures have by 1,837 of an even majority.
Whether
this decision means Grand "The Bible and Life" to be given by
been ordered for Ottawa county by
The recommendations of the Itaak
county farm agent Mllham. Uncle Rapids has forever declined to erect Rev. Theodore DeVlnney, pastor of Walton League that the limit of perch
8am. World’s Champion Farmer. a memorial to Its own sons and the Methodist Episcopal church of caught in our inland waters should
Hidden Foes In Seed Potatoes. For- daughters who have fought in the Holland. The musical features will be be raised to eight Inches Is good, but
esting the Sand Hills. A Sportsmans wars In which this country has been of like excellence. A quartette, Mr.
engaged or whether It means another Herman Cook, tenor; Mr. Ralph Van they could go a step farther and mak*
The pictures are to be shown in type of memorial Is actually desired Lente. second tenor; Mr. Richard Van this nine Inches, the same limit that
Ottawa county at the following dates Is a question which only the future Kalken. first base and Mr. Gerard now applies to perch taken from th*
can determine.
Co6k. 2nd base. Miss Majorle DuMez Great Lakes. A change such as thl*
and
„ . ,
will play a piano solo and Mr. Jacob would only mean that the chances of
March 5th— C’vlll High School.
natural reproduction In 2-year-old
Pelson will give a reading.
March 6th— Reno Town hall; March HAMILTON CORRESPONDENT
COMPLIMENTS P. M.
Mrs. Dalman and Mrs. Maatman of perch, will be greatly Increased, that
7th — Tallmadge Grange hall; March
Montello Park are on the refreshment
something our Inland waters need.
9th — Courthpuse.Grand Haven; Mar.
Says the Hamilton correspondent committee, which further Insures a This change should be Incorporated
\
10th — Robinson school; March 11th
— Allendale Town hall; March 12th— It has been noticed of late that the good attendance.
In our fish law revisions of this year.
Olive Center Town hall; March 13th Pere Marquette accommodation is or
—Detroit Free Press.
o
Prices All
— Blendon Town Hall; March 14th-" riving and leaving more nearly on
Nunica Grange hall or Town hall; time than has been cifctomary. and HOPE GLEE CLUB GIRLS TO
SING AT TRINITY CHURCH ENDEAVOR TO GET M5.00*
March 16th— GeorgetownGrange It ha* been asked whether the new
FOR GRAND HAVEN PARK
hall; March 17th— Forest Grove hall alliance with the Nickel Plate system
or Jamestown Town hall; March 18th
A party of Grand Haven men comregular policy will be 3
—Zeeland City hall or Vriesland
posed of city officials,members of th*
town hall; March 19th— Holland City when the nickel Is all on?"
council and representativesof th*
In
Trinity
Reformed
Church.
The
Continuous
daily
Hall.
O*
Club has Just returned from a tour Grand Haven Chamber of Commerce,
in the East singing In churches in motored to Lansing to attend the
1:30 to
TWENTY-EIGHT CANS OF
Cleveland, Rochester, Schenectady, hearing on the bill recently introducHERE IS A CLIPPING FROM AN
BROOK TROUT
ed for the expenditure of $26,000 on
OLD FILE COPY >5 YEARS AGO
TO OTTAWA COUNTY Albany. Bayonne, Brooklyn and New the State park there In extending th*
York City. Everywhere splendidau
dlences listened with great interest to concrete
Grand Rapids Hemld.— Bicycle
Included In the official delegation
Frank Salisbury deputy state game the Glee Club. Their appearance In
dealers were looking forward to a
from that city were Mayor C. W.
prosperousseason In 1900. Though warden, announces that twenty-eight Trinity Church Sunday evening will Cotton, Aldermen John Welch, John
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS
snow lay deep on the ground the cans of brook trout fry will be receiv- be the flraft In this' city since their Hulzenga and Arie Van Toll and Paul
OTTAWA CO. WOMAN EXHIBITS IN NATIONAL SHOW first week in March, dealers were al- ed In Ottawa co. today for planting return from their trip. They will give R. Taylor, city manager.
The Republican caucus in Holland
ready Interesting customers In the In local creeks and streams. Each two or three numbers. The public Is
township is fto be held Saturday,
Senator Vincent A. Martin recentnew century models. Perhaps It had can Is supposed to contain about two Invited to come and hear. •
March 14 at 1:30 o'clock at Holland
ly Introduced a bill into th*
thousand
trout
which
will
give
some
not
occurred
to
you
that
the
twoTownship Hall on the Zeeland-Hol- Mrs. H. Geerta of Holland Is one
for the appropriation of $25,000 for
of the local creeks a nice little start.
land road. At that time townshipof- of the prominent Ottawa county ex- wheeled vehicle our fathers and
The following election inspectors state park Improvement and extenMr.
Salisbury
Plans
on
planting
some
mothers
found
so
exciting
created
a
ficers will be elected and such other hibitors in the National Seed Corn
were named Wednesdaynight by the sion at Grand Haven. This Improvegood roads problem. But one of the In Little Black Creek In Little Pigeon council for the coming primary: John ment has been needed for the last
business transacted as may properly show hed in Chicago.March 2 to 7,
Creek
and
In
some
of
the
smaJl
Important
subjects
the
League
of
at least $17,000 In prises is being ofcome before the meeting.
streams of Robinson township. The of- Arendshorst,Joe Kolean, Chaa. Van two years and It Is hoped that th*
fered by the Agricultural Foundation American Wheelmen was working on
J. Y. HUIZENOA.
Lawrence, Fred measure will go through in order that
ficer win be assisted by Dr. Presley Duren, Jr..
In
1900
was
good
roads,
which
in
Society. Mrs. Oeerts Is out after the
the oval may be extended and park*
G, J, DBUR,
and
by
members
of the Itaak Walton Yonkman N. J. Jonker, and Klaas
most
cases
meant
to
the
wheelman
Kittle trophy of $100e offered for the
J. P. KLEIS,
ing space for more cars secured.
Buunna.
Leaffue.
oiled dirt roads.
2tcexS14.' Republican Committee. best ear of seed corn In America.
Future; Abo to Hate Some
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MR.
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State Bank
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DAYUGHT

a

SAVING AGAIN
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NEW STRAND
THEATRE

.
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_
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’

-
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i
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Comedy.
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.
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-
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-
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_

_

_

_

Wm.

v
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-
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Pat?

New$

Holland City

Two

of the boys are shown in action and
the paper state* that this is Western
we went out to North Park, and, af happened to me, but guess we'll have
Michigan’s finest five. ’ Riemersma,
.% make the be*t of It."
ter looking thing* over, we decided
Van L*nte, Irving, Albers, Ottipoby,
Among the visitors at the Jail was
stick up the grocery. Drlecal went in
Poppen and Tonkman are shown in
md asked for eome chocolate* and I Michael . Rlordan, owner of a drug
the picture.
went In after him. A* Drtacal waa stoif at 171 Madison aven, 8E. He
Vwlaarwer Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
handing over the quarter for the had known young Drlecal ever since
The P.-T. club of school district no.
candy, I told the old man to put up the young prisoner was a small boy
Voor8t’ 272 Eaal 1Bth 8t’ 11 b05r'
and he asked him whether the three
2, Holland township, gave a very enhis
. . .
Grand Haven always gets the thrill I Mr. Leon Badger of Holland was tertaining program at their meeting
••But he walked down behind the had broken Into his store one night
out Sf everything If there Is a thrill to «lled to Freymnt Saturday by the Friday evening, consisting of ipualc
counter and pulled out a drawer and last month.
drew the gun— a big, hlnlng gun. I
"Did you break Into the store of be had and the earthquake of Satur- 1 Illness of his father.
rendered by Van Dyk's orchestra;
cold him to stand still, but he did not your old friend, Loveland, too?" ask- day was no exception. Holland was
. ,,
piano solo by Miss Eva Clark; muslisten to me. He raised the gun and I
d Rlordan, "Naw", answered Driscal. not so fortunate or unfortunate ac- Mrs. Albert Stoel was successfully ical selections, Fairbanks Bros.; voloperated on at the local hospital In cal solo, Rhine Flshee; playlet, Miss
thought he was going to get Drlacal. "Gee, people think we did every Job cording to how you look at
According to the Grand Haven | the past. Her condition Is satisfactory Kasten.
Tribune report, the countyseatmust
'A surprise party was staged Thurshave gone thru a regular earth The farm residence of John Broe, day evening at the home of Mr. and
the buliet must have glanced aft
kept mine for a day or two and then "Shimmy” for It states that residents six miles southwestof Fennville, waa Mia. Van Oss, East 2ird etreet. Mr.
kSowe?hls"hou^|tMww
It aw-for a dollar watch it who were Indoors and who were In damaged by fire of undetermined ori- and Mrs. Van Oss have been living
up
prelly g00(1 An„ hoth <tore the
ht. throes
hrncH of excitementat the bas
for the past six years in Akron, Iowa,
kotball game, rushed out of doors as gin Saturday morning. The fire gain- and now they have come back to Holed headway before the arrival of aaLIFE
fore* dr^pp^nc0^*,though
•'nv.^hr^nmllTbandlt^'h!]^ walls commenced to tremble, floors as slstance from Fennvilleand damage land td make their home here. They
bad? and we did not know hs was I a laugh over the young bandit’s
palpitate and delicate furnitureto
hit
were welcomed with a surprise by the
of $2,000 was done.
the
papers
next
I mor.
dead until we saw
neighborsand other friends.
Asked whether he was aware a po skate about the house.
A little group of Elks at the O. H.
llceman was approaching while the
da>VVe didn’t stop to get
Elks’ lodge rooms noticed the shock
The Goodrich Transit Co., of which
Rev. James De Pree of Sioux CenThe mystery that has surrounded we drove right into town and ditched hree were In the store. Drlscal said and there was n rush to get down
ter, la., hopes this year to celebrate the Graham and Morton Co. of this
the pair "never stayed In a place
the slaying of Frtink E. Kugler. a the car.
stairs in »uch hMt* that the P^Kh'e' fifty-fifth"annlveiWy of his ordl- city Is now a pert, has during the
gr««r ."'North Park. Or.nd R.Plong enough to get warm" and that
mlght have been said to have r<M»e<Mnatlon ^ a mmuter. Mr. De Free
___
__________
post week
sent to many citizens of
ids, more than a week ago, when he
they never watched the cops."
u’ns
hndlv
flhaklhe
oIde8t
llv,n*
Ip»duat*
of
H°Pe
Holland
a bundle of picture postal
< was shot down In his store by supposThe Glldner
I college and Western Seminary, com- cards, ten In number. Each card plcDeploringthe absence of a CapiUl!
ed bandits, has at last been solved.
en, one of the guerts
"J"1 d* pieUng his theological course In 1870. tures one of the company's steamers
The three Grand Rapids men who punishment law among the Michigan
daring that
®Hd v^_ His first charge was the Reformed UIIU
and among
U
lift these
HtVOV, are
M*
to be found the
--have been grilled by superintendent statutes. Circuit Judge M. L. Dunham
waved back and forth while the
Korin*
--------.Indiana. Arizona, Carolina, Alabama,
of police A. A. Carroll and staff since sentencedthe three youthful slayers
trembled and shook In a manner thatlchurcn nt bl,nng
Christopher. Columbus, ("Whale
early Saturday are Kenneth Martin, of Frank L. Kugler. 66-year-old North
IN
nearly made him seasick. Grand HavThe Detroit Times of Sunday con- .Back,")
Back,") Pill
Pilgrim,Illinois and Grand
S. corlnne st.. 8. W.: Howard Ba*- Park merchant, to solitary confineen stores felt the quake, and many tains a quarter page cut of Hope’s j Rapids. The Holland steamers are
18 of SS7 Dickinson st., 8.W.. and ment at hard labor for life when they
shoppers edged their way doorwaru basket ball team of this year; Some not In the cards.
Emory Drlecal, II, of 250 Hall st., appeared before him shortly after
when they felt the walls shake and
noon Monday and entered pleas of
. a
the floors tremble.
After many hours of hard work on
largest gatheringof people In
______ slightly nerve-shaken,
, The Grand Rapids papers, bbth In theThe
• the part of the Grand Rapids poUce. ^White-faced,
city, the crowd at the high school
their efforts were rewarded early but resigned. Emry Drlscal, 18. How- 1 (he,r advertising and newu columns, gym. did not feel the shock for al• Sunday morning when confessions ard Baker. 18. and Kenneth Martin. I hav# be€n K,vlng publicityto the fact
most at the exact minute of the tremwere made by the three young men 19. gaveyolceto a monosyllabllc utter- |lhat R#v Herman Hoeksema, of com- or, the Havenltesstarted an offensive
unce of admission of their guilt otlmon grace fame, was to speak In Car- that ended In a score for the home
^ tt’hlm — I had to! I said, 'hold murder us Prosecuting Attorney Earl I ne \ Hall Thuraday evening of this team and gave fans reason to create
on there, old man, stand still’ but he W. Munshow, before
crowded
on the subject, "The Three a little earthquake on their own acraised his gun, a big shining gun, and courtroom, completed the *ornw‘ j point*." The local committee In count. At the big garage fire, specta1 got excited and didn’t want to shoot
reading of the Information. I charge of the arrangements announc- tors did not feel the quake, they
but he would have got all three of us
And then they heard the c°urt L(i t0<iav th*t It had been made neces- either being too Interested In the
so I opened up on him and he fell. expresslon
1 sary to make a change in the place blaze or the effecte being of little
That’s how It all turned out, Just as I them to death, if the law
an(j ty,At the address will consequence In the outdoors.
571
knew It would— as It always does a. the culmlnauor.of th^'on. .erSo far as Is known, there wa* no
when you’re playing a losing game.
t £t,!SLvh 21 when club hall Inrtead of In Carnegie hall. damage or casualties.Reports were
Cor. College Ave. & 8th
Holland, Mich.
This waa the hysterical confession of
filed from any source of cases
Kugler.
whom
they attempted to hold The
^aln the^me as^an- not
young Martin when he finallybroke
where horsehoes, nailed above doornounced,
namely
Thursday
night
down under the fire of cross questions up in his place of business, grasped
ways, fell and In so doing crowned
the weapon he had kept for 20 years 7:30 o'clock.
put to him by Chief Carroll.
passersby or where pre-Volstoad glass
Kenneth Martin, 19 years old. who In his store for such an emergency. It 1* announced that there will be and earthenware toppled from dusty
no admission charge and no collecHe
was
fatally
wounded
by
Martin,
admits he didn’t have the courage to
tion. The doors will be open at 6:30 shelves or plate rail.
“go straight” after several robberies the gunman, who hud gone ’crime
Mrs. Fred Addison. 404 Leggatt
and In view of the great Interest that
mad."
had convincedhim that crime would
street,felt the effects of the tremor
has
been
arotsed
hy the church con
It
Is
not
a
pleasant
duty
for
the
lead him to prison, slumped down
most decidedly at about 8:25. Mrs. Adinto a big chair beside Supt. A. A. court to remove three boys Just start- 1 troversy In Grand Rapids it is certain dison was sitting in a rocking chair
;hat
the
building
win
be
packed
to
caIng
in
life,
just
coming
into
early
Carroll’s desk at police headquarters
ii> the llvln* room at her home. Sudmanhood, to a place where all fu- pacity long before the time of meet- denly she noticed the house began to
Saturday and ’’came through.'
The saying, “goods well bought are half
He admitted he Is the slayer of ture activities of yours will be cut off ing begl*.
heave, and 6he chair In which she
—<r
Frank E. Kugler, 66-year-old North from the rest of the world," Judge
was sitting moved sidewise. The
sold,” tells only a part of this Store’s story.
FRED McKAC’HROX WANTS DOG chandeliers and lighting fixtures
Park grocer who waa killed In his Dunham said.
WARDENS IN EVERT COUNT! swayed. Mi*!, Addison’s little son
"You have already stated to me
store on the night of Feb. 21, when
Bills to regulate dogs appear at
Our obligation to our customers does not
he attempted to resist two young that you pleaded guilty because you
was lying on the floor playing, and
bandit* who had told him to ’’stick were guilty and that you understood ibout every regular legf**tfveses- he apparently did not notice the
end
with the actual purchase and sale of goods.
the charge In the information.
«Jon. Rep. McEachronof <^taw* Co., tremors.
>«m up."
Tf it was the law In this state that has introducedthe first Jog Mil of
He confessed he shot the aged man
Mrs. Add Iso IP immediately Called
death sentence should follow of- ‘hfs session. It contemplate*having up her husband WC the Addison, Pellotwice when Kugler pointed a revolver
Every purchase you make from us must be
fenses
of
this
kind.
I
should
be
per. at him— that he Intendedto ""ho0!
>oards of supervisors appofttC coanty grorn & Colson store and he hurried
the best from the standpoint of quality and
,.*>w” and spare the grocer’s life, but fectly satisfiedto sentenceyou three vnrdens to enforce a latr enacted hsoie. The shook ted nof been felt
r that In his excitementhis shots went ho vs to death. It is Just such conduct
at the store, but when Mr. Addison
price.
Large volume buying for our hundreds
wild end Incidentallyled him to the in yours .ha. U drlrtn* th, p-opl,
reached home tH* llstare* were still
this
state
into
that
condition
of
mlndl"^
the
'
Th
^
£
,Vl,rjen
bill
of Stores assures greater values than are ordifete of. facing life Imprisonment for
trembling.
that the legislatureis going to pass « |
William SelfertIof Seifert'sBihard
narily to be had.
law
that
in
Michigan
It shall be a lifers wM to be indorsed
Emory' Drlscal, 18, of 250 Hall St
a
I sheriffsfor the reason that nothing parlors In the ElMtrbbek. soys he did
& D., who says he hasn’t the nerve for"The
not
feel
the
shock
himself,
but
noticgreater number of murders I seems to render a sheriff so unpopn'*r
«• handle a gun, stood beside Martin
Each sale in this Store must carry with it
ed the effects of If almost Insnsediatechat are committed In the country las seizing and putting our of
when the shooting took place, and today
are being committed by men 1 mllcensed dogs. Some owners of JOft ly after the tremors ceased. Mr. Seiabsolute satisfaction to the customer. Our
. outside waiting In a speedy stolen
fert was at the countw at the front
little I ordinary unlicensed dogs will criticize
roadster sat 18-year-oldHoward it about your ages, some
of the building when hr heard & terresponsibility does not end until you ar« finally
younger, some a little older. For you I \ sheriff so persistentlyns to cost him
Baker. 387 Dickinson st.. S. W
rific clatter on the stairway leodfag
.o remain at large would be a menace I ^any rotes If he again Is a candidate
• •ehaaffeur"for the bandit trio and
down fvum the EfkrclisDi
pleased.
;o society.The only proper place for|fnr nn elective office. Wfth an ap' h> custody at headquarterswith the
Within a few ml nut** thr state
you is to put you where you can com- nolntfre dog warden the sheriff's wor- door entrance opened and sixteen or
wther
_
Prosecutor Earl D. Munshaw Sat- mit no more offenses like the offense) -les about his politicalfuture wmrfn seventeen men rushed- not to' cdfcs ed
be materially lessened.
urday night said he had conferred you have now committed.
the sldewslk and begoa? looking a*
"There Isn’t any use of my lectur-l
— •
with Supt. Carroll and that murder
at the top of the building. The group
mg
to
you#
Y'ou
have
all
had
parents!
charges will be filed Monday against
had been In the club up. stair* when
From July 23 to August
21 this
uU
young)
and
mothers,
and
you
are
uu
young
h„vo
fmm
rhe
the three youths. The prosecutor said men of average Intelligence,
but with-j^ar properlj ouallfirdbovfl from flic tue tremor started amt they bat nr
Uu*e getting out. One- ot the aumbes
the three indicated they would pleatf
out any feeling of humanity about ’
area, *h»<*
sauted afterward* that, he neves
you or any sense of your obligations!Michigan. JJ1"1
f.
in,1T.tb 0f
thought of an earthquake-atthe time;
^The choir In which Martin sat o yourselves and your parents and
with
when he confessed la the chair where
ntensivemilitary training. without hat. eased there had -been: an etploathe
public.
ua in the basement.The building apmany others facing a similar predlca"The only wife place for you is «nst to them or to their parents, peared to heave considerably,ana
roent have sat before him and the
where you cannot run at large or ’amp Oorter. the biggest and best pietares swung on. the wall*.
story he told waa much like that
•amp in the whole roster of citizens
Several re*ldent*so<.the- ‘'hiHT aecwhldh the others told. It demonatrat- continue to take the lives of innocent military training camps, opens at
men. Upon this occasion you weal In-ed. in a word, not alone that “murder
Butt Fe creek July 23. for a season of tloa felt the tremors more or lea*
to this man’s store where he had a
will out," but that punishment other
milltnrv education.Last year about violently,and in oneehoma the maqtel
right to be. on his own property, condock stopped at jiwt. 8i25, dae unr
\tkan that meted out by man-made
ducting his own business, and mol- ‘ft boy* from Ottawa county attended doubted ly to the vibration of the
laws await the killer.
there Itnd an equariy large attendanceftom
esting none; you boys go in
waits. Guests at the Glldner hotel felt
And Martin, dry-eyed, but face and
here is expected this year.
maliciously and ruthlessly shoot
iiiiiiiiiniiiiimimami
for a mentn, the tremor* quite decidedly, but tow
nr iiniHtmiiaiim
twitching, told how he had thought
life
to death at a time in his mej
^rSrv^condlttbns- were aware as to the cause »f tha
I
about the aged grocer in his death him
».here he
dlsCarhance.
throes when he sat in tte Metcalf unsaving to
A clerk in one oi the downtown
dertakingrooms Saturday, before his and
taught by the most expert men in
to take cure of him In his old age and
the military establishment of the store* states that he be# mine violently
arrest, witnessing funeral services
to take care of his family, and In
for his father and the stepmother total disregardof his right* you go United Stares: to benefit from body- naa*I*ted for a few moment*. Just
buildingdrills and exercise, with about 8:25 Saturday night; He know
who had been a real mother to him there and take his life.
=
plenty of rime and opportunity for nothing of the earthquake it that
and who both died within
few
MAKE THIS YOUR BANK
“There isn’t any excuse for it, and play: to le*m self-control;to prac- time.
g
hours Thursday night after an Ill- anything
hing 1 might say
m»y to you would
would
.
th
=
others;
to
0
ness.
n
E
not do you any good. You will
In the
"It’s all coming back to me,” he time to stay in the prison and reflect I wear
,f
0f Amer* Every now and thmi some one 1
^explained . and without asking for upon what you have done, and
come* across w h
declare*
^
wh^.m e
rooa that the people- who db not
me»CF. asserted that he was unable fact that you can sit there and mH-Pl™; to hav* the most wholesome
the most expert medical attention keep their walks clear of *n*w ought
to tell *ow within three short weeks
ove
he and his two pals carried on an
to be put into the city lookup or
*nd
I»
amazing career of outlawry with the
night to he given some other nalutory
result that all three today may be a feelingof remorse such that It raay|—
,rom" fhe rlght
lesson to tench them how t* be wood
charged Jointly with having perpet- help you boy, to live up there ae
Wm merI„y noth- citizens. But Just for variety today
there came a complaint which will
rated a brutal murder.
Martin told Supt. Carroll with lit- 0U-The sentenceof the court 1. that
“"’t,™ i.^hTweenTr make all the lazy omIs wh-i- have- not
tle urging all that pertained to the you he and remain Imprisoned in
J* , „har»cter and in l*en cleaningth«4r walkst feel like
murder and other crimes of the three. the branch prison at Marquette,
he is eligible' to patting themselves on the* back, and1
By some unknown method your neighbors
Michigan,
and
in
solitary
cooflnement|K<'od
ph^ira!
trim, he Julv and treating themselvesto an extra -Hgar.
When he had completed his story.
Baker, dark-eyed and black-hair a, hard labor tor the tern., of
“Won’t you make- an afpeal.’*- salcT
and friends seem to know whether you are get-diminutive chauffeurfor the three,
a housewife and nuOher, ‘*that aeopio
'qufremeat* ar« simple; there is no will refrain from olkarlng.-their walk*
told virtuallythe same tale of wrongting ahead, standing still or going backward in
obligation of future military servlfcSi
too completely of *now. I havee hod}
doing and he was followedby Driathough a boy Is welcome to further In mind all wlnten to moke tlfti* ap#training,and to service if he want* ft
a financial way.
For the first time since they separbut forgot K from Mme t* tlm*.
Camp Custer is equipped for wsrlt peal
Then the recent; tJlaw made me think
ated after the Kugler slaying, the
and for play. There are numerous it would not be- necessary !>ut the
prosperousman or woman can be nothree were together in one cell block
base bail diamonds, hand ball courts present storm ha* remladed me of lb.
last night. Drlscal oft-expressed fears
In every company street,find tennis
Many people clear every speck of
ticed anywhere and they need not hang their
that Martin might shoot him If Marcourts. Eagle Lake is ideal to swim snow off their walks sad- those of u*
tin believed he. Drlscal, had "peachin
and
the
boys
are
transported
good fortune on the noses of everyone they
mothers who have babies to draw on
ed" had dwindled. "No hard feelings,
the lake and back every afternoon Rleds are up agtdnst a difficult Jotk It
ure there?" asked Drlscal and the
The
camp
theatre
seats
4,000
and
meet either, in order to have the fact made
others answered “No." A few minutes
Aware that "life Imprisonment”un- there are movies every night, besides Is Impossibleto draw the Hleds over
the cement walks anti so w.« have to
later they were attempting to bribe a
der the existing Michigan pardon sys- daily band concerts by military bands
go Into the street or along the eurb
known.
turnkey to run out and get them
.......there
.... _
is a spacious hostess through the d*ep snsw.
some sandwicheswith a sum of tem means an average incarcerationThen
of 12 years, the three young murderersI house, where receptions are helW and
"Many citizens are far too conscimoney "pooled" by the three.
It may be a little more of an independent
who killed Frank K. Kugler, Grand | dances given weekly. Parent* and entious about cleaning their walks.
Confessions of the three In the
friends are welcomed as visitors.
Rapids
grocer.
In
adjoining
cells
at
They
must
be
the
kind
who
haven't
murder case had been expected by
air, a little less worried look, a happier counteAll informationabout Camp Cus any childrenor who have forgotten
the police chief and his detectives the Kent county Jail Monday night
ter Is available by writing Capt. J. G. the time when their chBdren were
appeared
resigned
to
fhelr
fate
and
over since the arrest of Martin and
nance perhaps, anyway whatever the cause, the
Executive Secretaryto
small. Cleaningthe walks Is all right
Baker Saturday. Drlacal has been accepted their predicamentwith boy- Stevenson,
S.
Mott,
Civilian
Aide
for
Michigan
but If those who want to do this
held since last Tuesday. Gradually. ish optimism.
air of prosperity seems to ooze out somehow,
If the words, "solitary confinement 11-103 General Motors Bldg., Detroit would be thoughtfulen*ugh to leave
Marlin Saturday was led up to the
or
to
Ralph
Routler,
Chairman
for
night of the murder In his admis- at hard labor for life," as uttered by Wayne County, at the same uddress. a narrow strip of anew along the
somewhere.
edge Just wide enough for a child’s
sions regarding oil station hold-ups Judge Major L. Dunham a few hours
sled to pm* ovei they would win the
and car thefts, and unexpectedly, he before had swept away the carefree
At 4 o’clock Tuesday afternoon the
A nice little balance in this strong old
asserted: "Well, 1 might as well tell attitude of Baker and Drlscal. they time limit expired for the filing of gratitudeof all mothers of sunall
children.”
failed to display any lack of Interest
We did It!
petitionsto have names of candidates
Bank will give you more of this self-confidence
So after this the ctep who Is too
Martin snid he had given up a Job in the life that will be theirs at least placed on the city primary ballot to
lazy to clean hi* walk ha*
very
with a railroad he had held after a until they are mature men.
be voted on March 17th. As had been good excuse.
and opens up the way to more profitable opReflecting upon the sentence that predicted, comparatively few contiff with a sweetheartand that early
in February he began "running would stagger many a man with the tests develbped and In the case of
A
around" with Drlscal and Baker, who full knowledge of the worth of lib- most of the office* to be voted on, the
similarly, had quit work. Baker had erty, Raker, diminutivechauffeurfor primary will decide the Issue beSave with us until you have a working
been driving a truck for nn express the trio on their many exploits re- cause in most cases there is only one
company while Drlscal until recently marked: “Well, maybe we’ll be out In candidate, and even when there are
capital. It pays — you feel stronger
your
was employed by a fruit company. ten years. The Judge sure handed It two, the primary will decide the con“Wrestling with bananas," he term- to us. but we had It coming, and the test and R will not be necessaryto
Miss Anna Klinge wo* a Grand
neighbor will begin to look up to you— and you
’solitary confinementdidn't sound carry it over to the election.
ed it.
Rapids visitor Saturday.
Following is the list of candidates
"1 let my Job go and spent my good to me. but I guess there’ll be nn
are off on the right road.
roll." Martin said. "Neither I nor end to It sometime and maybe things for whom petitions have been filed
The pupil* of the sixth grade of
Baker lived at home and early last will look different."
with the city clerk:
month we started taking cars. We
Aldermen: First ward, A. Klels; Horace Mann school have chosen pur"We may get out In 12 years or
would drive around a while and then so." commented young Drlscal, ns he second ward. Frank Brieve and ple and white for the school colors.
stick up an oil station, park the car sat In a cell which was also occupied Henry Venhuizen; third ward, Gerrlt A banner has been made of these colsome place and then repeat the act hy Martin, due to the crowded condi- Sprletsma;fourth ward, Oscar Peter- or* by the teachers and was pre4%
sented to the club Tuesday night at
a few nights later.
tion of the Jail. Then, ns the wife of son; fifth ward, Charles Dykstra for
"I had the only gun In the crowd a former employer appeared with her the full term, and Alex Van Zanten the auction sale to be held for the
and Drlscal always went Into the husband to see Drlscal once more and for the part term; sixth Ward, Arie purpose of raising funds for the
schoo picnic In June.
place with me. while Baker drove.
him well, the young prisoner nd- Ynnder Hill.
Wo held up three stations and the wish
City clerk. Richard Overtveg;city
ed. ‘I hope I come out a man. Maybe
Holland boys are still up to small
assessor,C. W. NlbbeUnk; city treasjobs were eaay. but I knew we would
I'll get some sense by the time they
urer, Murk B. Bowmaster; Justice of town tricks, it seems. A few days ago
get to the end of our rope and that
the peace. Jay H. Den Herder; mem- a bevy of Indies, out shopping,were
we might hurt somebody and g« In let me go again."
Martin, who ever since his capture ber of the board of nubile works, M. made to scurry hither and thither
bad and told the others so. I said I m
yelping hound
not going to snitch any more cars; had been inclined to be despondent"Vander Water; member of the board when they spied
but they said ‘we’ll take 'em and all and worried, probably due to the of police and fire commissioners,G. charge at them. The dog did not have
youll have to Is go along, I don t death last week of his father and Cook and Bert Vander 1'oel; Super- the ladles In mind, however, but went
stepmotheron the eve of his arrest visors, Simon Kleyn and Henry Van- by. and nt Its tall was noticed ft clusknow why I did
.
“On the night of the hooUng. for murder, was vlsahly relieved. der Wlarf; Constables. 3rd ward, Ger- ter of five cans dangling. Officer
......
Drlcal and I got the car and ^ke.d 'Well, I’m glad It’s all over,' he said. rlt Van Haaften; 5th ward, Jacob Steketee gave chase and relieved the
uw Baiter
___
______________
up
at
Division ave. and Weal Tve felt ever since that affair at Lievense.
dog of the extra appendage.
thy *t. After driving around a while, North Park that I didn't rare what
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Tile Christian If»tetU*Wic«r YNfc
A number pf conventtetis and aaaemblleawill be held at Camp Gray week prints a cut of the Hope Colat Saugatuck during Xune, July, and lege Girls' Glee club. Among other
Auguat. The datea el those arranged, things the Intelligencersaid:
“It will be a revelation to many o!
with the number ef people expected
to be In attendance, are given below: those who hear the young ladies at
June 15-26— Y. W. C. A. Induatrial the various coacette to discover the
beauty of tone and the classic value
Conference — 36A.
June 16- July 6— Y. W. C. A. Olrla’ of the selection* presented by the
club. Few beyesrilthose In closest
Reserve — 250.
June 27 -July 16— Y. W. C. A. Stu- touch with Hope College know of the
Importance of Its musical departdent Secretariea — 126.

every detail and again Indicates that rectory when the

torles dM not contain

the ever convenient list of fire Mr. Blodgett^ know* how to get out larger flghfg ««>» appeam. a^-nar
.alarm boxes, omitted from the new thls class of work.
The directories were being dlatrl
tthin UFADIM *<«ll directories for the past year buted
among the hualneu men Mon rectory appears for only once, ^ subIVUAU W? Ulala. again appears in the new directory. day morning,
and aoihe time next scribers will have to go through th#
This has always been an important
week
8100 will be mailed to Holland. same agony all over again In a year
The Allegan county it>ad commie- page in the old directoriesand the Zeeland, and rural subscribers.There from
..
slon will be greatly handicapped by compilersof the directory did not
Mr. Blodgett state# how ease that
only one objection to this new dithe adtlon of the state highway de- lose sight of that Met. This same Is
rectory. Either Mr. Blodgett or some he will be here again next December
partment In cutting th# allowance for page also containsInformationreia- one else must keep it up. or subscri- to get out a second directory, uu®
malatenanoeof atate highways 25 per tive to police protection through the
bers will be worse off than before. will continue to do this from year t»
r*nt Avnr tmat vm r There was not signal light system both day or night, The Holland subscriber* hove almost year as long as th* advertising suproU
uI.t^Mo
Pro7.rl,™""orUuo
.
v.ry convent addition.
I'llUUgn
mj " r A
become accustomed to the Bell dl- port Is forthcoming.
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(

^

now.
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state roads, and this year they cannot
be given even that much attention. It
was desired to round out dangerous
•'houWl#rf.“ but this cannot be done.
As an example, where sixty hours’
July 6-U— Preabyterian Young
.
time was devoted to floatingMIS, only
"On
Thursday,
February
16th,
the
People— 17*.
46 hours can be given this year. Work
July 17 -Aug. 8— Student Secreta- Glee Cltib Suited the Headquarter was begun last week grading roads
rlea* Bible Conference — 126.
Building at 25 East 22nd street. New and bringing them back to normal

ment

July 17«Aug. 25— Social Workera* York, and met the secretariesand condition after the winter's damage
other workers. At th# usual time for It has been found that the roada on
Aug. 21-21— Y. W. C A. Busineaa the weekly prayer meeting, which which the rotary snowplow was used
was in charge of Miss Cobb, the Club are In the best condition, due to the
Olrla—
_
was presented. Miss Cobb road Psalm removal of snow from the roadway In121 and prayer was offered by Mrs.
John F. Bussing, President of the stead of piling it up on the aides.—AlWomen’s Board of Domestic Missions. legan Gasette.
Followingthis the Club sang a mumher of selections from the repertoire.
LIE
At the conclusion of the meeting the
young ladles were escortedthrough
the bnlldlng and shown the various
ofllceoand were introducedto most
The big carferry Grand Haven of tbs workera
Ravenna cltisens are apparently un"Luncheon was then served in the
with her four thousand horaepower la
still the greyhound of the lakee and assembly room, and a social hour was convinced that there has been any
probably will be for some time to enjsyed, together with an address by smallpox In the village, despite the
come. Recently In approaching Mil- Dr. Nykerk, and two recitationsby statements made by Dr. George Ra,Jt*
sey, of the state hoard of health, to the
waukee the Grand Haven and the Miss Kuyper."
.'-O'"'
contrary. The state board of health
new Pare Marquette 21 had U out
agrees that all danger Is now over in
for apeed with the reault that the
Ravena. but It maintains that there
challenger fell far behind as has been
have been three oases and two deaths
the custom when other ships try apeed
from small pox.
with the “Grand’' aa she is known to
“Prompt precautionary-measure*!
the marine fraternity.
have eliminated all danger there now.
“When they want to get -a boat on
the lake that will hand the old Grand
say Dr. Ramsey.
But Ravenna maintainsthere na
Haven a trimming for apeed, they'll
have to build one," said a member of
teenh*lun,unlluaUyainJured*
vlUaga
the Grand Trunk organization.The lant fm they ar« all In
raise
Hthtl "f E Thatcher, Ravenna merchn
challenge has been hung and in spuej .«.n. In pay brou?^. nbo|1\
passing of the socalled postal bill th®tL.fRv lMUe<i the following statement
of her yearo, the Grand Haven stands'
has passed both house
n0 tfn(
ready to take them all on for apeed. and was rtgned Saturday afternoon by
rhore has K"With the new Pere Marqwte boatl President
pox In Ravenna. There has
out th way, the owly unknown quanAnmmsremerftat the White!
January
tity la the new Ann Arbor oarferry Mo. House that the president had signed “Duffy died ^om ..‘l^^ited hlm
7. Whether she can match speed the tneaomre oame aa a surprise. a*|29. More than ten people vetted h
with the Grand Haven la a question earller Indications were that he during bis Illness and aa many more
aa the new boat la primarily an Ice would send It to the postofilce depart attended the funeral at the house and
crusher and la not supposed to be ex- ment imfl the budget bureau for r«t no one of them has shown any
symptoms of small pox. Benton had
ceedingly fast.
study before taking action on It.
The Grand Haven also has the k.
The MOL ’which was received Satur- hemorrhage of the kidneys and died
o. alga on passenger boats. It has day at t!he White House, provides for from that The big headlinescares
been long rumored that one time the an average Increase of about 6166 have rained business here for twenty
stamahip United States attemptedto annually In postal employee’salaries. **J»"
try speed with the old car carrier and effectiveas of Jan. 1, this year,
that while a battle royal enmmfl. the increased postal rates,
ALLEGAN PIONEERS
qjj jasT SATURDAY
Grand Trunk ferry cleaned her rival 35 meat. *0 irakie about S60.006.6W
Aiiegan was visited by the
handily. The United States la any- the 66k.'000.000required for the
thing but a alow bent so If tWa -victory
r»aner when three old pioneers
The bill also carries
The first was 8tebe true. It puts the Grand Haven in
recommendadby the senate campaign] were ***«"
* ..
pretty fast counpaary.
Commanded by Captala Edward fund committee strictly limitingcam-j phen Odell, a^ed 94 >
Martin and with Edward Tatfldge candtdoteH6041111'08
1
o^d was Mrs. Samuel Murpresiding over the engine room, the
The
salary
Increase*
are
similar
4*>]phy.
aged
rq8 p^iurphy
big ateamer baa been making tripe all
those carried In the measure passed] wsls the widow of Capt. ».
P
winter. It la the twenty-third year in at the last session, which was vatoedlwho was a member of the 4tn Micniservice tor the Or. Haven, she havby President Coolldge on the ground! gan cavalry and assisted In the caping been built In 1602. It wRl be re- that .no provision was made t® meet]ture 0f Jefferson Davis. She is surmembered that -when the oarterry Tt the Increases Incident to such a raise.] vived by two daughters. Mrs. onarieu
of the Pere Marquette line wae
Kellogg. Allegan, and Mrs. May Hutzstranded near G. Haven, It was the
ler.
_
two Grand Trunk ferries,Mllwai/kee
The third was John M. Brown, aged
IS
and the Grand Haven that finally re71 who died at Grand Rapids Saturleased the boat.
day and the body was taken to Allegan Sunday, the funeral was held at
The Holland Teachers' club and
Allegan Monday afternoon.
the Woman’s literary chib have Join-oJerusalem. Feb. 2 4:~7b®
1 nr \YT ICE AGAIN BLOCKS
ed forces to bring to Holland an en-i
est pope In the world Is the title HLAVT
tertalnmentthat for many will take
IjAKE harbor channels
the place of a trip to Washington, D. borne by Mar Ihsal Shlnvun, PatriFor the second time within a week
arch
of
the
TJestorlan
and
Assyrian
C. On the evening of March 10th
lake traffic on the Michigan shore Is
-Who has arrived here on his
these two organization will bring to dhurdh.
iy to
.ttefl np by heavy
way
to
England
and
America.
Holland Charles Colfax Long, well
This Patriarchof one of the oldest harbor channe s and makes
known lecturer and traveihr, sMhoee
theme will be "Washington: Gar Na- Chflsttan sects Is only sixteen T****] OTJ^Jl"i^ Mlaa0Url 0f the Goodbeen lnside the
tional Shrine." Mr. Long'a hasne is in old. having succeeded his brother}
^rhb(^^e(sunday morning waitWashington and lie knows Intimately, when the latter dled ln a
w|nd to clear the
every feature of Interest In the most, camp on the Persian frontier. 1
The young Patriarch Is a modern ling Tor a snmmg
beautiful city in America. The lecture
channel.The steamer Alabama *as
will be at the high school auditorium. boy. educated In American schools in out In the lake trying to make an
Mr. Long will bring with him ovhr Persia. He speaks excellent EnglWh entranceat Muskegon harbor.
200 exquisite haadlooJoreA'soefl na- and ts a devotee of American aperts.
Several Inches of snow covered
tural color photographicslides. He When he was called to the Patriar- western Michigan Monday morning
chate
on
the
sudden
death
of
his
will take his audience to such places
but the storm belt extended only
of Interest as the Lincoln Memorial brother, he was found playing base- about 20 miles Inland, according to
ball
and
Insisted
on
having
bis
Anal . Ha 14 by some to be the most Impres
turn at bat before going with the 1 railroad men.
Hive monument in America, the
Washingtonmonument, the capital, church dignitaries for his coronntlen.
Hie followers are found mainly In
the White House. It will be like tak
Ing
personally conducted tour Persia and Russia, but they have dethrough Washington with the added creased one-half during the past ten
advantage of receiving information years through massacre and deportaISabout each place visited that only one tion, from which the remnant of the
Assyrian nation was saved by the
long familiar with tbem can give.
American Near East Relief in Persia.
My |>©eple today owe their very exMiss C. M. Blakeslee of Spring istence to America,"he Hays.
Lake has received word of the death
Four different ‘’popeB,, are recognFor the last year or more, since the
1 circles here,—
of her brother-in-law, C. C. Stocking ized In ecclesiastical
here, I c.tll,en9 Telephone company was
in Loa Angeles,Calif. Mr. Stocking the head of the Roman Catholic| merged with the Bell Telephone com
conslderabi
has been a resident of the California church in Rome, the Patrlach of the pany there has been considerable
city for a number of years. He suf- Greek churth In Constantinople, the
fered a stroke of paralysis some time Armenian Patriarch In Erivan. and
ago and has been in 111 health since. this lad, the NestorlanPatriarch of
Mr. Stockingfor many year* made Persia.
Ms home in Grand Haven and Spring During the fifth century, the Nes- among the merchants; at almost
Lake. Years ago he owned a barber torlan church was the most powerful every meeting some member of tne
business in Spring Lake and later en- Christianbody in the world, and association would voice a protest.
The claim was that the figures were
gaged in the trade at Grand Haven. monuments of Its widespreadmisIn his earlier life he was engaged In sionary activity have been found In altogether too small as were the
names. The names ran In two co
the theatrical business, and always all parts of eastern Asia.
c-u a keen interest
__ In
_____
The young Patriarchwill be the unins Instead of one M l«
maintained
the profestdon. He“ leTorand Haven for'the I guestof the Archbishop of Canter- refltorles and many other aerecis
were pointed out. Merchants had
West ten years
bury during his stay in London.
simply
been spoiled by ^e ol^ dlJ)ec*
O
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PERSIAN POPE

Our

MON

M

S

'Beds
Need

This Store Meets Every Furniture

W

7HETHER
Y

Y

little

bungalow, or for the

For any

Our policy is to help you choose what
look bat and wear best without
costing you too much.
will never urge a customer to

is

house you can get

Take our line of Simmons Beds for
example. For a very few dollars we
have beautiful and substantialbeds in
the styles that are so widely advertised.

The

will

Nowadays, it

in the

finest

the right price.

We

room

good looking furniture.

stylish designs and long wear at low cost.

— we have the right furniture

beyond what he can

prices for

sim-

like that illustrated,or for a

residence
at

high

be for a luxurious

but inexpensive sleeping porch,

f T
ple

it

shown in the

beds

above are in this low-priced

buy

illustration
class.

Whatever the price you want to pty,
you will find that this store truly meets

afford.

every furniture need.

not necessary to pay

BASEBALL FAN

Jas. A.

^

I

.

America.

212-215

Brouwer

Co.
HOLLANE, MIGH.

RIVER AVE.

^^ £arbc>r

NEW PHONE

a

Monarch

BOOK WAS
SUED

MONDAY

o

r

o .

-

_

ago.

— —

popMEP hope STUDENT

The American Legion

Auxiliary I
feels well satisfied with the result*of
the first combination card party and

dance, given Wednesday evening In

Mr urr.
convenleb[:!;

torles. gotten out by the late

PUB- which were models for

VOLUME ON “FUNDAMENTALISM VS. MODERNISM"

LISHEfi

rnr

containing large black figures

*Uh

names nearly as prcna'nant. The
merchants wanted the oJd klnd of

I

Hen-

town

luncb

playing

i»y

I

puensc3&

U^es^lch

•

a

^

for

card
^ ^

^ --

raliroaa.

from

^-ter

U

.n^htbLnc.

Wall Paper

Our new Spring line of Wall Paper

is here, ready for your inspection. The
any previous year, both in color and design. Our large purchasing
power enables us to buy goods at the lowest possible price. Within a very few
weeks everybody will start cleaning house. May we advise you to come in early
and make your selection.
line surpasses

_
_
__ _

Nice Kitchen and Bedroom Paper at 10c. per double roll, with
Border and Ceiling to match.
Living
roll

Room and Dining Room Papers, from 20c

and

up.

per double

30 inch Oatmeal Papers with border to match at 20c. per
double

roll.

Varnish Papers

|

tracks

of

Jh.e

Woman's Literary club roorhs for
directory back, but
th^f
the American Legion and guests.
the Bell company exPla‘n*<1..tha|„tt.,
About seventy from the local Post
In this week's Issues of the spring was impossiblesince the dl‘?ct°rI®J
and Auxiliary attended and four book sections of the various weekly in the entire state were standardized
Grand Haven Leglonalrea and Atixl
along the lines of directories In the
Barites, Dr. and Mrs. Addison and
inreer cities and that the contract
Mr. and Mrs. Locke, drove over for The book Is called “Fundamentalism for* theC printing of these dlre^orle.
was given to one office over a period
the party.
Decorationsfor Washington’s blr:Uft ModernUim."
of time. The company <»ut«nded
thday were arranged by Miss
about further that If each
^sowa
rletta Althuls. A buffet
aro lt U publishedby the kind of directory, there would be no
served In the dining room b®^,eW un^ Wllson' company of New York end to the expense.
the card
&ty ;nd sicordrg tJ the publisher’s This didn’t satisfy the merchants
Prizes at bridge were won by Mrs. M. City ana Mcoruiis discussion . of however, when along cams O- L.
Blodgett, the man wbo nearly a
m‘ftMnan?Ttn500nbyl£r
E Malewltz points of differencebetween the mod- year
ago brought out the best city
directory Holland has ever had. He
llary and Legion were. so enthusiastic notice does not
Mr • Vander promised to get out a telephonedl
providing the m®fcba^?
Zl
°afflia for^
o^courje was to be rectory,
would pay him for his trouble with
advertising.The directory was to be
alng the line of one formerly gotI Judging however from
oontro- ten*out by Holland printers.Today
PrelUnlnarysurvey, looking to the veriy that the former Hope College !h. new directory put in « «ppearrerouting of M-51 irito Grandvllle has mftn started some time ago In “The ance. The figures and names ars
been completed. According ,to the chrtgtian intelligencer,
Reformed pverv bit as large as In the old direc
present plans the new road will leave church weekly, It would seem likely tory. It Is uptodate In every partithe old route about a mile east of the that the new book Is at least not un- cular. Not alone that, but It ul»o conviiiage limits and Joining It again at conditionally on the fundamentalist tains a classifiedbusiness d rectory
Wilson avenue, thus eliminating the Bi4e. In the "Intelligencer article separate from the regular dl^tory
double crossing of the Pere Marquette Mr. Vanderlaan asked how many with the different classes of business
Reformed church ministers could listed under their respective heads. It
Considerableagitation Is afoot lo- sign without mental reservations the also contains a numericallist In plain
cally to influence those in charge to articles that all minlrtera must algn wording, an unusuallyconvnlentadconnect the new with the old at Cen- before they are admitted to the mln- junct to a telephonedirectory.
The numerical list always gKes the
trai avenue which would mean a Istry. His query brought out a numravln? of nearly a half mile of road her of replies from other Reformed subscriber a key to the name of a
person who called during his absence
bunding
an ^
o' the^nSlMad^" I ^Mr.^ Vandeiiaan’B new book has by running down the columns or
tory site* adjacent to the
^
market
tlme but numbers that follow In the numerical
It Is now beginningto attract atten
one tjon ln the publishers* lists.
In the back of the Holland direcThe Knights of Pythias held one
tory a similar directory Is found of
of their popular dancing and card
. ..qparties Thursday night In
In ^Woman’s
omans |
Hen>en of Zeeland, also having Us classified
Literary Club rooms. In spite of th* the north side has purchased Art business directory and numericallist.
The Independenttelephonelines of
severe storm, there were about sixty
r>rocrrp««ivn five Gunser's photo business and Is locut- Borculo,Drenthe and other places
couples Pre8e^-J^7rom eight un- ed in his home on the north side R. serving part of the Holland and "ee
hundred was played
4 where he will take care of all
land rurals. besides Hudsonvllleand
hi Mr. OUoKramer and
SeTli «pTdeVc:?ln^heW^usln^ Hamilton,are also Yound next to the
directory, an added conynn und U we„ Known in Zeeland
venience which even the old direcof the evening was spent in dancing. Holland.

the

Spring Opening Sale

at

_

_____

50c. per double roll

-

Monarch 100 percent Pure House Paints
Flat Inside Wall Paint

at

-

-

Diamond Best Quality Outside White
Murals Cold Water Kalsomine

ST.

at

$3.

75 per gallon

$2.25

per gallon

$3.50 per gallon

-

11c. per lb.

BERT SLAGH&SON
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WEEK WEDESDAY

AdTerttoinf made known

WEST OLIVE COUPLE HOPE Y. M. C A.
CHOOSES OFFICERS
CELEBRATE THEIR

f-

GOLDEN WEDDING

What

Non-Partisan

FOR NEW YEAR!

before the meeting promised
Mr. and Mrs. Barsnd Kammeraad.
be quite a matter of dlscuaslon long time residents of West Olive and
failed to arouse controversyafter known for miles around that village,
John Van Tatenhove, vice president celebrated their golden wedding at
year which begins after spring vaof the Merchants association,had their farm home in that township
action. Theodore Essen baggers of
called the members to order at tne Monday.
Fifty years of married life have Muskegon will be the next president,
city hall Tuesday evening.
replacing Fred Tonkman, retlrtn*
John Mass,, representing a commit blessed Mr. and Mra Kammeraad leader. Mr. Bmenbagger is a Junior
Holland, Michigan, March 4, 1925
with
thirteen children of whom elevmittee having In charge *})•
en
are living and all were able to at- and hss served for two years on the
cabinet He is well quaHncdforthe
Bom to Mr. and Mra. John LoKkw, ance of prayer day on Wednesday, tend this long looked for dag.
To the Electors of the City of HollandsMarch 11, a custom that has been
For a number of yean Mr.'Ksm- position.Delbert Kinney of Kalsxna• Kir I,
- .
in vogue among the Hollanders In xneraad was the drain oemznlsirtonm too was elected vice president Kenjimmy Poppen, star pitcher tor
Yon are hereby notified that a NON-PARTISAN PRIcity, Zeeland and elsewhere, askand his acquaintancesand friends ney Is also a Junior and haa served
HO^SJilefa wl« leave Mon<Uy for this
Florida for training for the Bartl ed for a few moments In which to showered the couple with letten and on the Y cabinet Roy Nattreas of
for the CITY OF HOLLAND, will b»
The Spencer, Iowa, was choeen to act as
more team In the International lea- speak, and he told the merchants telegrams of congratulations
secretary
of
the
organization,
while
gathered
the
reasons
for
hold on TUESDAY,
17, 1925, in the several ward*
family gathered at the old home for
gue. Poppen recently alined a conILKikof Grand Rapids will be the
tract with the Baltimore club at a and requested that stores of Holland a family dinner and reunion and
new
treasurer.
All
of
the
officers
of
said
city,
at
the
placet
designated
by the Common Council
brought the honored guest a purse of
*ood salary. He eajmcta to return to be closed on that day.
have been leaders in Y work and a
Hope neat fall and finish his course Before the meeting several groups one hundred doliam.
contendedthat If prayer day was truly
Besides the immediate children very succemful year Is anticipated a* follow*:—
during 1M<observed
by
business
men.
clerks
and
there
are thirty-nine grandchildrenunder their direction. The Y. M. C.
Twenty-fourGrand Haven, Spring
In the FIRST
in the
but cir- A. holds a big Place in
-j.- FerrvHburg and Nunlca younjc others as well, It would be flttlng to and five great-grandchildren
vltles and the last year has been a
cumstances
prevented
them
from
all
set
aside
the
day
as
a
prayer
day
for
^•'to^iSSnaUe-at the Grand
NO.
106 E. 6th Street.
m*mr profitable one. The Y. M. C.
crops. The day should then be ob- attending, so that next summer » highly
Haven poet office Thuraday
complete family reunion Is planned A. and Y. W. C. A. t^e c^rge of the
served
by
entire
city,
manufacturers
as
for the positionsof clerk and carrier
In the Second Ward, 2nd FLOOR ENGINE
well as business men. Some con- when they may all be fortunateannual prayer week at the coneg s
to the United SUitoa postal
enonchto be
and It was under their direction that
11 any young men from the Gmnd tended that Instead of attendingserNO. ONE, (raar) Wait 8th Streat
The guests were: Mi*, and Mrs. Rev .Mr. Gordon
Haven high school took the examina- vices. many used the day as a holiday Wank
Kammeraad
and Mr. and Mrs. speak before large audiences here
and that the Interurban cars to Grand Edward Kammeraad of Holland, Mr. last fall. About 126 men are enrolled
tion.
In the THIRD WARD, C. A. R. ROOM, Baaement
Glen Ogden of Grand Raplda was Rapids are well filled on that day.
and Mrs. G. J. Mueller and Arthur at preeent In the Y.
It appears however that this was
Floor, CITY HALL, Corner Hirer Are. and llth St
•rrMitod by officer Bontekoe who
found him drunk. Okden ta«ld tub. onlv a preliminarydiscussion before and Mrs. Jack Kammeraad of Grand
the* meeting, for when Mr. Van Taten^ or“‘
- Mias
In the
at POLLING PLACE, No.
Rapids, Leonard
Kammeraad,
hove put the question no one argued Bernice Kammeraad of Lowell, Luthe point and when a rising vote was ther Lamb of Allendale, Mr. and Mth.
301 Pint Avenue
the caba that he had driven to this taken a large majorityfavored clos- J. V. Rooks, Muskegon, Mr. and Mrs.
r?tv Ha pleaded guilty before JuaUce ing; some remained neutral, while a Edward Boomgaard, Mr. and Mra
In the FIFTH
at POLLING PLACE, Coi>
A very interesting meeting of the
HsJSr who fined the man half dozen voted not to close.
John Overbeek and Mr. and Mrs. A. Seminary
Adelphla
society
was
held
nor Central Arenue and State *treat.
A motion to make the vote unanim- Van Doesburg of Holland and Mr.
I**
„
Tuesday night at the home of Dr. J. E
The coast guard atallon at Holland ous, however,was then passed and all and Mrs. Wm. Rock.
..
*
Vf
war A
cSviSc^Hdt.aad Char- KulEenf. on C«Kral,AT;.
w«.
In the SIXTH
Baiement Floor of
harbor was opened Saturday with members agreed to close up thalr
Cant S. J. Toft in command. The places of business during the entire
.Uny tn Ho.Und
hm' <>,
HOUSE, on Van Raalte Are.,
zniSobere of the crew will be Andrew day next week Wednesday.
• wniim
Clarence Laman led the devotions,
Planer. Herbert Van Oort, James
between
Nineteenth
and Twentieth Street*.
BILL
Leaking on the eubject ••Humility.
Fitzgerald, Marlon Buttles, Kenneth
’auto
WINDSHIELD
The
paper
for
the
evening
was
read
Robinson,Ralph Emmert, Llark Lo>- M. 0. L.
You are further notified that et *aid
«r and Walter Cafey. VanOort la the
A bill
to prohibit bathing beauty
emiUed^TheCharacter
and
kindred postern on the wind- class. It was entitled. The cnaracier
oldest memuer of tne crew, having
h le d B ^f r auto* mo
[k*a ,° \v ns n
- of C^t as Apologetic for Chr^tian. PRIMARY ELECTION the followin, officer, are to be voted
completed 16 years In the
FRICapt. Toft will begin bla second seawere for, to- wit:
son at Holland harbor.
The Republicansof Holland townVo
V
DAMSON
ship are to bold their regular spring
Jail, to display an advertising decaucus on Saturday,March 14. at 2
T°
L^ttOPEEGRID TEAM
The M. O. L. contest will be held vise, sticker, slogan or other matter
o’clock at the townhouae on the AeeFriday
afternoon
and
evening
at
Kalaon
motor
vehicle
windows
or
windland-Hollandroad. At that time all
George Damson, Junior at Hope
township officers are to be nominat- mazoo. The orators will speak in the shields. It would also prohibit cur- college,has been chosen to captain
The following have been duly Proposed for Office
First Baptist church, located on the tains on car windows.
• ed.
According to Representative De the 1925 grid team. Damson has
City Clerk
The first case to be started In Al- the corner of Main and Church Sts.
played
end
for three seasons and is
legan county circuitcourt Is that of Miss M. Van Vessem and Mr. G. Wes- Boer the mermaids impair the driv- Ian Ideal leader. Prospect*for a winer
s
vision
and
endanger
not
only
the
the State Food Inspectors Depart- selink. Hope’s representatives,will be
and*Hmb~of The “o’peratorbutof ning
ment vs. Weeny and Hills, vinegar Somewhat handicapped by being the life
other drivers and pedestrians.The 1 men are Hated to return to scnooi.
City Assessor
last
speakers
on
the
programs,
but
makers of Allegan county. The men
decorative stickers were condemned
are charged with having adulterated they both have splendid orations and some time ago by the state police
(Vote for One)
should win high honors.
vinegar.
G.
Miss Van Vessem delivered her ora- and the De uoer measure would furMrs. Albert De Young, aged 6fc
tion Monday morning before the ther the campaign for clear driving
CASPER
W.
died at her home, 62 East 15th St.,
student body at Chapel exercises and vision.
after
lingering Illness. She Mr. Wessellnkspoke Tuesday morning.
City Treaturer
aurvived by her husband, one son
A quiet wedding was performed at
Dr. J. B. Nykerk, who has trained
Peter, one daughter. Mm. Thomas
B.
successfully many orators for Hope
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Rumm*
Buter. The funeral was held Tues- has been drilling the contestants and
ler, on Saturday, Feb. 28, at 4 P. M.,
day afternoonat 2 o’clock from the
Justice of the Peace
when their daughter Lillianwas unitIs well satisfiedwith their prospects
home.
ed In marriage to Mr. C. F. Gloss of
for winning. Hope has always taken
JAY
H. DEN
Peter Kyad was arrested In Spring a very high place In these contests
Chicago. The bridal march was playLake Thursday afternoon on a charge and the Orange and Blue representaThe high school history students ed by Mias Josephine Gloss of Chl<
Supervisor
of drunkenem by Deputy Edward Ry- tives are feared by every college In heard Coolldge’s address over the ra cago.
oenga. The report came In from the the state. If either of the orators takes dlo at 11:30 A. M. Wednesdayin the , The bride was attended by Dor(Vote for
toterurban stationat Spring Lake and a first place. a"glory day’’ will be ob- science department of Holland high I othy Rummler, the groom by Albert
the call was answered. Kyad pleaded served Monday and citizens of Holland school.
Gloss. The ceremony was performed
'*' guilty before Justice Lillie and could know what that means as many
Miss Ross’ third hour history class by Rev. Wm. Schumacher of Hoinot pay the fine of $6 and costs so he
elory days’ have been celebrated came to an abrupt dismissalwhen land,
was scheduled to take hotel accom- hers.
Member of Board of Public
she quietly announced, "Those stu- The young married couple left tot
modations at the county Jail for the
A special car has been chartere< dents who wish can quietly go up to Chicago where they intend to make
Works
next seven days.
and a large crowd of students will ac- Mr. Leddick’s room and hear Mr. their home.
Born to Mr. and Mrs Ben Ten Cate, company the speakers and do all In Coolldge’saddress.’’ Everyone reat Holland hospital, a boy. Harold th^lr power to help bring victory to sponded.
Member Board of Police and
Alvin.
So general was the Interest shown
Hope.
that many would-be hearers were
The Reformed church of Hlngham,
Fire Commissioners
Wls., ha* extended a call to Rev.
turned back for lack of room.
(Vote for One)
DlESl
Henry Mollema of Spring Lake.
The Seventh Reformed church of
E. C. Eaton, well known cltlxen of|
Holland has extended a call to Rev.
Douglas, died suddenly Monday foreBERT
P. Van Eerden of Muskegon.
noon at a hospital In Kalamazoo to
which he had been taken Sunday
Rev. M. J. Duven of Vrlesland has
OFFICERS
night when he was taken 111. The
declined the call extended to him by
Eaton
summer
home
at
Douglas
is
the Carmel, Iowa, Reformed church.
Aldermen — Fir»t Ward
well kown and he has a wide circle
Jacob Lokker of the Lokker-Rutof
friends
in
this
section
of
the
state.
ALBERT P. KLEIS
At a meeting held recently the Jur
gers company Is In Detroit to attend
He was a prominent Odd Fellow.
lor class of Hope College decided to
a clothiers convention.
The deceased is survivea
survived by
hla|
Tne
oy um
Aldermen — Second Ward
present a pageant In 1926 In commem
Fred Woodruff writes from Roch- oration of the sixtiethanniversary o* WILL BE HERE FOR SOME TIME Wlfe and two sons. He was 63 years
(Vote for One)
AND WILL BE READY
|0ld. The funeral was held at Odd
ester. Minn., stating that he is re- Hope College, and the one hundred
SERVE ORGANIZATIONS
Fellows’ hall at Douglas on Thursday
ceiving treatment for his leg In St. and fiftieth anniversary of the Decla
A. BRIEVE
afternoonat one o’clock. Interment
Mary’s hospital.
ration of Independence.The pageant
HENRY
J.
8. M. --------Zwemer -was
Not only will Mrs.
— at the McDowell cemetery
The Parents-Teachersclub at Pine is to be given instead of the usual
be the speaker at the annual meeting near Ganges,
Creek school has postponed Its meet- class play each year.
Aldermen — Third Ward
ing from Friday evening. March 6th
Frederick Olert of Holland was of the federation of women’s societies
to March llth.
elected to be director of the pageant, of the churches of Holland on the aftSeven were boarded at the county Gerald Pool of Midland Park, N. J., ernoon of March 11 at 2 o’clock, but
Jail hotel Sunday night. The bad was made chief of a board of authors. she will also be available to other
Aldermen — Fourth Ward
weather is always the signal for an Paul Gebhard of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.. meetingsin Western Michigan for the
OSCAR PETERSON
next
few
months.
She
will
be
the
Influx of callers, according to Sheriff was chosen as business manager and
Fred Kamferbeek and most of them Cornelius Hospers of Chicago, prop- guest for some time of Miss Maude
Aldermen — 5th ward, full term
Zwemer, 363 Central avenue, and or
registered for the night
erty manager.
ganlzatlons that wish her services as
CHARLES
Plans
for
the
composing
of
the
pagSheriff Coveil of Muskegon county
speaker can vuiiiiuuuiuata
communicate with
her i . C. Schultmaker, noted Freislan
a Bpeuner
w.u* uv*
was in Or. Haven Sunday afternoon eant will begin soon so that it may he there. Her subject before the federa- lecturer, Tuesday night gave ft draCHARLES R.
to make an arrest of a former Mus- finishedby the end of this school year. tlon on March 11 will be "New High- matlc sketch of his play, "Features
(To fiill Vacancy)
The class of 1916 was the first class
kegon resident and charged with laiways for the King In the Near and of Friesian Loyalty."before many
to
do
anything
of
this
nature.
It
wlU
ALEX
ceny. The man resided on Fulton-st
Middle
members and friends of the Friesian
and went under the name of Bennett. be remembered by Holland citizens
Another mission worker who Is now society of this city In the W. L. C.
that
the
pageant
presented
by
the
Deputy Sheriff Forrest Salisbury reAldermen — Sixth Ward
In Holland is Everdlne Hamellnk of hall, in which he brought out the
turned to his work at the county Jail graduates of 1916 was called "The the Gray Hawk Hospital In Kentucky, necessity of
'
ARIE
HIL
after an absence of more than a week, Pageant of Hope," and was a great
success
In
every
way.
following Injuriesreceived In removCONSTABLES.
The class of 1926 Intends to coming one of the demented prisoners at
nesday afternoon, and this evening
of the^Frteslanraced Mr
pose and present a new pageant.
Third Ward
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The ban on public meetings has
been lifted at Conklin, Ottawa county, and the high school was opened
Monday after being closed two weeks
because of a smallpox epidemic In
that section.There was only one case
In Conklin and that one Is reported
as recovered.

Mrs. G .Van Lopik an old Ottawa
county pioneer now living at Grand
Haven, Is seriously 111 at her home
Mrs. Van Lopik came to this country
In 1841 and settled with the Van
Raalte colony, later moving to Grand
Haven. Mrs. Van Lopik is 84 years
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SOCIEn HELPS
1
HOLLAND “MOVIE
STRUCK” GIRL BEAVERDAM
- !• *

The Grand Rapids Press of Tuesday gives the experience of a young
Holland movie crazed girl who was
about to depart for Hollywood when

'

S. S.

CELEBRATES

Schultmaker did Justice to hla splen-

tnq
In

chlld^eVln
ThM church
ch^h and later
lltTr S*.
children
In Third
C. E. Society.She will also .peak
Trinity church and In other places.

AID

VANDER

ITS

„

GERRIT VAN

^

four-act Hxht
****°
o\ hi.
| JJJJJU®The March Flower,”In which
If'
_____
.........MlfTamn* nViar.
he Impersonates
seven differentcharacters. He also showed motion picture scenes in The Netherlands.
Mr. Schultmaker spoke and presented pictures of scenes in the Neth-

Mother

LOUIS VAN JNGEN
Fifth Ward

.

erlands Wednesday night st the
In The Netherlands tonight at the
same place. The pictures were pro
duced by The NetherlandsTourist

SEMI-CENTENNIAL

HAAFTEN

Fourth Ward

JACOB

N.

LIEVENSE

You are further notified that you
in the

Square

whom you

at the left

of the

will place a

mark (X)

name of the person

for

desire to vote.

sasociatlon.
’Leeuwaarden"the Friesian capitol,
The two candidates receiving the largest number of votes
Interesting event took place in
is the principal subject of the film.
the
history
of
the
Reformed
church
Paul E. Ward, districtfreight and ays: "She wanted to go Into ths at Beaverdam when Tuesday after- Scenes, both winter and summer, are in the Non-Partisan Primary in the whole election district
passengeragent for the Michigan R’y movies. She wasn’t satisfied at home noon a semi-centennial celebration of shown of the cities and landscapes of for any ofllce, shall be the candidates whose names shall aplines and Goodrich Transit Co., Fast and so with about f20 In her purse the organization of the Sunday School that country. The different crops
Frsight and PasMnger Service, was In and a railroad ticket to Chicago she waa held. Old and young gathered for grown In The Netherlands are also pear on the succeeding general election ballot for said office:
shown In the film
„
-the city Monday calling on business started for Chicago.
Dancing and sport scenes - of tbf PROVIDED, That if more th|n two candidates shall receive
"Not being advised on the ways of the occasion. Many frlende and formmen and manufacturers.
er
member*
of
the
church
were
pres*
country, as well as yachting race#,
travel she drew attention at the
more than twenty-five
centum of the votes cast, for
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Union station. Her conversationat ent from Holland, Zeeland, and tht are also shown In the picture.
Meff, 320 W. 19th street, a girl, Mar- the ticket window waa accidentally outlying villages, aa well as from
any office, then the names of all persons receiving such per
yin Rose.
but fortunately overheard by one of Grand Raplda.
A
most
Interesting
program
waa
givcentum of the votes cast for such office shall appear upoq
James Ver Meulen and James De the Travelers* Aid society workers. en, consisting of reminiscencesand
"Seeing the lack of experienceof
Pree were elected to managers’ posithe Election Ballot; and
That if
historicalsketches. The choir sang
tions at Hope College. Ver Meulen the girl the Travelers’ Aid secretary
the same two songs which they sang
'Will direct the schedule of the foot- made Inquiry only to find her father
there be but one candidate in the Primary for a given office,
kail warriors, while DePree will list lived in Holland, her mother was dead at the 26th anniversary celebration In
then the Primary for said office shall be final, and he dethe games for the baseball nine.
and the home life waa not particularly 1900. Many lettersof congratulation
and well-wishing were read from ths
happy.
Dick Diepenhouse and Morris Chitclared elected, and no election shall be held in connection
"Ths aid society, one of the par- former pastors and friend* who could
tenden of Grand Haven were arrested ticipatingagencies In the Welfare Un- not be present. Among the speakers A few last minute change# were
e
Monday charged with violating the ion, helped this young girl to see that from outside were Mr. G. J. Veldman made Tuesday afternoon in the Hat with said office. If there be more than one candidate
of candidates up for nomination at
fire lines and running their automoand
Mr.
Peter
Huyser,
both
of
HolPrimary
for
a
given
office,
and
if
hny
one
candidate
receives
11 was probably best to wait
few
the coming city primary. Qorrit
'blle over hose at the Henry Neltring
years before seeking her fortune In land.
Bprletsmawill not make the race for a majority of all votes cast for said office at
fire Saturday. They pleaded guilty
ml!r «
The
pastors
who
have
served
ths
the land of the sliver screen.
alderman In the third ward, having
and paid fines of 86.45 each.
"Such a service Is one of the many congregationare: Rev. Mr. Broek. tefused to have his name appear as a then said Primary for said office shall be final, and ne s a
The pupils of the sixth grade of the performed by this organization In Rev. Mr. Baas, Rev. J. Van Zanten, candidate. A petition was filed for
Longfellow school and the . teachers, Grand Rapids. Formerly this phase Rev. M. D. Vander Meer. Rev. J. W. Andrew Hyma and he Is the only can- be declared, elected, and no second election shall be held in
Miss Anna Dehn and Miss Dora of social work was performed by the Te Paske, Rev. Herman Maaasen, and didate In that ward. Charles R. AlStrowenjans,were entertained this Deaconesshome and the Young Wom- the present pastor, Rev. David Re- ton will make the race for alderman connection with said office.
noon at the home of Russell Dyke, 64 an’s Christian Association. This year gard.
of the fifth ward to contest the nomNOTICE IS
that the Polls at said ElecEast 22nd street, where they listened for the first time the Travelers’ Aid
ination for the full term with the
John
Westveld.
grocer,
of
Fennvllle.
to the Coolldge speech over the radio. becomes a member of the Welfare
preeent Incumbent, Charles Dykstra.

old.

she was Intercepted at the Union Station at Grand Rapids. The article

An

.

per

FEW CHANGES

PROVIDED FURTHER,

IN THE LIST

OF CANDIDATES

in

a

said

HEREBY GIVEN

The program was very clear.

"Last year, according to the annual
rapoii
inis oriraniuiion
s wur*
raport OJ
of this
organization’s
work in
In
the city, 7,884 Individuals were given
. --S-A
_ A .a
mm
ma . aS __
assistance at the Union Station."

Coach Schouten’sbaseballplayers
are working out every day In Carnegie gym. A large squad Is out but,
outside of a few veterans, little can
be said about the prospect*for the
Miss Belle Konlng is spending the
team. Van Lente will captain the
squad. Other veterans are Ottlpoby, week-end as the guest of her mother, W. Elevents etreet
Rlemersma, Albers, and Bulkema.

__

day.

A. M. unti

Union.

m

tion will be open from Seven O’clock
formerly of Holland, haa purchased
Herman G. Oarvellnk’s petition for
three acres of land on Mil at the
the nomination for city assessor, op- O’clock P. M. of said
Intersectionof MR9. five miles west of
posing C. W. Nibbelink. waa also filed
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
that villageand will begin at once tha
after the Sentinel went to press, and

A

hllfMfmr for
t C\T i Vl A AO.
erection of a large building
the ac
commodatlon of tourist*.
will Louis Van Ingham will make the race
maintain a gas filling station, a tea for constable of the fourth ward.
room, ice cream parlors and lunch Otherwise there were no changes in
the tentative list printed Tuesday.
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BANDITS ADMIT (CARELESSNESS

“LIGHT AND

City

Htut

C00UDGE AND DAWES TAKE

.

ZEE- CAUSEOFBIG PROGRESS” IS
LAND STORE DEATH TOLL PAPER’S tllEME

ENTERING

Page Fite

OATHS OF OFFICE

A

*

MAY ORGANIZE
NEW BUS LINE
REPORT SAYS

'

Greater Improvement has been
Mayor Kammeraad received from
of about 2001 Before a large gathering of mer made in artificial lighting in the past
the Michigan Public Utilitiescomyouths and men, and a few women, chants and other citlsens.Major R. 60 years than in all the thousands of
mission Information stating that petimilled about the gates at the Union C. Havens of the O. R. Safety Council year’s In the world’s historybefore that
tions had been filed some time ag»
station Grand Rapids Tuesday night spoke Tuesday night on “Safety, time. That fact was brought out in
with the commission by parties askiiMT
to view the departure of Kenneth First. Last and all the Time." The an Interesting paper on "Light and
for privilege of operatingbus llnsv
Martin, 19, Howard Baker, IS, and flgsres he gave show that the num- Progress," read Tuesday evening by
between Holland and Grand Rapids*
Emory Driscal, 17, murderers ofjber of auto deaths in the United R. B. Champion before the .Social
Mayor Kammeraad stated that repProgress club at the home of Mr. and
Frank E. Kugler, for the state prison States is appalling,
resentatives were also here but h»
at Marquette where they arrived late During the 18 months of war Un- Mrs. Henry Winter.1
gave them no encouragement statlnf
Wednesday and will begin serving cle Sam lost 60,000 in the fight with For the conventlenceof the mem
that he felt that no unneessarycomlife imprisonment for their crime. Germany, while in the same 19 bers Mr. Champion had arranged on
petitionshould be thrown in the wap
A greater part of the crowd was I months the United States lost 90,000 the mantel shelf types of lamps used
of the Holland Interurban, whleM
disappointedwhen Sheriff William killed by accident on this side of the since the earliest days, beginning
line already had hard sledlng, an#
L. Smith ordered the prisoners ea- 1 water where all was peace. Of this several thousand years before Christ
this city and the resorts could ill afcorted into the station sheds from the number 22,600 were deaths on high* and going down through the centurford to lose the street car line, in faet
ies up to the present time with its
Weston St., entranceso that no dif- ways.
Holland would be In a very bad way
Acuity might be experiencedin get- 1 This death record brought about Mazda electric lamps. The first was
without this public service company^
ting the trio to the waiting .north- an organization called the National a mere dish cut out of stone in which
besides the city had been very welB
bound Pennsylvaniatrain. Realkdng Safety Council, with headquartersat grease was burned. The next developserved for many years by the In testwhat had taken place when the sher- 1 Milwaukee.It is no profit seeking or- ment was a lamp made of pottery,
urban.
iff and a friend walked plone through
ganisation; it Is not limited to color, then one of bronze, and so on. The
Mayor Jacob Elenbaas who ha#
the station, the crowd swarmed to creed, or race, but all are arrayed electric lamp did not come until
Manlng in Holland listened In Wed- athllities of the world's most powerful not yet received
communioaUo*
the train, but station attaches order- against the copunon foe. carelessnew. 1679, and that too *haa developed in nesday while C. Coolldge and Char- civil office.
from the Utilities Commission at Laned the throng back to the gates. Mr. Havens stated that many Holland that brief time from a 1.6 per cent
March drew from her finest weathThe young bandits, who will be en- manufacturersare members of this efficiency to 20 per cent efficiency. lea G. Dawes took the oath of office er wares to provide a perfect dawn sing. voiced the same sentimentla »
communication over the phone. Her
rolled as “lifers" in Michigan’smost organization and his coming here The entire display is now In the win for president and vice president of for inaugurationday and President
stated he did not see a crying nee#
Isolated penitentiary,were locked in- was for the purpose of gettng the dow of the DeFouw lectrlcshop.
the United States. The oath of office Coolldgewas one of the first among for a bus line, that the InterurtMue
to a stateroom on the rear coach of public more generally interested in
Mr. Champion drew a word picture was administeredto Mr. Coolldge by all the throngs to be out of doors in had been a great convenience fer
the train and did not again look out safety problems through the avenues of what he supposed to have been
the bright morning sunlight. Before
upon the crowd outside. In charge of of the schools, police forces,common the beginning of the lamp develop- Chief Justice Taft, the first tlme^hat 7:60 while most of the White House many years to Zeeland and Zeelan#
could npt afford tp lose the street
the prisoners were Deputy bheriff councils, civic clubs, etc. Work is ment, imagining that the lamp was
former president administeredthe circle was Just bestirring itself the car line, and depend on a- bus sysJohn Wlest and Detective Thomas especially done in the schools and first discoveredby accident when oath to a new chief executive.
president stepped out on the north tem only.
Blirtston,to whom the three were even mathematicalproblems and geo- primitive man was roasting meat and
The ceremony of Inauguration, ex- portico of the mansion, tested the
Both Mayor Kammeraad of Holshackled. Bupt. A. A. Carroll chose graphy are sandwiched with a smat- some grease fell into a clay hollow emplifying the simple tastes of both mellowing spring air and then took a
land and Mayor Elenbaas of Zeelan#
the detective that he might carry to I terlng of "safety first,
forming a little pool which accidently men and the frugal policy they have round afoot out the northwest gate "i« giving this proposition muefc
the prison photographs of the Mill- Mr. Havens gave for Illustration took fire. The Idea once formed, the pledged themselves to pursue In the past the stand where he later was to earnest thought.They state, that 1*l11*
ln an uttempt to (that In the Grand Rapids schools _ development of the lamp was almost conduct of the nation's affairs^ car- review his Inaugural parade and then terurban tranportatlon means muofet
ried on at the president'sdirection on back through the southwest gate to to Holland,Zeeland, and the resorts
eatablishwhether two of the MUlburg I child who formerly was asked how Inevitable.
The speaker devoted much atten- the simplest scale In a century.
the executiveoffices. The bright and if for any reason operation*
bandits were members of the gang mUch two apples and three apples
that figured in the Brandsma-SlaterI made, Is now asked the question, "If tion to electrical developmentand
Beginning about il o clock with morning light wits playing gladly on would discontinue,it would be a sermurder In
llwo school children were killed by an the part It has played and Is playing the sixty-eighth congressentering its the red, white und blue that docked ious matter to this district.
Detective Bllnston will show the I automobilethis month and three last In the progress of the world and he lust hour and continuingfor almost out the staid government buildings
photographs to Leo Bolger, sentenc- 1 month, how many . children were gave many interestingstatistics about four hours, the Inauguralprogram flunking the White House on either
ed to life Imprisonment for his part killed ?•' He contended that it im how the efficiency of electric light excluded all extravagantpomp and side and the breeze fast was losing
in the crime, to determine whether mediately puts In the child's mind has Increased, how the cost has con- costly display, but lacaod nope of the Us sharp bite of yesterday,
Bolger recognizes them as his former the idea of how to prevent these slstentlydecreasedas new Inventions quiet dignity manifestingthe Ideals made It possible,the difficulties that
pals. Witnessesof the bank robbery child tragedies,
his assistants.
of a mighty republic and the respon- had to be overcome by Edison and
which preceded the murders were
Later. In the evening he showed
In Grand Rapids a traffic squad of.
.
p„-i,
not all certain whether the MUlburg
75 has been organized, the best dtlexnerN
bandits were those seen at G. R. and
of Grand Rapids being enlisted lanj); a , ,0,^i^!rionH
prompted the police chief to send an zens
IS
Into service without pay.
officer to see Bolger, recently transknows who these men are, they we
1 th manufacture of
ferred from Jackson.
FOR BALE — A 44 &cra farm, all Im. in°t In uniform, but nevertheless they|Mazda lampa
The youthful murderers of
proved, muck and high land, goo#
BE
are contlmlally helping the police
buildings. Will also rsnt or work
£ NSS^lirk* m 1 a ‘Cdun
"‘X!
violations.~ They are the
shares. Inqulra of Joa or John Da*
night of Feb. 21, maintainedtheir (of^because0 the? ve 'tot Tn axe1 to
or to get Somebody Sut in a
FOR BALE— Mahogany piano.
JUDGE OltlEX 8. CROSS OF OT- CHAMPIONSHIP GAME WITH HI Freeman, Byron Cantor, Mich., Rfd. L
when they chatted with relativestor tQC offtode^^f^the traffic tew1 that
the last time Tuesday
th 1
J \\S A -AI.M
AN CIRC l IT HAS | VAL8 SCHEDULED IN CALVIN
Mothers of two of the boys and other they are niaklnK a ml8take
STRONG BACKING
FOR SALE — 6 good Michigan horaso*
GYMNASIUM
relatives called on the three during To demonstrate how this traffic
also some milch cow* — all oowa I aalU
the afternoon. The visit was their "Quad works In Grand Rapids, last
A Washingtonstory to Michigan Coach De Graaf will take court deliver with truck. Will hava to*,
last. Sheriff Smith advising them no voar 4,665 offenders were visited by
papers brings some interesting side- team to Grand Rapids Friday night other car of horaea the first of ICasoho.
these men and were told to do 'better,
visitors would be allowed at night.
lights on the campaign for the apThese horses are all raised in MichiBefore their removal from the Jail and of that number anly fifty were
At the annual election of officers pointment of a Judge for the U. 8. where they will lock horns with the gan and ara used to tha climata. Too/
Tuesday night, the trio admitted oth- arrested. The traffic squad has week>wvmu> the Woman’s Literary Club Tues njr M pn.,r» hf wiitern MtchiMn Christian High team of that city. This don't hava to heap tham a year to gal
er crimes committed during Febru- ly meetings at the A. of C. rooms
^.r
M eh gan‘ game will be In the nature of a chamwhere their problems’ are broughriipI dll>' afternoonMrs. Joseph Rhea was
them In shap. I guarantee tha ago
W.h4rmw«TTSJSL.n»n C.
**
get* possession of the Belles Cup. Thi of avoir horse. Holland Fair ground*
Mapes
as a candidate for the U. S.
tm
•v...
k« Chicago team has been eliminated Jay
having been defeated by both Holland * ^ ^ ^
— i.n.nxLTLfU*
the proepectheretirement of Clarence
nimMa touma
inmia
and, n-ona
Grand Rapids
teams. th,
The locals
FOR SALE— Good 60 acre farm. Inerai merchandise store on Tamarack I now has 850 members and the trucks E- c- Brooka wa8 ®l®ct«u recoramg W. Sessions leaves the matter In a also have a verdict over the Furni
cluding I acres wall drained mud*\
ave., near Fourth st., N. W. Crime. Sf the memt^i have a conspl^ous necretary and Mrs. John Boone was very unsettled state.
located 6tfc miles from Allegan;2M',
committedoutside the city were|White cross on a red background at- re*e,ected corresponding •cretary
Bpnator Jam,, CoUMna
miles K. of Dunnlngvllls; young gaaoh.#
Utions in Rock- tached to the radlatox?oMheir iS- The treasurer,Mrs. Araold Mulder his custom of refusing to have any-hould emerire orchard Just bearing; young and! ukLf
fonL at a pool room at Zeeland and chines. Roughneck drivers are elim- was also re-elected and the three
^‘otor.£s again Friday n£ht W#ths> apple orchard and other fruit; tmil
theft of gasoline from a tank of inated as soon as possible and since board directors chosen were Mrs, O. unless asked bt ?he^d%^ ?oV
house, good dairy barn; 2 silos; nsmCOr^tOCki^urk'i
». Ilhl* organisation has been perfected J- I»*kema' Mr8- Ja*- Wayer and Mra
church and achool. Buy cheap from
John J. Smolensk!,Attorney, who I accidents by trucks have been few. | George Pelgrim.
pi^dent* wl u" del a>a t^e "a p p^ln trnen
^/[hJorn owner. Mrs. A. Weber, Otsego, Midi.
*.re^d of tli° foi the Mr. Havens is now perfecting or- AdditionalInterest was given the until Charles B. Warren is
Wxh scVool Iasi
ltpt-21
capture of the thieves who -dipvt ganlzations all over Michigan and meeting by glimpses of the republl* as attorney general and then seek
JllJord h.s
hn^ft?r7^tnHn0K.th^f^U'here it is difficult to get to all the can conventionat Detroit, given by advice In choosing among the multiiwrecked it neer Zeeland handed a cities, he is having representatives the president,Mrs. G. J. Dlekema, lude of
tabllshed and a »uccesaful season Is WANTED— Lighting Service Station*
The
ttrat
candidate
to
have
hit
rec
I
assured.
Eight
men
will
go
to
Grand
a!nou!?5
l*rom different cities gather In one 1 while *ballols wore belpg count9d. Her
agents In every town. Charge*
Jbt aril candidate tg have his i^ect perform for the locals. or
Batteries Instantly. Write for par,1 ' .r”'a I z'L„1i0'lMn',/'Pr,*7tantlVe*. n',t ln remarks, Informal and sponUniou., ommendatlon* presented by a pereon-**.'’ T1^mer> Host era. Peters. ticulars.
Lighting Co., 994 Columbus
Zeeland Monday, and Grand Haven Lhowed the influence and power for
representative was Kirk E. Wlok.
jnTema? Jacoboses.Bonte- Ave., Benton Harb^MJchlgan^Ha.
and Muskegon are to meet together L0od woman's participation In poll ^
Wlcks. His backing comes wholly
,.Vn,
wiu make
nmke the
the trip.
trip,
koe aiw4
and Fynlwever
will
of Grand Rapids. Attorney Jacob
oerfected** y
*>«•
P
.
Announcementwas again made of Steketee of Grand Rapids came to The girls' team will also see action OARAGE FOR RENT— 8x11.
Friday night at Grand Rapids, play
asphalt roof, sliding deoc i.Tele-^
Nalnil PubUrSafetrCouirna^ the ,act that next week’a woman's Washington and filed a petitionsigned Ing the coed team representing the floor,
phone 5981,
L
J"
c,ub meeting 1" in the evening and Is by 81 members of the Grand Rapids
membership
pays a J400 a year membership
tiniinnri ,r
ChristianHigh school. The Misses
held Jointly with the Holland
Teach
JPolics CommissionerGerard Cook era' club. In the high school auditor- bar asking the appointment of W4cks. A. Brummel, O. Van Vessem. Capt..
FOR SALE
RENT — Piece * of
This was filed at the attorney generThe leonine arrival of March brot |8lated that safety first propaganda had
The subject of the meeting Is al’s office and Mr. Steketee also saw A. Bos. H. Acterhof, J. Schreur, M. muck land, adapted for celery, onmany vivid recollectionsof other win- 1 aIreAdy been going around In the ium.
"Washington: Our National Shrine. Edward . Clark, secretary to President Brink, K. Mlchaelaon. S. Bteglnk, are ions, cabbage; also choice grain as#
members of the squad who will most stock farm. Bargain for right •man.
Coolldge. and members of the Michiprobably play.
George L. Frans, Eau Claire, Berrien
gan delegation.
In the afternoon at 4 o clock the county, Michigan.
I EKS{,<DrU?','“c4
Other
candidates, however, have
Mr. Messer recalled the day — April I tereection.Mr. Havens praised the
a STRUGGLES IN
championship
Junior
high
school
12, 1868, when he drove a team of j newspapers for their
‘jcg OFF GRAND HAVEN as strong or stronger backing than team, representing the Orandvllle
from a part of the Grand Rapids Bar
horses end a sleigh load of rye across I Merrick Hanchett,- who recently Boat and mil traffic was hampered
Ave. school In Grand Rapids will play
L. Z. ARNDT
Mona Lake to a grist mill on the visited In Des Moines, Iowa, gave an by the storm, trains having been late and so far as known he has no politi- Holland's Junior five. The local JunAuctioneer
cal backing. Perhaps political backnorth shore of Muskegon Lake. He I excellent description as to how safe- [ Monday and lake steamers for the
ior team is Just organizedbut hopes Stock Judge. Bell Farm Bale* Pediing
should
not
count
in
these
matters,
sald that It used to be a common sight jty measures were applied the echoob most part having hugged their docks.
to make a good showing.
greed Stock and Real Estate at
to see sleighs going to the polls on in that city.
The Alabama of the Goodrich line but it UHually does. Circuit Judge A special car leaving Holland at
Auction
W.
B.
Brown
and
Superior
Court
election day, the first Monday In
was the only exception, she havlni
6:30 will take care of local rooters Graduate, Mlsalouri Auction School
April. *
become fast in the ice at the head o Judge Leonard D.| Verdler both have who will accompany the team*. The SatiafactloaGuaranteed or No Chergs
the Grand Haven pier while trying to backing among the bar and political- reduced price will be $1.42 round trip
The pioneer’s remarks were made
Phone Douglae, 4 Rings on Line ll>
smash her way through Sunday night ly.
In a discussion regarding the severity
returning Friday night.
FennvIUe,Mloh, R. F. IX 1
Friends
of
Judge
Onen
8.
Cross
of
She
la
in
no
danger.
ef the winters of two and three dec•
Allegan
are
very
active
In
his
behalf
The
Crosby
steamer,
Georgia,
Is
ades ago as compared with the winFormer
Congressman
Oerrlt
J.
Dlektied
up
at
Muskegon,
while
the
Pen
ters of late years.
NOTICE
On the eve of the 2nd of Mnrch the Insula A Northern steamer, United ema of Holland Is coming to Wash- H. H.
Mr. Messer purchased land on the
Is hereby given that a Thwnehlp
shores of little Black Lake ...
in 1866w con"b»tory of the 4th Ref. Church, States, and a Grand Trunk carferry ington to present Cross's name. Cross
Caucus will be held In the Town H*P
w,th th<,r wlve*. met at the home of are lying at Grand Haven. The other has the backing of bar associationsof
and for a number of
G.R.
In Olive Township- on. March. 16. 1921
there. He claims to be the first man 'Mr. and Mrs. K. Buurma, the object Grand Trunk ferry is at Milwaukee. Muskegon, Allegan and Ottawa counto welcome their pastor. Rev. J. F. |a field of slush ice extends out into ties. He ak»o is said to have endorseat 1:80 P. M. for the purpoaa of nonvto cut a road from the lake to what is
Heemstra, and his family, who after] Lake Michigan several miles.
inatlng candidatesfor Township of.
ments from 17 circuit Judges In the
now state trunk line M-ll.
IN
a well deservedvacation, had return— -o
flees and to transact such’Othreboat
state. Cross's friends are saying that
vnnn naa
led t0 Ho,land- The evening was spent
Grand Rapids should not have the
ness as may come before the m««*«
FORD
I *n a "Pint of Joy and gratitude. After
Judgeshipappointment this time be- CAPT. VAN ZANTEN, VANRAALTE Ing.
COLLECTON AT DEARBORN rem|njacen(,egdainty refreshments
cause Invariably It has had It in past
Township Committee
AND EKKEXBERG PLAY IiAST By order of the
a?i5lr were served, followed by some fitting
Markus Vinkemutdez
years In additionto other valuable
TII/T
FOR
LOCALS
th Unlted ®ute8: remarks by Mr. Henevelt representCleoK.
federal patronage.
*!?.* In» the consistory.Rev. HeemrtrrreSherman . Handy of Sault Ste. Ma!SifnSSU,LnjL«r..uitiUtUr#Upended, expressing his and his fam- In an effort to protect farmers from rie, a member of the Michigan utili- The basketball season at Holland
NOTICE
ZnH
W* J0/ ln »***« being With the COn- the marauding tendencies of hunters, ties commission,him good hacking In high will come to a close Friday night ForREGISTRATION
the Spring Election, Mondt/r
when the Grand Rapids Catholic CenIn1 HI .d fn
f^egatlbn. Before parting the senior Senator Norman B. Horton of Fruit°f the consistory,Mr. O. ridge has introduced a bill providing the northern part of the state and has tral team will make Its Initial appear- April 6, 1925.
Indorsementsfrom a majority of the ance herb. Coach Fitzpatrick has a
To the qualifiedvoters of the towntS? ^nll2 B1°k*
mad®p,. <g;10(
remarkfl"Uggestbe erected &< .^fboj^- The^repHca
^ a[nging
whIch
Mr. that “No person shall hunt In any Michigan supreme court.
good bunch of tossers and from all ship of Holland.:
manner
on Improved lands used and
of Holmes’ "One Hobs Shay," Dick- Blok dismissed the gathering
Attorney General Andrew B. Indications a lively setto will ring
I, the undersignedclerk of the sahk
gathering
with
ens' Engish May Coach, tha true prayer. The guests, thanked Mr. and occupiedby another without the con- Dougherty has many friends who down the final curtain. This is ths township ef Holland, will be at tttn
covered wagon of pioneer day* tha] rs. Buurma for their congenial fcos- sent of the owner or person In pos- would like to see him appointed to flret time that the Catholic lads have town hall on March 14, l!35i from a
victoria, the Civil
vdl War
Wa aoclable (a |
session thereof.”
the place and Is considered well qual ever performed against a Holland A. M. ntitfl &• P. M3 and 'on March tl
tjrpe that waa used by Lincoln when|p
The restoration of state bounties on Ifled, but he Is past the age limit of team and It Is hoped that
large from 8 A. BT. until 5.. MX at tha stow
president) and most modem of alL1 ANOTHER BIG FIRE IN
wolves is proposed by Rep. David F. 68 years and unless this ta waived he crowd will turn out and that rela of Bert Wlerema. at the west limits of
the first Ford — ars all brought to-!
GRAND HAVEN TUESDAY Morrison of Germfask. The bounty cannot be named.
tlons between the contestants be of the city of Zeeland for the purpose
gether in one building.
The two-story warehouse near the would set at $10 for each wolf over
Fred Wetmore of Cadillac, former the best. Fitzpatrick la a former Not of reviewing the registrationand regI Goodrich Trmn.lt comply
dock., six months of age and $8 for each district attorney, still Is mentioned as re Dame star and two years ago he istering auch'quallfledelectorsas maty
•*»•* b» N»U»nl.l Robblna. burn- wolf whslp.
a possibilitybut his strength ha* not turned out one of the finest gridiron apply for the aame.
yet made Itself apparent in Waahlng- machines In the state. The visitor*
Dated this 5th day of March, 192K
John BurrSLli
in r1 10
Tue*UIr
HAMILTON
will present a flret class court team
CHARLES EILANDER.
ton.
although
they
have
played
a
short
A dinner party was given at the
If President Coolldge does not make
R. F. T5. N6. HU
Rlgterink home, the occasion being an appointment before the end of the schedule due to lack of gym. fac- 2wex$-14 Holland Township ClertL
62nd birthday of Mr. Rlgterink. regular session Wednesday or In the tlites.The reserve teams of the two
A further and much mora extensive o m an *8 u c k1 'deal sf * The^auS1 the
Aa usual. Mrs. Rlgterink had pre- short special session of the senate schools will meet In the prelim. Hoi
account of Ford’s Museum will be
d“1<r; ..
Nd. 10122— Exp. Mar. 21
pared a dainty and appetizing menu, followinghe will be compelled to land’s last game will see the passing
found in the “Michigan History ZlurS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
of
Captain
Tommy
Van
Zanten.
Tomwhich
Included
a
birthday
cake
aglow
Magazine” for January. There ara a|JSfAured'
losa
at M8.make a recess appointment and the my Is a popular fellow around high STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
with 62 candles. After the dinner the
number of illust ratio ns with tha ar-|wuL a
appointeewill have to serve without school and Is a fine athlete.His work Court for the County of-Gttawa.
guests
present
devoted
themselves
to
Ucle which will be foUowed by others
pay until confirmation at the regular in football was a big aid to coach
In the Mktter of the estate of
conversation,
games,
.contests
and
In the coming imuaa of that maga- bui,d!n5 ‘n V1* *lty’ havln* b®®n con‘
session next December. If confirmed Hlnga and as leader on the basket
Henry Tunrlirtg, Sr., Dtcenaed
Istructed-ln 11.40.
story telling. Those present besides
NMitfs Is hereby given UMt fdnr
ball team he has proven a great sue*
Saturday night a large fire occurred the Rlgterinks were Mr. Arthur Kae- he would get back pay.
o
cea*. Besides his athletic prowess he months from the 28th diy of Febin Grand Haven whan tha garage of chele, Mrs. Carrie Van Buren, Misses
INDIAN MISSION
Is Mayor at Holland High. VanRaalte ruary A. Df 1925, have been alldwed
Henry Nattering burned with a lorn Mary Weaver and Janet Tania and DOLLAR ON YAP ISLAND
WORKER TO SPEAK.of
WEIGHS 500 POUNDS Is another senior who will show his for creditor* to present- th#lr 'claim#
$40,000.
Gertrude Voorhorst, and Messrs. Al
wares for th* last time Friday night. against said deceased fo said court of
bertus Helenthai, and O. 8. Fianegan.
Mr. J. Brink, a well known mlselon
Folks down Yap Island way never He
been one of the most .consls- examinationand adjustment, and that
'The bottom having dropped out of
-----has
------worker, will give a stereopUcon lect- 1 A>D T'^0 OTHERS CONVKTTED
credu0„ of said deceased are rethe roads in many, places, the auto- throw away their money. The reason tent players on the team and leads
ure on Indian Missions at the ProaIs because It would break a hammer his mates as individual high scorer.
-t0 pr<!Benttheir ctalnw to said
pect Park church Thursday at 7:80 The trial of Harold Malcolm of Ot- mobiles have been Vallowlng through
Holland fans have seen many
nt th4 probftle offlc*. in th*
P. M. As an added feature, a few eego on the charge of practicing as a deep mud Instead of deep snow this thrower’s back even to lift a dime.
A Yap dollar the biggest and most
Novahoe songs will be eung. Several chiropractorwithout a state license week,’’ says a Hamilton correspondworthlesscoin in the world, is now
Indian articleswill be on display at was the flret case called Tuesday and ent.
The local Oddfellows have jbeen •>n exhibition In Toklu. It is a neat
the rear of the church auditorium, cried before Judge Cross in the AlleA sliver collection will be taken. Alllg&n county circuit court, and a Jury repapering and making other Im- little coin, five, feet three inches wide
are welcome.
The case went to the Jury at 2:20 and provements that add to the appear- m one direction,four feet three In her of the varsity for two year, but Tbwdsy thO *«£ *•* <* forenoon
of their
•
another and about six Inches
a verdict of guilty returned in lean ance
has had little chance to show his 1925 at ten orlock ln the forenoon.
John Japink is solicitingsupport
IS PLEASANT FOR
Dated Feb. 28; A.
than 20 minutes. The case against C. for nomination for township clerk. thick.
It Is chiseled out of limestone and stuff. It Is expected that all three
THE TAX COLLECTOR J. Brouwer of Allegan, one of the oth
JAMES J. DANHOF.
seniors
will
appear
in
the
final lineMr.
Japink
held
the
office
twenty-one
has
a
hole
In
the
center.
It
would
The Internal revenue collector'* job er two chiropractors to be tried for
Judge of Probat**
up. Van Lente, Cook, Jappinga,Breen
years
ago
and
so
has
some
knowledge
make good as a grindstoneon any
is less trying this year than in other
practicing without a state license, was of the requirementsof the office.
and
Nettlnga
are
sure
prospects for
yeans since the Income tax law went begun at once. The jury returned
Iowa farm. It weighs about 500 lbs.
PUBLIC AUCTION
year's squad and these are
Mr. George Schevlnk left for KanWhen a Yap— or whatever a resi- next
into effect. This is due largely to the
On Thursday. Mftrch 12 at 11lW; on
enough to make any coaches heart
verdict of guilty. H. J. Brinkman of sas City having been called there by
fact that many Income tax payers go
dent of Yap Island Is called— wants to
________
farm of H. J. Klinger. located 1%
glad. ________
Prakken and
Martin will play
Allegan, the third, pleaded guilty.
the Illnessof his son Justin, who is
to the Federal building prepared to LARGE WELL KNOWN MUSspend a dollar he gets a few of his their last game on the reserve squad. Jm|ieg n0rth and 2 miles west of AYill with pneumonia. Justin Schevlnk
pay a larger amount than they are refriends to help him. runs ft pole thru
lendftieCenter, or 2 mllea southeast
KEGON PLANT TO MOVE left for Kansas city a few weeks ago
quired to pay. Earned incomes to
The Walker Candy Co. of Muske- to take a course in an automobile the center of this stone “buck" and
of Bass River.
84,000 are paying one and one-half gon will transfer its manufacturing school.
rolls away with his good money.
On Thursday. March 12. at 10 a. nv.
per cent this year, compared to foui activities to Owosso within the next
John Korsen, until recently proon
the farm of Mrf. Ash. 2 mlles^oreat
ADS PAY.
per cent last year. A few complaints two or three months. The company's 1 prletor of the hotel, will move his
and one mile south t)f thfe Ertst
are being made, but for the most pan new plant at Owosso is nearly com- family to Saugatuck soon where he
atuck store.
taxpayers ore agreeably surprised.
ed. It cost 9200,000.
pleti
ADS PAY.
has secured employment.
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A

tantalizing notice headed To terest of the school and the public at
The Ottawa county road commisno Public” appeared In this weeke large.
sion stated Thursday that the report
"And
as
we
are
informed
that
criti
Issue
of
the
Zeeland
Record
which
! ISnll" l»I
---concerning the abandonment of
I contained Just enough Information to icism Is made about the disciplineof
Mr. Dennison, In bridge construction at the Vriealand
| rouse the curiosity of the readers our superintendent
to & certain matter which de- sinkhole area on M-51 was an error
On its way to the supreme court, and not enough to tell them whets regard
veloped
not very long ago, and we and that the temporary bridge for
hat
and
who's
who
In
the
matter.
where both parties to the su't debelieving
that In order to become traffic there would be ready for use
The
notice
whs
signed
by
the
consistclare they will carry it in event of
by March seventh.
an adverse decision In circuit court, ory of the First Reformed Church or good citizens, the lesson which the
Working is going ahead on the
Apostle Raul gives us In ons of hla
the dispute between Rev. Herman Zeeland and reads os follows:
The Zeeland public school build- letters, like our Sunday School lesson regular road bed and it la hoped to
Hoeksema and his following. The
have things in shape in good season.
judge did not Indicate when his de- ing. Just completed, and ftn ornament of last Sunday. Is wall worth remem- The statement is true that the first
cision In the case, which Is to deter- to our city, and now occupied by the bering..
bridge proved unable to stand traffic
mine ownership of the church prop- various departments for the develop"Now therefore,we, ths consistory
new
ment of mind and body, for study and of the First Reformed church of Zee- but engineersbelieve that
erty, might be expected.
type of construction will solve the
Questions from the court punctu- recreation, should always be remem- land. Michigan, feel that it la our difficulty. Lights have been placed
ated the closing appeal of Atty. Door bered as a place for the upbuilding of duty to express our minds In this mat- and the crew is working night and
Kulzema who closed for the plain- character and the enlargementof no- ter. Now, therefore,we resolve,that day on the structure.
.
tiffs. followingAtty. Harris E. Oal- b’e
do hereby
However, sometimes conditions de- as such consistory,
pln’s argument for Rev. Hoeksema
heartily approve of ths action taken
velop
(as
wo
are
Informed)
which
and his consistory.
by Mr. Dennison,our school superinAtty. Kulzema reiterated the posi- cast a shadow, not only on our school tendent. and that the general public
but
also on the communityat large.
tion of the plaintiffs that Rev. Hoekmay not healtats to endorse that
sema has lost his right to appeal to And If they happen on the school which is for the beat interestsof all
grounds
or
in the buildings so as to
the synod by his rebellion from the
our boys and girls, believing that Mr.
decree of suspensionand deposition require discipline, we believe that it Is Denniion Is Just the man for the
the duty of the public,to uphold displaced on him by classls Grand Rapplace he occupies."
IN
cipline, whenever it is for the best in
ids East. In answer to the court s Inquiries. Atty. Kulzema explained that
The choral society of the Seventh
the loss of right to appeal was basGOODRICH BOATS HALTED BEReformed church of Grand Rapids
ed on equities implied in Article 63 BREAKS
CAUSE OF WINTER BLAST came to Holland In a special intenirSWIMMING
RECORD
of the church order rather than on a
With the harbor channel choked ban car Thursday night and gave a
An Associated Press dispatch from with
definite church order prescribing loss
ice, a 36-mlle an hour wind delightful program In the Fourth Reof the right of appeal In case of re- Tampa.. Fla., reads os follows:—
blowing off Lake Michigan and the formed church. The visitorscame
, , , "Miss Ethel Lackle, Illinois A. C., es- mertury in the officialtherommeter at through In spite of the storm and
Atty. Kulzema based his principal tablished a world's record here In the
they performed before a reasonably
argument on the contention that syn- 110 yards free style swim, making the the, coast guard station registering 10 good sized audience. Peter Smlts is
od's interpretationof the three points time of 1 minute 10 1-5 seconds, or above zero, lake traffic by Goodrich director and Richard Van Neuren
Is a part of the confessionaland two seconds better than her 1924 boats to Muskegon harbor Is at a
pianist.
binding upon Rev. Hoeksema. The Olympic mark." Miss Lackle Is a standstill and will remain so until the
The following program was given:
court commented that he could not granddaughterof Mr. and Mps. Peter wind veers and the sea subsides.
Temperature reports from towns to prayer, Rev. G. Vander Linden, pasreconcile synod’s declarationthat
the north ot Muskegon range from »ur oi ith Reformed church; reRev. Hoeksema was “fundamentallyLackle of Douglas.
tour above zero at Fremont to ten marks, P. Klaver of 4th Reformed
Reformed or correct” with the rec- HOLLAND WOMAN LOOKS
church; chorus, "Turn Ye Ever to
above at the Lake Michigan coast.
ognition of three points of doctrine in
FOR LONG IA)ST BROTHER There waa some snow during the Me." Barker; chorus “Jubilate,
which he had not conformed.
Mrs. Nancy Ann Phillips. River day but not enough to interfere with Williams; solo. “Face to Face," Ethel
“Rev. Hoeksema Is a Calvinist,not
Hoekstra: chorus. "Give Thanks to
Is making an effort to locate
a hyper-CalvInlst us Dr. lieets has Ave.,
her brother, from whom she has traffic on highways,railroads or com- God." Nevln; reading, "The Swan
said,” declared Atty. Galpln, in a been separated more than 60 years. munication by telegraph and tele- Song." Margaret Ooeting; chorus,
fighting answer to the description or
She and the brother and another sis- phone. There were some wires down "By the Waters of Babylon," Higgs;
Rev. Hoeksema as a medievalist and ter became orphans In childhoodand between Grand Haven and Muskegon duet, "Must Jesus Bear the Cross
potential inquisitor with which Atty. were placed In differentfamilies.Her Heights, due to a broken pole, but Alone?" Ann C. Boshoven and Mrs.
Jay W. Linsey closed his argument sister since has died. Mrs. Phillipsre- this trouble was soon attended to.
H. Borga; organ solo, selected, Richfor the plaintiffs. “I am not a Cal- cently received a photograph from
ard Van Neuren; solo, "I’ve Done My
vinist,” said Atty. Galpln, "but I Dr. H. P. Clearwater of Hallewell.
Work,’ (Bond), Ann C. Boshoven;
think I know something of Calvin- Me., who she thinks la a relative KENT COUNTY HAS 117 PRISchorus. "Benedictus,” Buck and "The
ONERS
LOCKED
UP
AT
ONCE
ism from this oase and others. Rev. and is anxiously awaiting additional
One hundred seventeen prisoners Earth is the Lord’s,"Brown. ReHoeksema is a Calvinist; the other information with respect to her
were
lodged In the Kent county Jail marks and benediction by Rev. Mr.
men in this case are white washed brother. Mrs. Phillips says she was
Thursday
night and Sheriff Wm. L. Vander Linden.
Calvinists trying to get away from the
adopted in a family of 12 when only Smith asserted that if an additional
age old doctrine of the Reformed
years old.
contingentis sent to the Jail from
church.”
any police court Friday, he may be
Rev. Hoeksema's prowess, as a
___ compelled tn transform part of the
skater and swimmer was urged by STORE FORCE
WIVES ARE ENTERTAINED women’s divisionat the Jail for use «
his counsel in refutation of the charmale “residents." Twenty men were
acterization of him as a Joyless meMr. and Mrs. Henry Van Ark en- compelled to steep on cots In halldievalist.It was also pointed out by
tertained the store force of the Vanfriends that he even enjoys a good
denberg Brothers Furniture com- of the Jail Thursday night and one
. . cigar or pipe.
pany Wednesday evening at their officer, Marshall Cornelius Mannl, of
"The Eastern Avenue church to home
at the south city limits. The East Grand Rapids was told to take
you or me," said Atty. Galpln in members
of the store force their hie prisoner to police headquarterr Despite the Inclement weather a
closing, "may be only a pile of bricks
wives, 22 In number, were present when he appeared with an Intoxicated large audience gathered at Sixteenth
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cases, mattres protectors,chairs, rockers, tables, |

GRAND RAPIDS

MUSICIANS SING

HOLLAND
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rugs, lace curtains,
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Conditions of sale cash.

I M. DE

WRIGHT, Auctioneer

visibly

I

to

H.

BOONE, Owner |
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1. What the special Merits
LAND Furnace are.

2.

That

HOL-

has the easiest shaking furn-

in the world. And, that this
grate is cone-shaped, keeping the
hottest fire next to the walls of the

where

firepot

3.

street Christian Reformed church to
listen to a program fmt on by members of the Young Men's Society of
that church.
The proceeds of this entertainment
are Intended for the benefit of the
“Young Calvinist," which to the official organ of the American Federation of the Reformed Young Mens’

it

4.

it is

most

effective.

That it consumes gases that would
go up the chimney unbumed were
not for the air-admitting ftrepol

That the

HOLLAND

casting are put

together without bolts, and that
they are air-tight, - the positive as-

surance of

societies.

cleanliness.

5. That every HOLLAND Furnace is
installed complete by HOLLAND

in

this afternoon. The language Atty.
The Woman’s Literary club has a In Zeeland to organize a company for entitled, "De Nieuwe Voorzanger."
lipsey used was the language of me- treat In store for Holland people on the purpose of manufacturing& brass The other was given In the English,
dlevaiism.His statements were slime. the evening of March 10th when Mr. product and to do brass Job work as entitled, His First Address.”
trade may demand. Besides this
This Young Men's society has a
He has no conception Of the principle Charles Colfax Long presents In the
the high school auditorium his ex- they will make aluminum castings, membership of thirty and It Is claiminvolved."
and
do
nickel plating. There seems to ed to be the largest organization of
Mr. Hftfeksema Was Very much agi- quisiteillustratedlecture of two hun- he a strong demand for this class of
tated because of the scoring given dred marvelouslycolored views. goods and it Is believed the business this kind In the city.
H. Keegstra is president and
him by Att. Linsey and seemed es- Washington monument, the llbranr will start with a rush, as enquiries J. Rev.
Prlns, sr., Is their vice president.
of congress and ths new cathedral in
pecially grieved at the close. Mr. Linare already being received before the
sunlight and moonlight and In the
informationhas had a chance to get
sey, who represents the other side of
gjory of the varied seasons.
the question, commented as follows!
out.
"Whenever a Christian teacher exThfc men who are hack of the
movement are Jacob A. Elenbaas of
alts himself ahd adopts the se)f 1m
portant excathedra tone and air he MA N Y BE A'TOWN)SHIP TREASURER Zeeland and John Glupker of Hol^Ina against the word and will of God
Holland township will witness a land. A few other men are also conThe causes which have conspired to lively scramble for the office of nected with the concern,but they
exalt the priesthood in Christ's treasurer at the annual caucus sche- have asked to remain unknown as the
church, not the least potent has been duled for March 14. As far as known incorporationof the company has
the love of mastery in the priests eight candidates are rivals for the of- not yet been completed. The corporathemselves. It is true this exaggera- fice to succeed John Ellander, who is tion will have a capitalization of
The Vriesland detour was the scene
ted conception of the place and func- ineligiblefor a third term. The can- $25,000.00 of which all but about ten of much activity between the hours
tion of the Christian ministry has op- didate* Include P. Hamellnk, J. Pelon. per cent has already been taken. of 10 P. M. and 2 A. M. Sunday
erated more than any other cause to D. Plaggemars, K. P. Vondenbosch, Since Messrs. Elenbaas and Glupker night. Men’s tempers. If not their
alienate men's minds from the faith Ted Boech and S. Zeerlp. The treoa- are the principal shareholders they souls, were severely tried and tried
urer receive* as his oalary 1 per cent will have control of the business. Mr.
of Christ.
and tried.
‘ "The evil done by masterfulmin- of every dollar collected. J. Y. Huixen- Elenbaas will look after the buying The one bad hill on this road was
and
selling while Mr. Gulpker, with
ga
and
Charlea
Ellander
are
canisters lives after them, while In their
years experience, will have so slippery that no one without tire
own souls they forfeit the meekness didates for supervisor and clerk. Hul- several
chains could hope to make the
charge of the manufacturingend.
zenga
has
held
the
office
of
supervisand gentleness and humility, without
grade to the top. One man In a high
They
have
already
rented
the
old
which they have no proper place or or for 10 years and Ellander has Art Products building and machinery powered sedan even used his chains
attitude before God. The masterful been clerk for eight years.
as a pair of skates in demonstrating
is being installed. As soon as mater--the fact that haste mqkes waste.
» tempter, when It Is indulged unial arrives the manufacturingwill beWhen he finally tried going slowly he
checked, breeds ruinous results.
BUS BUSINS8 GROWING
gin, and as overhead charges will be
Haughtinesscrushes out all that humSince Jan. 1. last year, 1.5.00 bus very small, expenses will be light went about 1.000 times faster than
when he tried to hurry, as his chiUns
bleness means. The sin of Mr. Hoek- lines have been established In the and success assured.
sema and his consistory reaches Its United States, and 5.400 buses, costing
The new firm name will very prob- took hold.
Mr. Sletsa Baron, a farmer residspirtual climax in Milton's Archangel, approximately ISd.OOO.OOO have been ably be Acme Stamping and Brass
ing at the bottom of this hill, should
who refused to serve In heaven that purchased.
Works.
he voted a medal of honor by the
he might reign in hell."
road commission and the people of
— o— ---this section who can understand a
CANNOT PARK WITHOUT LIGHTS
man rising from bed at 10:S0 and
IN ZEELAND TOWN IN FUTURE
helping each and every one who
needed help, even using his own
chains for the benefit of those unwise
Marshal Wm. HleftJe has given unenough to be without them. And he
til midnight Saturday evening for all
did It without expectation of pay.
auto owners to get their 1925 auto
His
unmlttened hands were nearly
licenses. He at the same time serves
frozen and he had left the house
notice that Zeeland drivers can't park
hurriedly not dressed for such a bliztheir cars In the future without tall
zard but he was the most cheerful
lights lighted. Mr. HleftJe also places
one of those present. At 12 o’clock
the ban on motorists driving without
there were 20 cars stalled on this hill.
headlights going after dark or those
Some must have stayed most of the
having one of the lights out of comnight
mission. He state* that running with

it

of the

ace grate

HOLD

WASHINGTON
When the case was adjourned Rev.
The program waa well balanced
Hoeksema appeared to be & very deVIEWS TO
with musical numbers and here and
jected man and was
downcast
there an essay or reading was InterHe said upon leaving the court room
During the last few days & decis- spersed. Two dialogues were also
“Had I known was
be abused
BE
SHOWN
ion has been reached by a few men given, one In the Dutch language and
such fashion, I would not have come
verse.

•

These goods were all bought new a few months ago |
| and are therefor in excellent condition.

BAD WEATHER

and enjoyed a delightfulevening's en- man.
tertainment. Music was furnishedby
Miss Susanna Hamellnk and the Ter
Beek brothers and a program of
readings was given by Miss Wilma

articles.

I

BACK AUDIENCE

and mortar. To the men and women
• who have worshiped in it year after
year and loyally supportedit the very
buildingis of value Impossible for
me to express."
Both sides after the hearing,expressed an unshaken determination
to carry the case to Supreme court
if Judge Dunham’s decision is ad-

water pitcheis, towels, bed |

spreads and many other

btlllon.

DOES NOT

will be offered .for sale:

| 12 Beds, 12 bedsprings, 12 Mattresses, 12 dressers, |
24 pillows, sneets, comforters, blankets, pillow- 1

we

AND

76 Central Ave.,
back of Firat Stata Bank building,
beginning at 10.00 A. M.

The following goods

a

Ideas.

HOTEL HOLLAND,

In

Furnace experts.

6.

AUT01STS PRAISE

That the World’s Largest Installers
of Furnaces make themselvesdirectly responsible to the HOLLAND user
for the complete heating-system, thus eliminating absolutely, any
chance for carelessnessor inexperience.

.

FARMER NEAR

VRIESLAND HILL

--

HOLLAND FURNACES MARE

"WARM

FRIENDS.”

HOLLAND FURNACE

-

CO.

General Offices — Holland Mich.

384 Branches

in

Central States.

„

LARGEST INSTALLERS OF FURNACES IN THE WORLD

SAY

IT

WITH WANT ADS’

“SAY

IT

WITH WANT ADS’

but one headlightIs dangerous and
the fact that one instead of two are
burning when necessaryindicates
that the driver has been neglecting
hto machine, for headlight repairs
con be speedily made and a burned
out glim can be replaced in a minute
or two.

An Income Tax

BOY SCOUT

RALLY TO BE
HELD MARCH

will be at

ID

day,

Expert

our bank Tues-

March

10, to

Tax

The hoy scout rally that was announced for this evening in the local churches last Sunday has been
poetponed until the evening of March

you with your Income

night.

be for one day only, so be

tenth. Instead of the rally a regular
boy scout meeting will be held to,

When the

rally Is held two weeks
hence there will be a specially good
program that will interest everybody.
One of the features will be a fire
lighting demonstrationwith flint and
steel and another one with bow and
spindle. First aid will also be demonstrated and signalling will be
shown. Each troop moreover will put
on an individual stunt of Its own and
there will be n suit-case race, a comic feature. There will be two speak-

ers and also a grand march. The
whole program will last about two
hours and a half.
-

- o —

Rev. J. H. Bruggers announced
Sunday to his congregationthat he
has declined the call from the Re-

return. This

w

STAND BY THE COMPANY THAT STANDS BY YOU!

assist

service will

sure to take advantage of
this free service.

.

,

•

-

Get your Freight the Holland Interurban way.
Do you want the Holland Interurban to continue to serve you!
Do you want it to continue to live? Ship by Electric.
Then tell your shippers to send by Electric.
Freight delivered at your very door without extra charge.
The following draymen of Holland and Zeeland are ready to serve you.
Call them up and make your freight wants known. Here they are:

Peoples State Bank

HOLLAND

MICHIGAN

You are welcome to uee our Director* Room
loryour conference*and oommitteemeotin^e-

We make

freight delivery to your door without fxtra charge.

Grand Rapids, Holland & Chicago R’y

formed church at Corsica, 8. D.

_

__

'W-'

V,7T

Holland City

"HYING DUTCH-

GEORGE

MAN” TAKES 20

F.

LOSES

GETZ

-T_ '

''V'
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HAVEGOODYEAR

BIG SHARE

iti -.ivr

No. 10332— Exp. Mar. 21
In the year 1946 the sum of $ 350.09
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
and said tuxes oi mo much thereof aa
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate may be necessary to pay the Interest

OTTAWA GETS

BEET COMPANffiS

MONEY

Newt

>

*

OF

Court for the County of Ottawa.

on the above bonds are now so levied
In the matter of the estate of
tor eacn of im> uoove named year*.
.AlbertHcckiumi, IkHvam'd
That for the purpoae of paying the
Notice Is hereby given that four principal on the aiiove named bonds
months from the 25th of February as the same becomes due, there shall
The trial of Nick Dykstra,better The following Is from "The Black Michigan beet-sugarcompanie# Interesting figures have, been com- A. D. 1926. have been allowed for be annually levied on the taxable
known
aa the "Flying Dutchman" was Diamond." a coal dealers' magazine have finished their 1#24 slicing cam piled
,
_______
_ ______ _ the concrete
________ road vv,„.
regarding
con* creditors to present the.:* claims properly in the City of Holland and
held Tuesday morning before Justice published In Chicago: "Safe-cracker*, palgn with one of the most satlsfac- structlon under the fifty million dol- against uald deceasedin said court of annuallyassessed and collecteda tax
Dtn Herder. Dykstra was charged apparentlyof the professional type, tory seasons In years, sa>* a survey lar bond Issue authorized during 1919 examinationand adjustment, and that sufficient to ralee the following sums:
with reckleus driving, he having run Invaded the office* of the Globe Coal completed by the Wall Street Jour- and put into operation in 1920. Those all creditors of said deceased are re- In the year 1926 the sum of $ 2000.09
down a Mexican at the corner of 8th Co. last Monday night and escaped nal. More beets have been sliced than figure* show Ottawa to be tied for quired to preaent their claims to said In the year 1927 the sum of 4000.09
street and River
with a rich haul. Evidently gaining ever and the sugar content Is highest fourth place among counties of the court at the prohate office, In the In the year 1928 the sum of
UUU0.O0
The man was considerablyhurt admission by means of a duplicateon record. After a series of lean years slate for concrete road construction, city of Grand Haven. In said county In the year 1929 the sum of 8000.00
was riding home from work on his key, since no locks were disturbed, several Michigan companies will again It is right in line with counties that on or before the 26th day of June A. In the year 1930 tho sum of :<iOft0.0O
wheel when Dykstra swung around the marauders broke the combination show profits which should enable are more populous and only bows to D. 1926, and that said claims will be In the year 1931 the sum of 2000.00
the corner at a high rate of speea lock* of several fireproofcabinets and them to clear up existing bank loans the very largest counties in the state heard by mild court on
In the year 1932 the sum of 13000.00
knocking the man to the pavement, escaped with approximately$8,500 lnrid resume dividends on
In concrete road construction, 8t TucHday the SOtli day of Juno A. D. In the year 1913 the sum of 12000.00
Dykstra was arrested and he demand- In cash. The company’s loss was not stocks. About JO per cent of the Clair county leads with 80 miles of 1925 at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
In the year 1934 the sum of 12000.00
®d a trial which was set for 10 o'clock large, as most of the currency was the state'sestimated productionof 160,- concrete while Wayne county has 50
Dated Feb. 25, A. D. 1925.
In the year 1936 the sum of 12000.00
Tuesday morning. The "Flying Dutcn- J personal property of George F. Getz, 000 short tons of beet sugar has been miles and Is second. Kent county ha.“
JAMES J. DANHOF. In the year 1936 the sum of 12000.00
man" came without a legal adviser, ' president, and F. W. Barrett, vlce43 miles and Ottawa. Monroe and
Judge of Probate. In the year 1937 tho sum of 12000.00
but pleaded his own case. There was president of the company. One of the
Michigan's crop of beets is estimat- Muskegon all have about 47 mile* of
In the year 1938 the sum of 12000.00
no Jury and Proa. Atgy. Miles appeared j men who engaged In the holdup and ed at over 1,000,000 tons, against 888,- pavement. Strictly speaking Ottawa
,'n the year 1919 the sum of
12000.00
No.
9601—
Exp.
Mar.
21
for the people. The *vidence was com robbery of the Eurkea Coal & Dock 000 tone lust year, a gain of about 25 county got but a fraction under 50
In the year 1940 the sum of 12000.00.
STATE
UF
MICHIGAN—
The
Probate
elusive and Judge De Henrder pro- 1 Co’s office a few weeks ago has been per cent. Cool, dry weather last miles of pavement countingmacadat*
In the year 1941 the sum of 12000.00
Court for tho County of Ottawa.
nounced the man guilty and gave him i Identified and arrested. '
autumn cut the yield per acre, but in- roads constructed between Holland
In the year 1942 the huiii of 12000.00
At
a
session
of
said
court,
held
at
the alternativeof paying a fine of $33
-- o
creased sugar content 18 per cent, and nnd the Allegan county line on M-U.
In the year 1943 the sum of 12000.00
the
Probate
office
in
the
city
of
Grand
or going to the Ottawa county Jail for
better. Ordinarily It Is about 15
Thte county was also well up In
In the year 1944 the sum of 1200(1.00
20 day*. Dykstra took the Jail sentence
cent, and was that laat year. Ylek* bridge construction, being near the Haven In *ald county on the 25th day In the year 1945 the sum of
)0.00
7001
of February A. D. 1926.
And Is now the guest of Sheriff Fred
per acre in 1923 waa about eight tons, top with eleven spans of more than 3ft
or so much thereof as may be necesPresent,
Hon.
James
J.
Danhof,
Kamferbeek.
Michigan Sugar company, the
in length. Two of these bridges
sary to create a sinking fund suffiDykstra has a bad record, having
est operator in the state, will double "ere large structures being con- Judge of Probate.
cient to redeem the above bonds at
In
the
matter
of
the
estate
of
been arrested several times for his
its laat season’* augar output, this year struttedat Ferryaburg.It is estimaturity, and said taxes In the sums
Fred
W.
Kollo,
DorcHecd
reckless driving. His machine
harveatlng 726,000 tons of beet* from mated that $1,600,000 was spent In
above mentionedare now so levied for
Otto
Kramer
William
killed Marcus Kulzenga on the Zee87,784 acres, which will yield upward road construction here during the p*rBrusae having filed In Mid court their the years above mentioned: and said
land-Hollandroad about a year ago
Under the new motor vehicle tax of 200,000,000 pounds of sugar. Bank- io‘1 covered by the bond Issue. Of final administration account, and their taxes or mo much thereof as may be
but he was exoneratedby a coroner's legislationthat became effective on era declare Michigan Sugar will earn this amount Ottawa county stood 26
petition praying for the allowance necessary, shall be assessed and coljury. After th* trial Chief Van Ry March first, cardboard transit permits In excess of $2,500,000.This would per cent of the costa.
lected In each of the above years, and
Ottawa county has all Its trunk thereof and for the assignment and said taxes shall be applied only to th*
demanded Dykstra'* driver'* license legalized under the old act. will no compare with $939,646 net after the
and has written Sec'y of State DeLand longer be available nor permlssable charges earned In the fiscal year end- lines paved with the exception of the distributionof the residue of eald es- purpoae nsmed.
short gaps which do not total more tate,
that the liceme be revoked for a year,
IT
RESOLVED,
on motor vehicles of any kind or ed June 30, 1924.
It is Ordered, That the
which Is aa far as the state law goes. character. This taboos their use
Columbia Sugar company's produc- iban a mile and which will he paved
that sll moneys collected from the
flth
day
of
April
A.
D.
IVil3
This will be the second time that the
above taxes together with any and al*
by manufacturer*,dealers and Indi- tlon this year is estimated at 80,000.- ‘bi" summer. This makes a fine paved
"Flying Dutchman's"driver’s llcen*# viduals in the state of Michigan ana 000 pounds and earnings at close to triangle between the two larger cities at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at wild other moneys which the Council may
of the county, taking In the Import- probate office bo and is hereby aphas been taken away.
$1,600,000.
Continental
Rugar
whlcn
also prohibits their use by persons
ant smaller communitiesand con- pointed for examining and allowing appropriatefor the payment of the
from other states In transporting operates in Michigan and Ohio, har- necting them with Grand Rapids, the said account and hearing wild petition. principal or Intereat of the above
veted 20,000 acres, which yielded apcars out of Michigan.
It Is Further ordered. That public bonds. Mhall he paid Into a separate
metropolis of Western Michigan and
The new law greatly liberalizedth* proximately175,000 tons of beets and Muskegon, the second largest city In notice thereof be given by publica- fund to be known as "City Sewage
use of dealers’metal plates and dupll- will turn out nearly 68.00ft. 00ft pounds
tion of a copy of this order for three Disposal System Bonds Sinking Fund"
thh section.
ates may be obtained at Just half of sugar. Last year Continental prosuccessive
weeks previous to said day which fund Is hereby established.
Under
the
big
bond
Issue,
the
reduced 50. 94ft. 000. Holland-St.Louis
IT
REflOLVED.
the former price.
Sugar, operating on the west side of port shows one thousand one hun- of hearing In the Holland City News that the moneys assessed and collecthe state, will turn .out over 36,00ft.- dred and ninety-five miles of con- s newspaper printed and circulated In ed ns above set forth, constitutingsaid.
''OO ||«. of sugar, nca nst 31,194,800 crete constructedIn additionto the said county.
many miles of macadam and ImprovJAMES J. DANHOF, "City Sewage Disposal System Honda,
T. B.
'ast year, when profits before charges
Judge of Probate. linking Fund" shall he used for the;
ed
gravel
highways.
and depreciation were $392,076.
purpose of paying tho principal and
A
true
Copy—
o
Interest of sold above described bonds
Cora
Vande
Water.
Miss Florence Welty, formerly with
At the regular meeting of the city
as above provided and old# for th
\X.\orXCKS LENTON
Register of Probate
Nielsen Reauty Shoppe of Musboard of health Monday a report was
purpose.
SERMON SERIES the
keon
has
accepted
a
position
at
the
made on the recent toxin-antitoxin
Rev. John H. Ilruggera. Sixth ReIN 2
IT
RESOLVED,
Hob
Shoppe.
Miss
Welty
comes
highcampaign that waa carried out In the
formed church, announces a series of
that said bonds shall be signed by the
ly
recommended.
A rather startling condition was Sunday evening Lenten service sublocal schools since January first. The
Mayor and the City Clerk, and to be
work was completed a short time reported to the city board of health lets. The general subject Is "Christ
negotiated at such times and In such
ago and health officer Cook announc- Monday when health officer Cook brot Touching Men." Special topics bearmanner as the Common Council may
ed to the board that a total of 2,700 out the fact that during the first two ing on this subject ore ns follows:
direct but st a price not less than th*
children have been Immunized against months in 1925 a total of eight new 'Judas, or the IneffectualTouch."
SEWAGE DISPOSAL LOAN
par value thereof.
diphetheria. representing over 80 per cases of tuberculosis in Holland have 'Pilot, or the Semblance of Touch."
.. WHEREAS IT IS NECESSARY and
cent of the children in Holland of been reported to his department. It Peter, or the Over -sure Touch," "Sithe Common Council deems It
school and pre-school age.
is of course not likely that this aver- mon.’ or the Burden-bearingTouch,"
advisable to submit the proposition of
Clerk s Office.Holland.Mich.
All the grade schools, both public age will be kept up during the whole ‘The Thief, or the IasI Minute
raising said amount by the Issuing of
and parochial, and all the high of the year but if it should be it would Touch." The first of the series will
bonds, to the vote of the electors of
February 25, 1925
schools were covered In the cam- reveal a condition that is almost un- he discussed next Sunday evening. A
the
.
paign. Opportunitywas given at spe- precedented here.
cordial Invitation is extended to all.
To the Electors of the City of Holland:
THEREFORE, Be U Further Recial clinics for mothers to bring their
Tuberculosis Is a disease that can be
solved:
children of pre-school age, and the prevented anf also a disease that can FRIESIAN'S OF NATION TO
First. That the proposition to raise
pre-schoolchildren who took the l)*fcuredquit* easily. The death rate
BOOST
GRAND
RAPIDS
complete treatment of three "shot*" from tuberculosis throuhout the regYou will please take notice that at the amount of One Hundred Ninetynumbered 174.
a meeting of the common council o. five Thousand ($195,000)Dollars by
Publications of the Holland-FrlesThe board of health has a card In- isteredarea In the United States has
the city of Holland, held on Wednes- loan and to lasue bonds of the City of
dex record of all the children who been cut down by more than half lan Association of America, scheday
the 4th day of February. A. D. Holland therefor,aa herelnbefor# deduled
to
meet
at
Grand
Rapids
June
have taken the full treatmentand during the last 20 years so that today 2 to 4. and of the NationalAssocia1925,
the following preamble* and terminedand proposed and set forth,
from now on the effortswill be cen- tuberculosis is no longer the dreaded
and to be payable at the time and In
resolutions
were duly adopted, viz:
tion of Stationers, Office Outfitters
tered on the work of getting as many plague it once waj and its death rate
the manner hereinbefore set forth, be
WHEREAS,
the
Common
Council
and Manufacturers,which will hold
of the others to take the treatment as Is no .longer the largest of all the disdeems it necessaryto prohibit and submitted to the vote of the electors
Its conventionIn that city Oct. 13 to
•ases
ns
it
once
was
when
it
was
callpossible. It is likely that early next
prevent depositing fllfth. sewage and of the City of /Holland at a special
year there will be another toxin-anti- ed "the captain of the hosts of 15. will give considerablespace to
other Impure, unwholesomeand oi- election for that purpose, to be held
Grand
Rapids, accordingto Informadeath."
toxin campaign to take care of the
fetMlve matter In the waters and on Monday, tho Sixth day of April. A.
There have been repeated attempts tion received by the Association of
new "crop" of school children as well
Commerce.
streams
of the city and It Is Imme- D. 1925, and said day Is hereby desigas of those who have not yet taken to secure a sanatorium for Ottawa
diately
necessary
for the general wel- nated a Special Election for auoh purthe treatment. In this way it Is hoped county but they have always failed.
fare
and
health
of
the Inhabitants of poae.
to make the childhood of Holland The present large number of cases OLD FLAPPERS WORSE
"Shall the City of Holland ralae byA good friend is
the City of Holland to provide adeTHAN YOUNG ONES
quite completelyimmune to diphth- here Is one of the results of such
quate means for the reductionand loan the aunt of One Hundred Ninety- j
eria. The same policy will be followed failure.
Five Thousand ($195,000) Dollars,to
too valuable a
disposal of sewage;
Young people of today were deIn regard to vaccinationfor small
THEREFORE, for the purpose of be uaed for the purpose of constructfended by Dr. W. E. J. Gratz, orf Chipox. it is expected, thus banning
possession to
constructing and Installinga sewage ing and Installing a system of sewage
cago. editor of the Epworth Herald,
from Holland with reasonablecom- ALLEGAN FARM AGENT PLANS
SCHOOL OF FRUIT RAISING official organ of the Epworth League
reductionand disposal sywtem and treatment, reduction and disposal,
pleteness both diphtheria and smallallow the miles
Horticultural work will play an Im- of the Methodist church. In an adplant. Including the purchaseof a site suitable and adequate for the need*
pox.
thereforeand the Installationof a of the City of Holland and purchase
The board of health Monday ex- portant part in the 1925 program of dress at Albion. Mich., before the
to part you.
complete and adequatesystem of sew- the necesnaj-ylands for a site therefor,
pressed thanks to all those who help- Allegan County Agent O. T. Gregg student church of Albion college.
‘If we could make real Christians
ed to make the campaign a bigger as a result of the executive committee
age treatment, suitable for the needs and shall the bonds of the City of
Long Distance
success than had been even hoped giving Its approvals to the projects as o' the flappers of 41. 61, and 61 years
of the city, it Is hereby resolved:— Holland, one hundred ninety-five
for — Supt. E. E. Fell, Prin. J. J. outlined In the agents report. A num- o.* jge we would have much less trouFirst, that the Common Council (196) In number, to be termed "City
will
carry
your
Rlemersma, the school teachers, Miss ber of pear blight control schools ble with the girl of 14, 16 and 16,
shall construct and Installa system Sewage Disposal System Bonds'' to be
Koertge, the city nurse. Mrs. Nelle have been held and Mr. Gregg Is now stated the editor "The criticism and
of sewage treatment,reductionand issued therefore In denomination*of
voice to that
Vender Meulen. school attendanceof- making arrangements for peach and •‘nit finding which youth comes In
disposal, suitable and adequate for One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollara
for in this age Is unwarranted In the
ficer, the doctors
co-operated, apple pruning demonstrations.
the needs of the city of Holland amt each, to be numbered from one to one
friend, will enlargest
measure.
Every
nge
has
its
and the newspapers.
An effort will be made this season
purchase the necessary lands for a hundred ninety-five (195)) Inclusive,
The board expressedthe hope that to Interest more farmers in mining peculiarities,
but between youth and
to
site therefor, at an estimated cost to and to be payable as follows:
the schools near Holland, such as the marl and applying the soil sweetener enthusiasmand old nge and rheumatthe city of Holland of not to exceed Bonds Nos.
east 8th street school, the Pine Creek to their prospective alfalfaand sweet ism. give me the first two"
the
One hundred ninety-live thousand and 2 August 1st.... ....... .......
school end other nearby schools clover field. Cow testing associations
to 6 Inclusive, August lot.
917
($195,000) Dollars.
whose children mingle with Holland will be promoted snd reorganized.
a
GASOLINE PRODUCTION
Second, that it Is hereby determined to 12 InclusiveAugust 1st .........,..113*
school pupils would also take the
EXCEEDS ALL HECORDS
ami proponedthat the said amount of 13 to 20 InclusiveAugust 1st ..... -.1929
treatment. The Beechwood school
friendshipdear
to 30 InclusiveAugust 1st ........1980
One hundred ninety-five thousand
pupils have already taken the treatWashington.Feb. 27 — Gasoline proto 32 inclusiveAugust 1st ------- 1981
($196, UUU) Dollars he raised by loan
to
you.
ment and it is hoped that other
duction in the United States in 1924
and that for the purpose on said loan. 33 to 44 InclusiveAugust l«t....MU9II
schools wil follow suit.
amounted to 8,959,680,220 gallons,by
the bond's of the City of Holland be 46 to 66 InclusiveAugust 1st ..... *...1981
far the greatest annual output in the
Issued In the sum of One Hundred .. to 68 InclusiveAugust 1st ........1934
Industry’s history,accordingto InterMUSKEGON AND FRANKFORT
Ninety-five Thousand ($195,000) Dol- 69 to 80 InclusiveAugust 1st ........1911
GET BEST OF HARBOR BILL
ior department statistics made public
.. to 92 InclusiveAugust l»t ........193«
lars. In the manner as follows, towlt
IS
today. The figure exceeds by 1.403,The rivers and harbors bill which
one hundred nieTy-five 95) bonds In 93 to 104 InclusiveAugust 1st ....... 1917
Long Distance is
733.077 gallons the previous high
passed the senate Saturday night
105 to 116 Inclusive August lat.^.1918
denominationsas hereinafter s«t
personal, direct,
without the amendmentsrequiring
loosing. March 3. — Enforcement mark sent In 1923.
117 to 128 InclusiveAugust 1st.... 1919
with Interestcoupons attachedth
Muskegon and Frankfort to pay 2u of the ruling that automobilesmust
to said bonds to he designatedaa 129 to 140 InclusiveAugust 1st ... 1940
inexpensive.
per cent of the cost of their breakwa- be equipped with 1925 license plates
141 to 152 InclusiveAugust 1st .1941
•city Sewage Disposal System Bonds,
ters, was passed by the house In after March 1 Is being left almost enand to be numbered, one (1) to one 153 to 164 InclusiveAugust lst....l941
similar form, Cong. J. C. McLaughlin tirely in the hands of local officials,
hundred ninety-five’( 195) Inc u.We 166 to 176 Inclusive August lst....!94I
Informed the Muskegon chamer of the secretary of state declared today.
and to be of like date and Inter**!, 177 to 188 InclusiveAugust l*t....l944
The
state
Insists
that
everyone
had
commerce late Monday.
excepting due dates and to be payablo 1R9 to 195 Inclusive August lst:...194l
a
chance
to
obtain
plates
prior
to
amendments calling for a
together with Interest at the rate of
as follows:
$286,750 contribution at Muskegon March 1. No extension of time has
five per cent per annum payable eemU
‘ August 1st, 1926
2,000.00
the
sanction
of
the
state
and
officers
and a contribution of $246,750at
annually on the first day of Februaiy
August 1st. 1927
4.000.0ft
Frankfort were added by the senate everywhere are at liberty to make
August let. 1928
and August of each year.
6, 00ft. 0ft
commerce committee last week. Later arrests of motoristsdisplaying old
1st, 1929
August
8.000.00
Holding
their
annual
midwinter
tags.
on the recommendation of Sen. Joneo.
YES.
10.000.00 August 1st. 1930
The state department,however stag, the Knickerbocker Society of
1931
chairman of the committee,the sen2,flft0.ft0 August 1st.
does not plan to Interfere, except per- Hope college met at the Grace Episate rejected the Frankfort amend- haps In Isolatedcases, where local of- copal church banquet hall and were
12,000.00 August 1st. 1932
1933
ment. but passed that requiring a ficers refuse to force compliance of served to a roast turkey dinner on
NO.
12.000.0ft August 1st.
1934
Muskegon contribution.Cong. Me the March 1 rule. State police, oper Monday evening at 6:00 o'clock.
12.000.00 August 1st.
1935
Laughlln succeeded fn knocking out atlng on the country highways, plan
At this event many of the society
Now therefore,notice Is hereby given
12.000.00 August 1st.
1936
this amendment before the bill
|nMn that automobilesbe equipped alumni meet with the members and
2.000.00 August 1st.
that In pursuance of said resolution
1937
up for final passage Saturday night. J u.jth new plates,but It Is not expect strengthenthe fraternal bond of
the aforesaidproposition of raising
2.000.0ft August 1st.
193H
led their activities will conflictto any friendship between old and new
such sum of One Hundred Ninety-five
12.000.00 August 1st.
.. NOTICE
1939
marked degree with municipal
members.
12.000.00 August 1st.
Thousand Dollars by loan and of IsA Union Township Caucus will be
19 40
After spending a short time In
other communityrulings.
iMt.
suing the bonds of the city therefor,
1 2.000.00 August
1941
According to word received at the renewing acquaintances, the members held in I^iketown on Saturday at 2
12,000.00 August 1st.
in the manner and for the purpoee aa
department today from virtually all seated thenuielves at the banquet tab- o'clock P. M.. March 7th A. D. 1925.
1942
1st,
12.000.00 August
therein set forth, will be submittedto
By order of Town Board.
the larger cities, thousands of owners les and enjoyed the best that culin1945
1st.
12.000.00 August
a vote of the electors of the city at
A. Alferlnk, Clerk.
| are without plates. A
number of De ary skill has to offer. The president,
12,000.00 August 1st. 1944
the Annual Election to be held In and
W. W. Dawkins, a large producer , troit cars were held In Ann Arbor, Mr. Russel Van Dyke, acted as toast1945
7.000.00 August 1st.
for said city on Monday, the Sixth day
of sweet potatoes In Oklahoma, has but it was expected they would be re master and Introducedthe entertainThe bonds to draw interest at th* of April. A. D., 1925. and that at said
10366 — Exp. Mar. 21
ers. who responded to program numfound another use for the much de- leased with a warning to get tags.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate rate of five per cent per annum, pay- election each elector voting on said
In Wayne county n local ruling ex bers which had been arranged In the
spised moth ball and has been saved
able semi-annuallyon the first day of question shall designatehis vote on
Court for the County of Ottawa.
order
of
a
church
service.
tending
the
time
15
days
has
been
from ruin.
At a nession of said court, held at February and the first day of AuRUSt the ballot containing said proposition
Order
of
Service:
adopted.
Gophers were tunnelingunder the
Prelude, T. Cramen; Invocation, R. the Probate office In the city of Grand each year, both principal and Interest by a cross mark (x) placed In the [ I
sweet potato beds of Dawkins and
Van Dyke; Junior sermon, W. Hugh- Haven in said county on the 25th day to be paid at the office of the Treas- opposite the word "Yes" or in the
he had almost given up all hope of
urer of the City of Holland, and
square f | opposite the word "No" aa
Mrs. Alvhinla Polhamus, who would es; To the Choir, F. Olert; Offertory, of February A. D. 1925.
raising crops. A friend told him to
That for the purpose of paying the he may elect.
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
F. Fleldhouse, Norman Yonder Hart,
roll moth balls down Into the hole have been 94 years old had she lived
Ray Smith, Sermon. John De Judge of Probate.
Notice is further hereby given that
Interest on the above bonds as the
wheje the gophers were making their until March 14, died at Coopersville and
same becomes due. there shaM be or. said election will be held in the sevMangd; Benediction, R. Kulper. The
In the matter of the estate of
Monday
following
a
brief
Illness.
Mrs.
homes and that he would soon be rid
property
banquet
closed
with
the
singing
of
Kryn Breen. Doevaeed
eral wards of the said city of HolPolhamus, whose maiden name was
of them.
the Knickerbocker song.
Herman Miller having tiled in said in the City of Holland and annually land. at the places designated by the.
Dawkins though his friends was Noble, was bom at Sodu*. N. Y., in
court his petition praying that a cer- assessed and collected,the following Common Council as follows:
"kidding" him but as he had tried 1831 and following her marriage to
tain instrumentin writing purporting
First Ward— 2nd Story of Engine
everythingelse suggested he saw no Philip Polhamus removed to a farm
The Ladies Mission Circle of the to be the last will and testamentof t,lXM In the year 1926 accrued
House No. 2, 106 E. 8th St.
harm In giving the moth balls a whirl hear Coopersville In 1867. Her hus- First Reformed Church of Zeeland said deceased now on file In said court
Interestat the rate of
Second Ward— 2nd Story of Engine
He tried the experimentand reports it band died three years later.
will give a pageant, "The Cross Tribe
admitted
to
probate,
and
that
the
five
per
cent
per
annum
The funeral waa Thursday after- umphant — Episodes In the Progress
House No. 1, West 8th Street.
worked fine. The gophers now give It
administration of said estate be granton $196,000 from the
Third Ward— G. A. R. Room*. Basefarm a wide berth and he expects to noon at 1:30 with Interment In the of Christianity In Japan." The pag- ed to Herman Miller or to some other
date of Issue.
ment Floor. City Hall, Corner of
raise a bumper crop of sweet spuds Ravenna cemetery.
eant will be given Thursday and FriIn the year 1927 the sum of
Mrs. Polhamus Is survived by three day night* of thla week, in the First suitable person.
River Avenue and 11th Street.
next year.
It is Ordered,That the
In the year 1928 the sum of JJ450.00 Fourth Ward — Polling Place, 301
sons and two daughters:George and Reformed church of Zeeland. The
•th day of April A. D. 1925
In the year 1929 the sum of IJJSJ.OO
First Avenue.
Have you filed your income tax John Polhamus of Coopersville,Win- public is Invited.A silver collection at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at said In the year 1930 the sum of JJJJO.OO
Fifth Wlard — Polling Place, Corner of
statement? If not, It is time to get fred Polhamus of Ferrysburg: Mrs. will be taken.
probate
office
be
and
Is
hereby
apIn
the
year
1931
the
sum
of
IJ2M.00
Central Avenue and State St.
busy. Zero day for filing the state- Robert Alyea of Muskegon and Mrs.
pointed for hearing said petition:
In the year 1932 the sum of $8160.00 Sixth Ward — Basement Floor, Von
ment Is March 16. The law Is man- A. O. Hatated of Grand Ledge.
It Is Further ordered. That public In the year 1933 the sum of I7560
Frank KItson, ex-Natlonal and
Raalte Ave. School House
The Ladles’ Aid society of the
datory, requiring all single persons
Van Raalte Avenue between 1
having an Income of $1000 to file a American league baseball pitcher of Christian Reformed church at Hud- notice thereof be given by publica In the year 1&34 the sum of IJJWJ.OO
and 20th street*.
statement, while married folks earn- twenty-flve years ago, has returned aonvllle presented the pastor, Rev. T. tlon of a copy of this order for three In the year ll35 the sum of $6360.00
to his home In Allegan after a three J. Krohne, a leather upholstered easy successive weeks previous to said day In the year 1936 the sum of $6750.00
ing $2000 must do likewise.
Notice 1* hereby given that the poll/
weeks' stay at Ann Arbor. Kitson waa chair on hla recent birthday anniver- of hearing In the Holland City News, In th# year 1986 the sum of $5760.00 at said electionwill be open from eev
a newspaper printed and circulated In Tn th# year 1917 the sum of $5150.00 en oclock a. tn. till five o’clock p. m,
In bad health and took treatments sary.
Galoshes, hopefully stored behind at the state hospital.Kitson is well
The
recent cold weather has given said county.
In th# year 1918 the sum of $4650.00 of said day.
the kitchen door a couple of weeks or known In Holland and In the earlier
’ JAMES J. DANHOF,
life to the coal business In
In the year 1919 the sum of $8960.00
In wftneee whereof. I have hereu
more ago when the weather turned baseball days he played ball with renewed
Judge of Probata In the year 1940 the sum of $8850.00 set my hand, the day and year ft
warm, were dragged Into public again Allegan against Holland and Hope Holland. Dealers here have been kept A true Copy^—
Tn the year 1941 the sum of $2750.00 above written.
Thursday, together with numerous College teams. Later the big league busy since the cold weather started
contrast to the dropping oft In
Cora Vande Water,
Tn the year 1942 the aum of $2150.00
RICHARD OVERWAT,
sheep-skin coats and such of like took him up and he waa one of the In
business during the recent warm
Register of Probate
In the year 1943 the aum of $1550.00 Mar. 5-12-19-26-Apr. $-1925
warmth.
best pitchers of hla
weather.
In the year 1944 the euro of $ 950.00
City Clerk.
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Icy waters at Spring flood time and
o«.wv,ril lay claim to the sweetest bit ot
61.00
.62. Oil f*tsh
food the season —affords.
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This sums up fairly accurately
»•%_
»•••• opinion among those who fish for
Mdllngs .........- .............................
*0,J5 food os soon as the Ice goes
The lowly sucker, despised by the
.......................
rrio-i2 trout fishermen, considered lightlyb*
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operators, haa his
.......28 the commercial operators
Dairy Buter ........ - ......- .................... I horde of friends before he begins
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—
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stream
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«Dluetln Feed
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due to Infection with tuberculosis.
Many farmers hove counted on the income from the dairy business to enable them to to make allvlng und provide a means of marketing grain ana
h „eB jjany farmers who lost
(iattle througj| the test wished to rethelr depieted herds and beJ^cal cftll[lewere not for sale
t0 sections outside the coun“^purciuLidcattle. So far

----the

wi®

......

hh^dm5nvU\wVe7cat5e

Stroll, Jr.,

News:—

in the Detroit
••Give me a sucker taken out of the

his
.

over-bowingstream come the sucker
fishermenIn early March. It Is then
that they may be .taken out with dip
net or spear much to the delight of
..... . lad who reckons this as
seasonable evenu
event
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BARS

10

FELS NAPTHA SOAP

Studying the conditions of the association ‘records at Coopersvllle one finds
that 25% of the cows last year did not
pay any profit. These figuresare accurate and prove startling. Efforts are
being made now to start an association In the Holland-Zeelnndterritory.
A cow testingassociationwill Improve
the dairy business by eliminating

|

C.

v

FIG BARS

Fresh

Farmers are cautionednot to buy
poorer animals than they now possess It ta better to have fewer and
better cows. There Is a large surplus
of dairy productsIn storage and the
probability Is the dairy business will
not Improve much for at least two
years In order to place the dairy
business In Ottawa county on a better
haste Agricultural Agent MUham naa
fostered organisation of cow testing
associations.At present there are
three operatingsuccessfully,( oop«rsville. Allendale and Jaipestown.

I

^

Prices

^

boarder cows and encouragingproper
feeding and breeding of good COWS
Anything he cares to ask.
There Is money in good cows. Nr
more poor cows should be bought
Judge Crota has renewed his offer FOUR LAKE STEAMERS
more should go to the butcher, says
ST',|V^aV>Ob'a?DI HAVEN Mr. MUham.
It Is well to buy cattle from men
you know and be cautious In dealing
with strangers. In any event all catjrrr ” ” i-n
for the secondTWMUW«'lrlea vam,y 10 rnm
second Ithrough
ice off Gri
^or .hs nS and second
through
slush Ice
Grand
Hav- tle purchased should be thoroughly
Ud ^Zr««
$7 and 92 for the first and
todaythe
w,th
the idea
of releasing
Inspected so that nothing hut A one
4«:Umatory
the ferry. Grand Haven, and the pas.ttW will ^ held at o„„ and the
.teamen., Alabama and I'nit- stock Is secured.
»
--rctmtwt will be held about March 10.'
TRINITY CHURCH PAOTOR TO
.Vluoh has been written about the . .....
---- ..
begin another SERIES
rtloyaw^ifeaeiiw
able to pickt up a basoneni( while passengers anu
and crews
_
uaa- oners,
crrwa
Next Sunday evening the pastor of
IbaD
with
one
hand.
Muakegon
ca*t
jmxlous
eyes
seaward,
hoping
for
ikat ibar
Trinity Reformed Church, Rev. C. P.
u.c-n in the floes.
taa such a player. He is Carl Felt,|a break
Dame will begin another series of!
The three boots were cradled
sermons for young pe°p£- Th« a,)'
Ject of the series is, "The Question
of Attitudes." The following sermons
He Is
H*
I. now a member of the
the but could not get far beyond the harhar
•* WS***C- tie IS now
hmr month Meanwhile the Ice field compose <he series: "The Rl^ht end
Wrong Attitude Toward a 8!n ; "Hie
Right and Wrong Attitude toward a
Temptation”: “The Right and Wrong
S^ff'YS^Mrs. WFr«d Kamferbeekwe"terl> d>^ectton^
Attitude Toward a O*” .(* God
••The Right and Wrong Attitude toZTwitnr Rev. Drukker Is vjry
ward an Opportunity : ^h* Right
wcH known here.— Grand Haven T"' I BUSINESS MESSAGES
and Wrong Attitude toward Mar,
INTERFERE WITH GRAND
riage": "The Right and Wrong At«Xn Walter UlUe of Grand
HAVEN RADIO PLH\SURES titude
Toward Life"; "The Right and
-.mi known here, was one of
-* Washington, D. C. I Qrand
Grand Haven radio fans last night Wrong AttitudeToward the Bible
Iona aumhar at
Mil dent
____ ___
___
tatOtnens
Inaugural of ~
President
were qU|te thoroughly
aware
of the "The Right and Wrong Attitnde toto - ----ward Jesus." The pastor will preach
twidge wnd vlce Pr«*ldent. P^WW tact that the steamers were caught the first sermon of the serfen next
i nr^irflmT Mrs. UlHe
had been ln the jce off lbjB port noth Grand Sunday evening when the Girl s Glee
nendlng the winter In Florida and up- -jYunk parferrles.the Alabama and
Club of Hope College will smg.
on her return
stopped off at|the
united States ore held by
b;
, first
„.®* —
.the United
the
here she was
heavy Ice floes which have suddenly
^^Mr^HuJh^UlUe"
Hugh UlUe 0™
Of Oraid
Grand ^^ed^^lJng^h?
appeared all long the e^t’thoT
east shore. ThJ
The j Service, at pWesleya^ M^hodlst
I Alabama oiyi the United States ore
committee on claims
J ^fj^lpp^l llth^irefess^^d
uit wfiT be' conducted by
.counts reported claim, to the amount n|(cht lheir code messagee came G. Vlsser. The corning service will
.a# *2234.42 against the city the past through Grand Haven radios in such begin at 10:30, the pastor
-two weeks, and the committee on L manner as to break up most of the on the subject, "Forsaken o* Go«.Door reported 21*1 for temporary aid farly eVenlng programs. However, It In the evening Rev. Vlsser will have
the meeting of the council Weda caap ot business before pleas- aH h|B subject,
"Behold the Lamb of_
nUUjr'vif
Haven Tribune.
God." Special music will be rendered
night.
churches o< Hollund ur' — °ranli
____
____ J-Lrai_rxrun_r---,-,r by the Senior cnoir ai me iuuiujuk
service and by the boys and girls choir
•keep their custom of an annual season juLonri
At prayer for good crops of the pendBE- in the evening.A cordial InvitationIs
£hk season This year the observance SULTS TRY THE
extendedto all.
be held March 11 with service*
In th«-aeveral churchesand It Is customary for business places to be
closed during the time.— Allegan Ga,

Low

_ that ab0Ut ie carloadshave

do not appear to be as *00<} “ J00®1
cattle so the condition of the business Is going downward d“5
ping In poorer animals. This is the
contention of County Farm Agent Mil

For the information of thoae to
land who have not yet obtained their At thlj| Unie Qf year the fleah ot the
«ntomoblle licenses,it Is ann0Vnc*J kue^e,. ^ flrm and hard something
they will have another moniu that
mai pannot
cannoi be
oe said
»»iu of
ui the
me fish
non at
»« other
vm®*
In which to do It unmolested,provia- times
tlmes Qf
of the
the year
year. what
What doW)
does it
it matter
matter
Ing they leave their cars In the gar if he is a bit bony? What he lacks In
this respect ns a table tidbit, he cer«ge.
The annual meeting of the Sauga- tainly makes up In sweetness.
Commercial club held at Hotel
It i8n't unusual to run into one of
tnck Commercial
Hotel
• heard an interestingtopic dla- lhoBe g00(i 0ld fashioned farmers who
. Butter
'
cussed* ••Shall SaugatuckHave a
pera|gt in putting up his keg of
munlty House?" Judging by the sent!- salted guckers when the run is on
onjnsnts expreesed an affirmative reply ThU
gener
___ used
___ l0 be a general
practice
_ sat he
Wa a
lAtrtAno*
Vt A aM .H VYA
.among 4the
old-timers.
..will
a reality.
Rev. 8.
8. . Kelley of Allegan Is mak-j W.hen the waters start to warm up
Rev.
Intensive preparations for the I the sucker becomes soft and flabby
as
father and son banquet to held in the I Nobody wants him except to use m
Fifth Federated church next Thurs- *bait for other a-»fish, --A
and as
-- that,
,l-~*
he
day evening. The principalspeaker runs n poor 2nd to chubs or shiners.
will be Dr. William G. Spencer, pres Terms $1.50 per year with a discount
of 50c to those paying In advance.
ideal of Hillsdale college.
(feeing three serious charge* a Rates of Advertising made known
Grand Rapids man appeared in a upon Application.
Q WOn
Esll IK I \rU us Second-Class Matter at the
court as his own lawyer, and
won aa I Entered

heard

.

County Agent MUham,

Jinu
___
nf these cattle
b«n "hlppeil
'nOUaomi
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The Hepe College Girls' Glee Cli/b
have returned home laden with praise
and rich In experience. They more
fulfilled the hopes and expecta«ynn« of* the friends of Hope WherevIN
er they sang, large and enthusiastic
a<ldlann»wgreeted them and the many
OF LIFE
Alumni in the eastern states flocked
to meet and hear the young ladlew. At
Patterson, N. J.. alone more than a Underwriter's
App’,
Name
4)ozen Hope graduates were present,
three seminary students coming from
Princeton to swell the large audience.
The largest audience of all was met
At Passaic. X. J., more than a thousAnd being present
The eastern papers were enthusias- R. Keith ChaHee. TimoMvIUe, S. C
Sept. Ho Sept 30. 1924 235 410,000
tic In their praise of the young ladle*'
E«rt
M.
U
Plant, Sturgeon Bay. Wit, Sept. 1 to Sept 30, 1M4 251 276,000
•Inging: also several letters have been
received In Holland. Among others Clarence H. Smith, Cattaraugu., N. Y., Sept 15 to Oct. 15. 1924 288 468.200
Bev. A. Van Westenbrugge.Scatla, Robert A. Brown, Loe Angelea, Cal., Oct 1 to Oct 31, 1924 274 747,000
38. T., writes as follows: “The Girls
Oct 1 to Oct 31, 1924 322 421,000
Glee Club did very well here. Ttie . S. Wataon, Meridan,
splendid appearance, the lady-likede- F. W. Felltd, Anderaon,S.
Oct. 1 to Oct. 31, 1924
•portmentof the girls, and their ex- Frank M. See, NaahviUe,
Oct. 1 to Oct. 31, 1924 367 467,000
eellent training were the subject of
Nov. 1 to Nov. 31. 1924 406 420,000
highest commendation. The college Joe Tom Eubnnka, Searcy,
received a big return on this adverG. G.
Agent at Detroit, Michigan
tising project. The people here seem
to feel that hey were honored by havfor the
LIFE
CO.
ing the glrte, and this is a very deslrAble attitude."
Is out to break those records
The girls returned In perfect health,
highly enthusiastic for Hope. The
during the
of March, 1925
college has been well advertised, and
the expenses have been very nearly
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Watch The SENTINEL For Results
Growers of the Fennville Fruit exchange for the past 10 years have demanded a ladder that would answer
all the requirementsof the average
grower of this vicinity and now the
exchange has undertaken the manufacture of a ladder In Its plant this
Tear. The work so far has been done
by hand and the dally capacity at this
if about 16 ladders per day. No
Artcrs have been taken from outside
the exchange members but the ladders are especially adapted for the
me of the growers In this section.
The work ao far haa been confined
to stepladders.
Is your luck bad? If so, catch
sheenhead and change it.
^o small stones like kidney beans
are found In the head of the sheephead, or fresh water drum. The In
dlaas call them "lucky stones ss
they are grooved deeply WiUi the letter "L". In Wisconsin, where the
Aheepheodis common, the superstitious angler never expectorates on bis
lure to change his luck. Be jeU hoM
of a sheephead,cuts out and pockets
the stones.

VAN PUTTEN INSURANCE AGENCY
agent of

THE MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
Established 1845

Endowment

Policies at Life Rates. Why not look

over before placing your Life Insurance elsewhere? Call 5166 and avail yourself of
my personal insurance service.

this Policy

St.

VAN PUTTEN AGENCY
36

West 8th

E. J.

BACHELLER,

D.C.,

Ph.C

CHIROPRACTOR
OKcr. H.IUn4 City K.t. Buk Blk. H««. 10-l«0
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Writing All Linea oi Insurance
Representing All Old Line Companies
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FORMER HOLLAND

FORESTING THE

MAN MAKES GOOD
IN

als.
It

may seem out of the way for a
representative of Uncle Sam, whose
duty It Is to throw men behind the
bars, to act any other way than
harshly.Mr. Rooks, however, has his

Trastworthy service in

own

policy.

He

eveiy

is noted for the vigor with
which he pursues men charged with
crime. When he comes upon them
he acts In a perfectly cool way. Only when the prisoner Is "hardbolled"
does he treat them accordingly. Before long, the prisoner, of whatever
temper, gets to like the marshal.Mr.
Rooks declares he has parted with
only one prisoner who has not be-

neimborhood

Good

service— as the Ford Motor Company sees it— is an essential part ol
good car value. Ford owners benefit by an Organization that extends to every
community, every neighborhood.

Whenever the
Ford service
It is

come

Ford sign is displayed you are assured of genuine
which means standardizedlow prices both for parts and labor.

the Ford policy to give the owner the

utmost value in the car he buys and
after the purchase.

to protect

No matter where you live there is a Ford Service
Dealer in your locality. Through him you are assured of dependable year ’round transportation at
a price you can aflord to pay.

Nov

extra oa

alldond body typ«-

*45

DETROIT
HOLLEMAN-DE WEERD AUTO C0„ Holland, Zeeland, Byron Center

TOURING CAR

Ranabotd •
Coop* . •
Tmdor Stdan
Fordor Sedan

•

•
•
.

mom

could have been obtained at moderate prices, but which are now beyond
the reach of the museum.

ENTERTAIN WITH
HARD TIME PARTY

BEACH TREE YIELDING
ANNUAL WINTER CROP

A tree In the orchard of A. Mayer, five miles from Yopo City, CallL,
is bearing fruit for the fifth consewrong. But the thing for him to do urday evening with a hard time par- cutive winter. The tree, which Is sevty at their residence on west 17th St. en years old, Is heavily weighted
then is to get it oft hla chest and start
When the guests arrived they were with ripe peaches of the free-stono
life clean again. If he does that he Is
Indeed surprisedat the appearance variety.
as good a man as you or I."
The present United States marshal of the home. Instead of the usual
has held that office alnce a year ago furniture they found the rooms ap- BETTER ROADS BETWEEN
propriately furnished with barrels
last June. Before his appointment he
HOLLAND AND ALLEGAN SOON
boxes fittingly arranged for
was deputy marshal for one year at and
County road commissioners Friday
tables to carry out the spirit of the
Aberdeen.He gained his federal posioccasion. Instead of chairs they had let contracts for building three gravM
tion by his record as sheriff In Perprovided null kegs, boxes and various reads with a 12 -foot road surface. Tnl
kins cunty from 1914 to 1918.
Improvised seats. The guests were all largest Job runs from the north townOwing to the seriousness of federIn keeping with the spirit of Hhip line to the south township lino
al law violations, men accused of dressed
the party, and as the different ones across Lee township thru Pullman.
crime are treated differentlythan arrived there w4re many good hearty The successful bidder was John Yer»
those accused of state violations.Offi- laughs at the quaint costumes. Every rlngton of Watervllet.
cers from the prohibitiondepart- detail of the party had been carefully Mr. Yerrlngton also was awarded a
ment, postoffice,secret service, nar- arranged, even the playing cards, contract to build one-half mile of road
cotic section, or bureau of Investi- score cards and the novel way of
from Bravo to Pearle. Baker Broa,
gation, first must "get the goods" on serving the lunch were In keeping
the suspect. Then a United States with the balance of the arrange- of Lawton were awarded the contract
commissioner must issue a warrant ments. High score at cards was won to build three and one-fourth miles
for arrest. Arrest must be by the by Mrs. Ben B&tema and Mr. Joe of road between Allegan and Valley
township for 92,611.48. This road Is
marshal or his deputies.
Shashaquay.When the guests departAfter arrest, the suspect Is taken by ed at midnight they gave the host known ns the Bee Line road running
the marshal before
commissioner and hostess a vote of thanks for the from Allegan to Holland and Is part
of the road residents of Holland, Alfor examination. If the commissioner evening's enjoyment.
legan, Otsego, Plulnweli and Kalamadecides there Is sufficient evidence of
zoo for some months have been delaw violationhe will bind the captive
manding to havb built.
over to the grand Jury and name hla
bond. If the prisoner Is able to give
bond he Is released. If not he must
TWO HOLDUP MEN GET
stay in Jail until the next term of
9110.00 LOOT IN MIDNIGHT
court: If the grand Jury returns an
KEHTAUHANT ROBBERY
indictment against him, upon hearing
The formal dedication of the new
Two men held up Anthony Contoo,
hla case, It is the duty of the United
Pine Lodge resort and the opening
States marshal to present him for of the first Bible Conferencs at Hol- 36, manager of the Lyon Lunch
128 Lyon-st. ,NW., Grand Rapids afttrial. The marshal must rearrest the
land will take place on July 1st, and ter 1 o'clock Saturday morning and
man and procure another bond or will
be followed by a grand celebra- csraped after taking about 920 from a
else place the Indicted man In Jail.
tion on July 4th, according to the
There are also duties of u civil na- plnns of the directors of the enter- cash register.
Centos summoned polloe, but a
ture. The marshal and his deputies
prise, who are principallylaymen
must serve papers in all civil actions from the various Reformed churches search for the pair proved futile. The
in federal court, us the sheriff does In of. the weatern part of Michigan. A rrataurant man said the two, one a
youth of about 19 and the other
state court. He is also the paymaster
continuous Bible Conference will be
for the department of Justice. The conducted through July and August, about 25, stepped Into the restaurant
marshal'soffice pays all fees to wit- with speakers of prominence giving and ordered coffee.
nesses and Jurymen, and salaries of
Suddenly one of them drew a gun
addresses dally. Along with the educall In the department of justice exational features due attention will be Contos asserted,and told him to throw
cept agents in the bureau of Investigagiven to recreation under Christian up his hands. The other scraped up
tion. For his financial responsibilitiessupervision. Spacious, well shaded most of the money In the till and
Mr. Hooks is required to furnish u and equipped picnic facilities are on both then fled.
bond of $25,000.
the grounds, and a large auditorium
While court is In session the mar- is to be erected as soon as the weathshal or a deputy Is always present to er permits. There Is a modern sumpreserve order, and take care of those mer hotel on the grounds, and two
being tried. Assisting him In keeping cottages.
order In the court room Is the bailiff.
All of these duties over the entire
71 HAMILTON FOLK SUE
stute are executedby Mr. Rooks and
CHAIN STORE CO. HEAD
six deputies.N. H. Jenson and Mrs
Seventy-oneresidents of Hamilton
Leah M. Barrett are office deputies township
and vicinity have begun
Deputy Clyde Al. Cessno takes care of
Placing the potential value of tha
in circuit court to recover 911.work In the hills and Is stationed at suit
000 and Interest from F. D. Travis, touristand resort business of western
Rapid City. W. O. Jones la at Aber formerly a resident of Plainwell, who Michigan at 9260,000,000 annually,
deen. Governor Gunderson took a dethey allege conspired to defraud them Carroll F. Sweet, president of tha
puty from Mr. Hooks for the office of in the sale of stock In the F. D. Trav- Michigan Tourist and Resort associastate sheriff in the person of E. E is company, operating stores In Plain- tion, in an address before the AdverGregory, whose post now Is vacant well, Allegan and Pralrlevllle.
tising club of Grand Rapids yesterThe other deputy Is John Berry Soon after purchasingblocks of day noon, pleaded for greater considhaving headquartershere.
stock, It is claimed, the company eration on the part of Grand Rapids
Mr. Rooks came to Campbell coun- went Into bankruptcy.Travis la all- business men for the organisation.
ty 32 years ago, us a young man of eged to have told the plaintiffs that
Business men In all of the cities
20, from Holland, Mich. There he the stores were paying dividendsof
and towns of western Michigan outcame to bo owner of a general store eight per cent every four months.
side of Grand Rapids are more thorLater he moved to Westfield, in Em

a
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880
660

TO DEDICATE

Oa

open can damotutabU
tima and atartaran MS «ztn

AUpricm f. o.

Beginning March 5th and continuOne of Michigan’senterprise^
ing through a period until the 19th probably regarded by some legislacounty agriculturalagent Milham tors ns without any money making
will hold a series of meetings In the possibilities and Just another source
differenttownships. Exceptionally of expense, could show an excellent
good movies have been secured which profit If Its assets were turned Into
should Interest the city and town cash It was revealed here when Mrs.
people ns well as the rural popula- Marie B. Ferrey, curator of the piotion. The films are, "Uncle Sam, neer and historicalmuseum, refused
World's Champion Farmer," "Forest- an offer of $2C0 for a pair of Italian
ing the Sand Hills,""Hidden Foes In statuettes which she purchased aorao
Seed Potatoes." "Sportsman’s Para- years ago for the state for IS.
dise." The followingschedule for
Mrs. Ferrey says that such Inciplacet! In this territory are:
dents are not rare and that probablj
March 12th, Olive Center Town many of the articlesIn the museum
Hall; March 13th, Blendon Town could be sold for a great deal
Hall: March 16th, Georgetown Oran- than their original coat. This conge Hall; March 17th, Forest Grove; dition obtains despite the fact that
March 18th, Vrlesland;March 1 9th, the motive behind the collecting hon
Holland City Town Hall.
not been to obtain articlesthat will
These are all evening meetings and Increase In value aa the yearn paaothe public Is cordially Invited to at- but to collect artlclM which will bo
tend. The films are educational as of educational interest to visitors.
well as entertaining. In addition the
The curator taya that If past sUto
agricultural agent will take up pres- legislatureshad bsen mors Ubsrol
ent conditions in agriculture suggest- with appropriations many things doing remedies.
sired by tht museum collections

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Harris entertainRooks said In an Interview. "Any
man can slip and do something ed the Jolly Five Hundred Club Sat-

Cm

Optional Oa All Ford

gOC

LIVE TOPIC

person In this officer.
I usually tell prisoners the best
thing to do is plead guilty," Mr.

Tire Equipment
Full Size (29x440)

REUCS
GROW IN VALUE

STATE'S

a

BALLOON

him

his friend.

Not that the marshal Is one who
goes slapping people on the back or
shaking hands In an effort to extend
his friendship.But
person in
trouble, confrontedwith, a serious
federal charge, wants someone In
whom he can confide. He finds that

familiar

SANDHILLS

THE WEST

The Sioux Falls, S. D., Argus-Leader contains a cut of John Rooks, formerly of Holland, now living in Sioux
Falls. Accompanyingthe cut Is the
following article:
John Rooks. U. 8. marshal for
South Dakota, is a friend of crimin-

EXPERT CLAIMS

b. Detroit

CONFERENCE SITE

&

BUSINESS MEN URG-

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT ALL FORD PLANTS

ED BY SWEET TO

.

ydsl^Jor
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dustwdrnoistm
proof Wrapper
it
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Cream F1

H^kh the Windmill

<nit

DOlOHTTDl.

Emollient
FOR.
Daily Use

ASA

BwmnEK
mak*

Will

the Skin clear,

county, N. D., where he operat
ed a store and came to be postmaster
He freighted his store goods 45 miles
and marketed his produce at an army
post. Fort Yates. Later he moved
back to Michigan and operated
meat market In his home town for

Skin Enjptlons,
ALCOHOL 15^6

and

all

•

^

Toilet Waters.
^-QpMyAiqpamupotJLToetiror

Hazeltine A Perkins Drag Co.
Grand Rapids : Manistee

Oar Advertising

Service *
Means More

Sales for

You, Mr. Business

When

Man

you begin advertising

in this paper you start on the

road to more business.There
is no better or cheaper

BE
Putting

me-

dium for reaching the buyers

it

off

won't get

it

today

yrfHEN

done

IX/ Printing

in

need of

see

tomorrow. An

what we can

advertisementin
this paper today

do before you

will bring business

go elsewhere.

tomorrow.

of this community.

We can

also provide

Artistic

Printing

of every deacription.

ADVERTISE— IT PAYS.
ADVERTISE— IT PAYS.

3B

ADVERTISE— IT PAYS. I ADVERTISE— IT PAYS.

In 1908 the Houth Dakota fever
again struck the present marshal, and
he lit out for west of the river to
Perkins county, which had been opened by the coming of the Mil
waukee railroad but a year or two
before. His first work was operation
of a meat market. He also dealth In
horses, shipping In many of them the
first days and later shlppong them
out. Later he engaged In the wholesale oil business.
It was during the war that Mr.
Rooks acted as sheriff in Perkins
county, and there were plenty violations to look after. That was before
prohibition,but Perkins county had a
problem all Its own. It was dry under local option while Montana was
wet and the sheriff had his duties
with the rum runners.
Mr Rooks doesn't lose much sleep
over whether law should be enforced or not. He says If the people don't
want a law on the statute books It Is
for them to remove It. The officer, he
says, Is merely a hired man of the
public.

WORLD PEACE
THEME OF THE
W.

C. T. U.

MEET

The

cold weather did not deter a
large number of women from attending the W. C. T. U. meeting at the

home of Mrs.

Wm. Vandenberg on

Friday afternoon.

The

subject

whs "World

Peace."

Rev. 8. C. Nettlngaspoke on The
Church and the New World Order,"
He said In part: "The new world order means that the spirit of force,
of the Jungle, must be replaced by the
spirit of brotherltness and friendliness between notions. Also Justice and
righteousness prevail among the governments of the nations as well as
between Individuals.The fall of anelent nations was due to the lack of
these virtues,as Egypt and Rome for
example.Although the supreme business of the church Is to save souls, to
work with the Individual,the further duty Is to Influence the state In
righteous government as exemplified
In the message of the Old Testament prophets and Paul’s letter to
the churches."

BODY

oughly sold on the proposition,h#
said, In that they see more of the di-

mons

five years.

tema

BEHIND RESO’T

GET

rect results.
Discussions at the end of the meeting brought out the fact that there Is
a tendency to charge a small fes for
the use of touristsramps. The Muskegon camp successfully charged %
fee last year while a few prlrats
camps operated for profit were well
patronized.Charging a fee tends to
keep out undeelr&ble elements, It was
raid, and the bona fide tourists1* willing to pay for the service.

WHERE SEMINARY

STU-

DENTS WILL PREACH

The Western TheologicalSeminary
students will occupy pulpits Sunday
as follows:
Burggranff, Lansing, III.; De Haan,
Houth Blendon. Mich.; Hoffman, Calvary. Grand Rapids; Rozebootn, 2nd

Grand Haven; Rynbrandt. Hope Detroit; Pennlngs, Corinth, Mich.;
Schlpper, 2nd Hamilton; Tanls, Martin; Trompen, Carr Mission, Muske-

gon; Mennlnga, Jackson and East
Ijhwh, Muskegon;Rozendaal, Grant,
Mich.

FOREIGN MISSION

TREASURER SPEAKS

The second speaker for the afternoon was Mrs. A. Pieters who read a
Friday morning Mr. F. M. Potter,
well prepared paper on the subject treasurerof the board of fdrelgn
8UPT. FELL JUDGES
of "Woman's Influence on Permanent missions of the Reformed Church In
IN CONTEST AT KALAPeace.” Women's societiesar« giving
spoke to the seminary stuMAZOO SATURDAY this subject much attention and the America,
dents in chapel concerninghis work
Western State Normal won unani- W C. T. U. will open a summer school and various problems in connection
mously from Ypsllantl Saturday, at Chautauqua this year for the study with It.
when the men’s debating team of of how to promote peace between na^ He especially stressed oo -operation
Western upheld the negative side of Hons. The chairman spoke of Dr. as a necessary feature of the organthe question of empoweringcongreae Jordan's peace plans which were ized work of the church. Pastors, he
to override, by a two-thirds vote, de highly recommendedat the last Chi- said, should seek to remove the prejudice and unfair criticism of the
clelons of the supreme court to de cago convention.
Mrs. De Vlnney led devotions and board and Its work. Mr. Potter spoke
clare acts of congress unconstitutional. This was the first debate between Rutherford Huizenga gave two vocal to the ^college students Thursday
the two school*. Western was repre- numbers, "Roadways’’ and "The An- morning. Local students highly apsented by Edward Jennings, James gelus". Mrs. Fairbanks and commit- preciate Mr. Potter's coming.
McMonagle and Arthur Secord. The tee served refreshments,t
YpaikmU team Included Leon Wilber,
Wm. Font of Grand Haven, proEugene Knapp and Raymond HarEd. McDermand, the photographer prietor of the Holland Monument
vey. The Judges were: Prof. T. E. of Zeeland,was taken to Blodgett Wdrks. motored to this city Friday.
Rankin, University of Michigan, W. Hospital, Grand Rapids, where hs Mr. Font states that the highway to
O. Hedrick,M. A. C., and BupL E. E. submitted to a difficult surgical op- Grand Haven Is fine despite the snow
Feel, Holland.
eration Thursday.
storm.
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STATE OF MICHIOAN— The Probata

___ No. IQSOt— Exp. March

U- -

JAMLS J. DANHOF.
NOTICE TO CKEDlTUUS
BTATL us1 MICHIGAN— The Probate

Court for th® County of Ottawa.
At a ®esalon of ®ald Court held at
Court for the County of Ottawa.
the Probate Offioa in the City of In tne matter of the eetate of
Grand Haven In said county, on the
Gradus Van Ark, DeoeMed
llth day of February A- D.
/jtadithud'
Notice I® hereby »»v«u mat four
Present: Hon. Jamee J. Danhof, montns from the 24m of reoruary
Judge of Probate.
a. D. 1926, have been allowed/ for
In the matter of the eetate of
creditors to present their claims
Frank
Havennans, Deceawd
against said deceasedto aald court of
Holland grabbed an elght to three
[Scml
Henry 8. Boech having filed In aald examinationand adjustment, and that
lead In the flrat quarter, but South
court hi® final administration account
IntBdisMBe ixl
al) creditors of said deceasedare recame back with a vengeance In the
and his petition praying for the al- quired to present their clalme to e&ld
S^ond period and knotted the count
lowance thereof and for the assign- court, at the probate office, In the city
at 11 all. In the third count H°11^
ment and distributionof the residue of Grand Haven In said county, on or
spurted to a 19-17 take-off and waa
never headed for the rest of the last
3378.37S.OOOlft& 3>U40aOOOLBS of said estate
before the 24th day of June A. D.
3.74^000/000
IBS
A4.tS3.645.000 LBS.
It Is ordered, that the
1926, and that said claims will be
& bottle
dflurtmiulRUlk
cfouranntultnilk
of
our
annual
nlMt
Itch
day
of
March
A.
D.
Ittft
P,Van Lente led off with two baskets
©four Annual milkheard by said court on
and two fouls while Undner roHed production irvto productiongut into production^41 to production foes to at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at said
Tuesday the SOth day of June
probate office, be and Is hereby ap- A. D. 1926 at ten o’clock in the foreIn a counter. Van Zanden roUed ln
oondonsoriftand ice craasi pUaU
chaeae.
pointed for examining and allowing
another two free throws. - Brouww crOAmnry buttnr.
noon.
evaporatedmill
onened the second seoskm \tith three
said account and hearing said petlDated Feb. 24. A. D. 1926.
pUate
Mints and Cook added his field goal.
Stot VAU-TY tAMCnV
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Turnwull counted three points and
tl°Ilt’is Further Ordered, that public
Judge of Probate.
E!ok scored a free throw. Brouwer
notice thereof be given by publicaVAH BVSTEfiVElDJ
and Jones each added field goals to
tion of a copy of this order, for three
GRAND RAPIDS,
10344— March 9
knot the count at eleven all.
successive weeks previoue to ®ald day
/ Exp. Feb. 28—10144
In the second half. Van l*e>jte t0*,‘
of faring In the Holland City News,
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
ed in two field goala and Tu^^all
a newspaper printed and circulated In
Court for the County of Ottawa.
and Brower tossed In goata. NeUlnga
said county.
At a seqslon of said Court held at
and Van Lente counted as did Browdisttibutots
JAMES J. DANHOF,
w. Van Lente counted a long one
Judge of Probate. the Probate Office In the City of
GRAND
RAPIDS
Grand Haven In aald county, on the
with Undner getting a foul. Nan
A true copy—
2nd day of February A- D. 1925.
Zanden cinched the tilt with two
Cora Vande Waist,
Present: Hon. Jamen. J. Danhof,
NOTICE
Register of Probate.
To H. Coy Glldden,
Judge of Probate. Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the estate of
Owner.
in* best for South.
Harm Van Spyker, Deceased/
JjtML.
Notice is hereby given that you
In k curtain ralaer the local reHenry VanSpyker having filed In have made default In the payment ot
awes took in an overtime
Expiree Feb. 21
said court his petition praying that a
JLHILj
JO-17. They had a good lead at half
notice
reconveyance certain Instrument in writing, pur- material, labor and storage charge*
on one certain launch, power or moUme. but were forced to do om®
porting to be the last will and testa. To the owner or owners of any
travelling in the last few mlnutea
, -LSil—
tor boat called ‘"Truant," otored by
and all interestsin or liens upon the ment of said deceased, now on file In
you with us at Park township, Ottawa
HOLLAND
SOLTH -0
said
court
be
admitted
to
probate,
and
land herein described: . , „
IIJL
Netting. ................
P- ................
Take notice that sale has lawfully that the administration of said estate County, Michigan,and that the
been made of
‘deacrlb^be granted to Hen^ VanSpyker or to amount now
...........
"? ........
ed land for unpaid taxes thereon. and'80me other suitable
*or auch «omge. labor and
material charges, is Four Hundred
VuZnnten. . ... .(I.".... .......... U"11?':1
It Is ordered, that the
that the undersignedhas title thereto
Forty and 21-100 ($440.21) Dollars.
VanLente. ..........-0 ........
JLLU—
•th day of March, A. D. 1995
under tax deed or deeds therefor,and
Field Goals— Van Kaalt« 4. Van
You are hereby requested to pay
mat
you
are
entitled to a reconvey- at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
Zanten 2, Van Lente Cook, Netnot
ance
thereof, al any time within aix probate office, be and la hereby ap- this said amount due. and in case of
tings, Brower 4, Turnwall 2. Jones.
default In so doing, said boat and the
montha after return of service of thla pointed for hearing said petition:
Free Throws— Van Hanlte 2, Look,
It Is Further Ordered that public equipment thereunto belonging,will
notice, upuu payment to the underLindner 2. Brower. Turnwall. Substisigned,. or the register in chancery ot notice thereof be given by publication be sold at auction to the highest bidtutions — Breen for Nettlnga. JaPPlnga
SIM
the county in which the lands lie, of of a copy of this order for three suc- der to pay said charges at 2 o’clock.
\an Haalte, Voeskool for Turnall sums paid upon such purchase, to- cessive weeks previous to said day of P. M. on the 27th day of March A. D.
wall. Refree— Beard, Chicago Y.
gether with one hundred per centum hearing In the Holland City News a 1925 at Jeslek Brothers Boat Livery
9 til
additional thereto, and the fees of the newspaper printed and circulated in In Park Township, Ottawa County
JE8IEK BROS
sherifffor the service or cost of pub- said county.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Dlekema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
lication of this notice, to be computed
Judge of Probate
Attorneys,
aa upon personal service of a declara17.71
Business Address, Holland, Michigan.
tion aa a commencement of suit, and
true copy
Cora Vande Water
the further aum of five dollars for
Dated this 20th day of February,
JJ1LRegister of Probate.
each description, without other addiWhile the Hope affirmativewas deA. D.
SwF2fc
tional cost or charges. If payment a*
bating Alma, at Alma, the Hope neg•711
aforesaid is not made, the undersign
Exp. March
ative team, consisting uf Yntema,
ed will instituteproceedingsfor pos- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probats
Wesselinkand Wabeke, took a 2-0 decision from the Kalamazoo team.
session of the land.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
NOTICE
DESCRIPTION
The debate waa held at Wlnants ChapAt a session of aald court, held at To MISS O. STRAIN:
LltUL
•tut vauev catAMcav tNsnrvTt
Lot Fifteen (15) Central Park,
el Friday evening. The debatero Were
the Probate office in the city of Grand Owner.
situated in the county of Ottawa
greeted by rather a small audience.
Haven In said county on the 14th daj
Notice is hereby given that you.
and buyer®
the period
of excessive
I7XPERIENCED hog breeders
Dreeaer® ana
oujers believe
Dene** m«
pcr.w u»
and state of Michigan. Amount
The team that went to Alma Frl
of February A. D. 1925.
have mads default in the payment ot
J-*
shipments
and
low
prices
for
bogs
will
be
followed
by
a
period
of
a
low
day night alao came home with a vie
paid1 $24.58. Taxes for 1920,
Present, Hoq, James J. Danhof, material, labor and storage chargestory. This team waa composed of Al
$24.58; Amount required for reered production and higher prices, according to report® received by the Blue
Judge of Probate.
on one certain launch, power or motor
ben, Essebaggem and Hoffman am
conveyance,$54.18, plus Sheriff’s
In the matter of the eatate of
boat called ’’D.D.’’ stored by you with.
Valley Creamery institute.
took the affirmative side of the su
fees.
(Signed)
George
F.
.
James
Kole, Deceased
For every ten hog® grown In 1923 only eight were grown in 1924. A care
us at Park Towuahlp, Ottawa County,
preme court decision! question,
Brown, 1016 Beach Street, Flint,
Isaac Kouw. John G. Rutger* and Michigan,and that the amount now
ranilt waa 2 to one in favor of Hope. ful survey over the hog belt further thows a 15 to 20 per cent reduction In
Luk. Lugen havlnj
u»
to Jtnuary
1|:(.
Michigan.
the coming spring pig crop a® comp®red with last year*® short pig crop. Thle Return of Unable to Ascertain Where- their fifth annual account ss execut
for such storage, labor and material
A boats or PoetofllceAddress
ors of said estate, and their petition
actual shortage on fifrra* will naturally result In • lowering of shipment®to
charges, la One Hundred Forty
praying
for the allowancethereof.STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
aiarkets and higher prices.
the
allowance
thereof,
County
of
ss.
Exactly when this lowered pork supply will be felt Is not certtln, but
($140.00) Dollars.
Ford
It Is Ordered. That the
I hereby certify and return that
You are hereby requested to pay
ks expected during the early part of the year. Recently prlfcs have averaged
Itth
day
of
March
A.
D.
IMS
after careful Inquiry, I am unable, to
lyeiroit. Mien., reo. zv— Tne rord
from $2.00 to $2J50 per 100 pounds higher to the producerthan last winter ascertain the whereabouts or postof- at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at this sold amount due, and in case ot
Motor CO. entered iranu-AUanue snipWhen the 1923 pig crop was marketed the average price of hogs at Chicago f.ce address of Andrew Dekker or said probate office, be and la hereby default' In so doing, said boat and
the equipment thereunto belonging,,
ping, operating its own fleet tor carOerrHJe Dekker, his wife, heirs, or appointedfor examining and allowing will be sold at auction to the highest
rying manirtaciuredautomobile parts was 17.65. The corn situationand short hog supply Is expected to drive prices
the
whereabout*
or
poatolfice
address
said
up to more profitablelevels for the producer.
^
to ine company a foreign plants,kdsei
It is Further Ordered that public bidder to pay said charges,at two
No signs are visible for a falling off In the demand for hogs during 1925 of the executor, administratoror notice thereof be given by publica- o’clock P. M., on the 27th day of
N. rord, president announced.
trustee or guardian of said Andrew
At tn® same time, Air. rord anIf pork consumptionholds up ind If there follows a norms! corn crop In 1925.
Dekker or Gerrltje Dekker his wife. tion of a copy of this order for three March A. D. 1925 at Jeslek Brothsr*
nounced mat the company has just hog feeding this year promises to be far more profitablethin It has been for
Dated thla 5th day of January 1928. successive weeks previous to said day Boat Livery In Park Townahlp, Ottapurchased the Steamer East Indian
of hearing In the Holland City News, wa County, Michigan.
Wvn. L. Smith, Sheriff.
some
•
irom tne EmergencyCorporation, aa
JESIEK BROS.,
By Ed O’Donnel, Under Sheriff. a newspaper printed and circulated in
the ttrst large unit in the proposed
Dlekema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
Return of Unable to Ascertain Wherefleet to be put into foreign service.
Attorneys,
“W C°Unlr- JAMES J. DANHOF.
A boat a or PostofllceAddress
“We have decided to enlarge our
Judge of Probate. Business Address, Holland, Michigan^
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
fleet to include large ocean going vesDated this 20th day of February*,
true Copy—
County of Ottawa, if!—
aela which will enable us to ship to
A. D.
3wF2
Cora Vande Water,
I
hereby
certify
and
return
that
our European plants and will proRegister of Probate
pACTORlES
absorb
over 34 per cenf of the American dairy cow’a yearly after careful inquiry. I am unable to
ceed with these plana at once," Mr.
Exp. Mar. 7
milk production.More than three-fourthaof thla amount la turned out aa ascertain the whereabouts or postofDOG TAX IB PAST DUE NOW AND
Ford said.
No. 10307— Exp. March 14
flce address of Andrew Dekker or
MUST BE PAID
"Our decision In this matter has creamery butter, accordingto the Blue Valley Creamery Institute. The Gerrltje Dekker. his wife, heirs, or
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The so-called dog law was passed
'been prompted by the successful opamount of milk used as creamery butter la ateadllyIncreasing. To supply the the whereabouts or postofllce address STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
in 1919 — six years ago. It require*
eration of our two small ships, the
demand of creimertea In 1922 required leven billion pound* more than were of the executor, administratoror
Court for the County of Ottawa.
the payment of flog tax before JanuSteamers Oneida and Onondaga, durIn
the
matter
of
the
estate
of
trustee
or
guardian
of
said
Andrew
used In
, —
w #
ary tenth; the tax must be paid to the
ing the last few months.
William
Orerbeck.
Deceased
Dekker
or
Gerrltje
Dekker
his
wife.
Cheeae factoriesire the smallest unit of msnufactnre of any brsnch sf
'’These ships have been engaged In
Notice Is hereby given that four township or city treasureraa they
Dated this <th day of January 1923.
have the books until March 1st. Evcarrying automobile and tractor parts the dairy induitry Only 8.7 per cent of the annual milk prodocUon Is made
**
Sheriff. months from the 24th of Februanery effort has been made in the past
to our assembly plants along the
A. D. 1925. have been allowed for to educate the people relative to thl»
ftouthern coast of the U. S. and to
There irii a tremendousboom Id the condensedmilk Industry during the
creditors to present their Claims
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
dog law without putting them to th*
houm America, taking on other com- European war. By 1919 the volume of export* totaled40 per cent of the total
against said deceasedto said court of
For widening part of the Alpena examinationand adlustment. and that embarrassment ot an surest; but the
thsrcial cargoes on return trips north
manufacture. This -was ag Increase of 5,100 per cent over prewar years Id
law cempels the sheriffand proaecutBeach Road Pavement. Ottawa
They were put into this service on a
all creditors of said deceasedare reing attorney to arrest and prosecute1920 exports were cut In half. Thla, with a 17 per cent shrink in domestic
County. Michigan
rather experimentalbasis and have
quired to present their claims to said
Sealed proposalswill be received court, at the probate office. In the cltv people who neglect to pay their dog:
proven the feasibility of extending our consumption, caused a sharp reduction of manufacture. Since 1920, however,
tax. These officers give below a sumow n shipping service to Europe."
condensedmilk consumptionhas again doubled and the export trade la stead- by the Board of County Road Com- nf Grand Haven In said county, on or
missioners. Ottowa County. Michigan
mary of the dog law:
The East Indian, which the com
ily Improving. Nearly 90 per cent of the condensedmilk made Is manufac- at their office in the Court House in before the 24th day of June A. D
I. The license fee Is due for thl*
paay has Just purchased from the tured in eight states— Wisconsin, New York. Michigan, Pennsylvania. Dllnola. the City of Grand Haven until 10 1925. and that said claims will be
year and should have been paid by
Emergency Fleet Corp., is in the yards
heaed
bv
said
court
on
o'clock A. M.. Central Standard Time,
January.10th and it is unlawful for
Ohio. Washington and California.
of the Sun Ship Building Co. at Ches
Tuesday tho SOlh day of Jane
March 5. 1925, for widening the fol
any petuon to own »r have poesesaloiti
ter, Pa., where It will be reconditionA. D. 1925 at ten o’clock In the fore
lowing described road:
of a dog unless he is now wearing a.
ed, It has twin screws, driven by renoon.
Comenclng at the Junction of the
1925 license tag.
ciprocating steam engines, but these
Dated Feb. ?4. A. D. 192R.
Alpena Beach Road and State
II. A person who harbors a dog !»•
JAMES J. DANHOF. presumed
engines will be replaced by Diesel en
Trunk Une No. 11, In Section 20
to be ita owner.
Judes of Probate
ginee of the most modern type, Mr.
of Holland Townahlp, thence
III. No person has a right to alFord said. The vessel la to be entirerunning West through secUons
low his dog to leave the premises at
ly refitted and plana already made call
20 and 19 of Holland Township
No. 10291
night unless accompanied by theand
section
24
of
Park
Township,
tor having it ready for service within
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
owner.
total length being 2.171 miles.
lx months.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat* IV. Ths license fee is dua when a.
The
work
will
consist
of
widening
The East Indian was built in 1918.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
dog becomes four months old wheththe existing pavement with four feet
It has three decks, Is 485 feet In
In the matter of the estate of
er the dog was assessed by the superof cement concretepavement on the
length overall,has a 58-foot beam, a
Bartel Blink, Deceased
visor or not.
North side only, and trenching for the
capacity of 12.600 tons, a 28 foot
Notice I* hereby given that four
V. 1$ ths dog becomes four
same.
The
County
will do all work
draft and a speed of 12 to 13 knots
months from the 19th of February months old before July tenth he must
other
than
trenching, paving, coveron hour. It makes the fifth unit in
A. D. 1925. have been allowed for pay a full year’s tax; If after July
ing and curing.
the present Ford fleet.
Bids at unit prices will be received creditors to present their claim* 10th one-half the annual license fe»
The Ford Motor Co. first entered
against aald deceased to said court of must be paid.
for trenchingand paving.
the shippingfield last summer when
VI. The dog tax should b* paid toSpecificationsmay be examined at examinationand adjustment, and that
It acquiredthe Steamers Oneida and
the office of the Road Commission at all creditors of said deceasedare re- the Township Treasureror Cltr
Onondaga and put them Into uervlce
Grand Haven. Plana and proposal quired to present their claims to said Treasurer now, as h* has the book*
on the Great Lakes carrying ore and
blanks will be furnishedon reqytmt. court at the probate office In ths city until Mkrch first, and after that timelumber from the Ford properties In
A certified check in the aum of $500. of Grand Haven In said county, on or license fees should be paid to the*
northern Michigan to the River Rouge
will be required with each bid.
before the 19th day of June A. D. County Treasurer.If every person
plant at Detroit. Later the big steel
The right is hereby reserved to re 1925. and that said claims will be obey* the law the money will be paid"
freighters, Henry Ford II and the
to the Township or City Treasurer.
heard by eald court on
Ject an> ^^{Nbl^RRINGT()N,
Benson Ford, were added to the fleet
VII. Unlicenseddbg* may he killTuesday the SSrd day of Jana A. D.
Chairman.
The company sent its first ship to a
ed by anyone fend they can not be ar1925 at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
WILLIAM
M.
CONNELLY,
foreign port November 6 last when
rested therefore.
Dated Feb. 19, A. D. 191I.
BEREND KAMP8.
the Steamer Onondaga, carrying a
VIII After .time 5th It ! the dutyJAMES J. DANHOF,
Board
of
Ottawa
County
Road
cargo ot automobileparts sailed from
Judge of Probate. of the Sheriff to kill unlicensed dogr
Commiaaionera
the River Rouge plant at Detroit for
and proMcute tha people who havo
the Ford assembly plant at Buenoe
neglected to pqy their license f4e. Ho
No. 10109
Aires, Argentine, South America. The
may do ao beforag
Exp. March 7—9985
NOTICE
TO
CREDITORS
teamer Oneida followed a short time
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probata STATE OF MICHIGAN— Th# Probata During tha year 192F ovary person
later with a cargo of manufactured
iust pay tha
The tax Is duemust
-- dog
----tax.
----..
Court for the County of Ottawa
Court for the County of Ottawa.
automobile parts for plants at New
now. Get your tag at once from the*
program which many fanner* have adopted haa led, on the whole, to better
At a session of aald Court held at
In the matter of the eatate of
Orleans, La., Jacksonville, Fla., and
production and larger profits, flays tha Blue Valley Creamery Inatltute In • re- the Probate Office In the City of
George A. GUI, Deceased
Houston, Texas.
Grand Haven In eald county, on the
Notice la hereby given that four
___
Sheriff.
The Oneida Is at present In New view of the dairy
months from the 18th of February
General opinion held that during 1924 butter price* would tumble from llth day of February A. D. 1925.
Tork loading for another voyage to
Present: Hon. Jamee J. Danhor, A. D. 1925, have been allowed for FRED T. MILES.
Probate,
south coast assembly plants of the the stable level they had kept for the past three yearn and reach a lower
Prosecuting Attorney.
creditors to preeent their claims
company. The Onondaga, which ar
level In harmony with the extremely heavy production anticipated. January
Matter of the Estate of
against
said
deceased
to
aadd
court
of
rived at New York a few days ago marked a high point for 92 acore batter In Chicago at 55 centa. In April
iduia Wright Qslck, Decewed
examinationand adjustment, and that
with a cargo of linseed from South drop In price occurred and 92 acore fell to 85 cent*. Then auddenly the unex- Bert Wright haying filed
all creditors of said deceasedare reAmerica,Is to be fitted up for its first
peeled twitted Into the situation.The former heavy Import* dropped off when court his
JcAl?0W; quired to preeent their clalme to said
Inter-costal voyage on which It will
th. Importer, c«u,d po .oog.r m.he proOt. orer the
court at the probate office In the city
carry a cargo through the Panama
canal to Pacific Coast ports where States tariff wall of eight centa. Production within the country fell short of
distributionof the residue of eald of Grand Haven In aald county, on or
before the 18th day of June, A. D.
Ford Assembly plants are located.
expectation during the spring and summer. Prices Jumped accordingly.
1925. and that said claims will be
The unusuallyfavorable late auramer and fall sent calculation*flying
heard by said court on
.
again. At the time ot the year when production la usually expected to alow
An o'clock
O'rlock in the forenoon,
at ten
forentmn at
^ said Tncwday the 23rd day of June A. D
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“COATS OFF” TO BUYLAKEFRONT

Arthur J. Peter*, non of Mr. and
Mr*. A. Peter*. We*t 11th 8t., who
1* one of Holland'* foremost athlete*,
I ha* become a *ale»man for the Hoi*
land Hudson -Riwex Co. He ha* re*
cently returned from a trip around
the United State*, going to New
Recently the Michigan Toqrlst and
This has been a year of "lost ships" York from here through Canada, by
One of the most pleasant and at Reflort association gave warning to
on the Great Lake*. The report on the way of Buffalo, Rochester, and
the people of western Michigan that
the season of 1924 shows the loss In the Delaware Water Gap. From New the same time one of the most Interthey are allowing outsiders to snap
Great Lake* tonnage was greater than York he went to Florida, stopping at esting banquets given In Holland for up all the good propertyjilong the
in any recent year since 1911, the the capital, Richmond,Atlanta, and some time was the one staged by the Lake Michigan front. TKl warning
year of the big storms. The Annual Macon. From Florida he went to Men's Bible Class of Hope church Fri- wo* directed to the Individuals living
report of the Lake Carrier* associa- California touching ‘ Montgomery, day evening. Altho provisionshad
Western Michigan but that It apVicksburg.Shreveport,Dallas, Fort been made for one hundred,member* plies to cities as well 1* shown by the
tion says:
and
guests
kept
coming
until
exactly
Not In several years have the major Worth. El Paso, Yuma, Sun Delgo,
situation the city of Holland Is In.
lake* of commerce — Superior, Michi- returning from Californiavia the 122 sat down at the table. The ladles
Holland does not own a foot of
of
Hope
church
had
provided
many
ground along Lake Michigan In spite
gan, Huron and Erie been more se- Mohave desert. Needle* .Flagstaff, Algood
things
for
the
men
of
"Diekeof the fact that a large number of
verely swept by galea than In 1924. buquerque,Trinidad, Kansas City, St.
There occurred two storm* In the late Louis, and Chicago. He was accom- maV class" and every speaker re- citizens have agitatedfrom time to
ferred
to
their
effort*
with
praise.
The first g*C tat fik« a
Ma)or’s
time the question of purchasinga
tall that for violence "were little panied by his brother Joe. They *lept
Wm. C. Vandenberg, presidentof site on the lake front that shall be
hi the car, thus eliminating hotel
short of the disastrous storm of November, 1923." and the report com- bill*. They were also In Mexico a lit- the class, was toastmaster of the eve- a municipalpicnic grounds. The time
tle while.
ning, and "Bill" surprised hi* many
already here when it Is often exsnenta that "It Is an evidenceof the
MAN FINDS HIS PARENTS
friends by the manner In which he tremely difficult for companies of
Skilled navigation and precautions exAFTER 16 YEARS SEARCH handled the situation. In a droll way cltlxens to secure access to Lake
ercised by our offleera that there were
all leading food authorities now endorse lea
Wesley Thrasher,of Rushton, Liv- he introducedthe different speaker* Michigan when they want to hold
no live* lost during these tlmee."
ingston county, Is to be united with
picnics. It is believed by some that
Cream as one of theftnest foods fa 'feBdven. It is rich in
Other stressful periods of the year his parents at Muskegon after a sep- and often his witticisms and takeoffs Inside of five years practicallyall achowever,claimed their victims. Three aration of 1C years. Thrasher, who lost brought considerableamusement. G. cess to Lake Michigan will be shut
blood, bone and brain building detxu.its. Give them all
Dlekema especially came in for
men went down with the wooden boat track of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
they want— every spoonful helps them grow in a normal,
some
of the puns but "Dlek" came off for the people of the city.
Orinoco, May 17 and two others died
Some local cltlxenshave made the
Charles Thrasher, when he was back with Interest when his turn to
vigorous way.
of exposure. The steamer Clifton placed In a State Institutionat the age
suggestion to Mayor Kammeraad that
speak rolled around.
.went down In Lake Huron. Sept 2, of nine years, finally located them In
there
Is a piece* of property still availThe first speaker on the program
with her crew of 24.
Muskegon. The parents still are wa* C. J. Dregman, who for many able on the Lake Michigan front that
The greatest monetary loss resulteo cearchlng for Laura, -a daughter, who
year* ho* been an untiring worker In could be secured at a price not too
from the sinking Oct. 29 of the Ca- was placed In the Institutionat the
exorbitant. It Is said that it I* ideally
the Men’s Bible Class. In hla talk
nadian grain and coal carrier, Glen- rame time.
Bltuated and that It would make a
Mr. Dregman brought out the rela- desirableplayground for the city
orchy, 1 collision with the Leonard B
tions that should exist between the
that would be a benefit to the people
Miller off Harbor Beach in Lake HurBible and education. He stated that of Holland for all time to come.
•on. Her carrying capacity was 6,000 EGGS ARE ROASTED TO
the
constitution
of
the
United
States
A TURN AT ALLEGAN
A legal difficultymight Interfere
gross tons.
was a wonderful piece of work given with the purchase of a piece of proThe record of total losses for the
In a very few words comparatively, perty along the Lake Michigan front.
Fire which originated from the
year 1924 was compiled by the Lake
“but how much greater are the Ten Some years ago a committee found
heating plant In the Allegan hatchery
Carriers' association as follows:
Commandments laid down In the
May 17— The steamer Orinoco, coal destroyedthe Incubator house which greatest book of all time?" said Mr. that, according to the charter, the
and pulp, foundered In Lake Superior hud a 50,000 egg capacity.The fire de- Dregman. He made reference to Loeb city cannot buy real estate outside
the city limits. The property that
•lx miles off Agawa bay. Her gross partment worked hard and saved the
and Leopold,who, he stated, had ed- was under contemplation at that
adjoiningbuildings.
tonnage was 2,22.
is said to be worth very much
The plant is owned by Will Chad- ucational development but were dead time
Sept. — The steamer P. J. Ralph,
spiritually. Mr. Dregman stated that more now than It could have been
dock,
who
estimated
his
loss
at
$5000
coal and lumber, ran ashore and was
a Christian should have will power, purchased for at that time, and
wrecked In Lake Michigan near Man- or more. The Incubators were partly should deny himself. As an example thone in favor of buying a site on
TItou Island. Her gross tonnage was filled with eggw. Insurance covered
he stated that a golf player who Is a Lake .Michiganfor the city predict
the loss.
964.
that
if
such
thing,
were
don*
chrkttian denies himself the privilege
o
Sept. 22— The steamer Clifton,
of going to the grounds on a Sunday now the property would be a good
loaded with stone, foundeed In Lake $40, 0(H) FIRE VISITS
morning flnd his conscience tells him investmentfor Holland to make.
At any rate Mayor Kammeraad has
Wuon (mid-lake), going down with
GRAND HAVEN GARAGE that his place Is In his church, and In
thrown out the suggestionfor pubher cargo and crew of 24.
the service of his maker. "The safety
Oct. 11 — The steamer Derbyshire,
A garage, owned and operated by of the family, the safety of the coun- lic discussion in an effort to ascertain
>00x1, foundered In Lake Ontario off Henry Neltering, and live automobile try, the safety of life Itself is depend- public opinion on this issue.
olnt etre, Her gross tonnage was 1,- trucks were destroyedby fire Satur- ent upon religion," said Mr. Dregday night at Grand Haven, with a man, and he further contended that a
24.
Oct. .29 — The steamer Glenorchy,a damage estimated at $40,000. The mnn. no matter how great he may
coal and ‘grain boat, in collision ii> flames, which followedan explosion become In this life. hecomewA greater
Lake Huron six miles southesat of of undetermined origin, quickly swept man if he is a religious man.
the building, making It ImHarbor Beach. Her gross tonnage through
The next speaker was Rev. J. A.
possible to remove any of the trucks.
was 1,97 L
Dykstro,pastor of Central Reformed
Nov. 1— The steamer Glenlynon,
church of Grand Rapids. Mr. Dykstra
coal and grain, foundered in Lak< WIFE WAS BOSS IN HOME
is a graduateof Hope College and his
SO SHE GOES TO PRISON Failles"shot out" to the several proMichigan off Menagerie Island. Her
You need not be clawed witk the mergross tonnage was 2,759.
fessors present, who at one time
The alumnae of the Sorosls society
chant of ten years ago by being obliged
Mrs. Mike Dudsil of Muskegon was •aught him, brought a great deal of of Hope College gave a party Frldhy
, Nov. — The steamer Niko, coal
Voemder In Lake Michigan near the boas of her home, so she is going merriment
evening In the W. L. C. hall for all
to tell customers you- are ovd ol things
the straits. Her gross tonnage was to serve eight months in the Detroit
On the "go-ln" Mr. Dykstra told the former members of the society
they wish to purchase- Get it st anv
House of Correction for violating the many pointed stories and Illustrations and' their husbands and all present
114.
cost is a standing order. BUT, with
Nov. 26 — The steamer J. C. Ford liquor law. It was her third offense. finally launchingout into his subject members and their gentlemen friends.
coal, caught fire in St. Mary's river "Your husband has tried to make which was "Coats Off.' Mr. Dykstra The alumnae of this society formed*
the up’tO’the-minutetrucic traniportanear Detour. Her gross tonnage was you stop and failed and now 1 will stated that it Is not the luke warm un association four year* ago and'
tion serving your commuaHy, no extra
since
then
they
have
given
a
party
of
see
If
the
court
can
do
so",
said
the
02.
Christian that has peeled his coat for
this kind each winter. About 120 were
cost is necessary. WE. give twenty/3>®c. — The steamer Lakeland,au- Judge. "I am satisfied your husband the Master or the undiplomaticChriswanted to obey the law."
tian, but it Is the thoughtful, earnest present and a delightful evening was1
*' t*»obllea, foundered In Lake Michifour hour service to all the following
Christian,who ateo peels the coat of spent.
gan off Sturgeon Bay. Her gross tonpoints and intrrmediate towns, by way
In
the
absence
of
the
president.
the mind and the coat of the heart, so
nage was 2,425.
FATHER OF FAMOUS
Mis* Irene Van Zunten. Mr*. Edward1
of
Grand Rapids:
“DIN NY" UPTON DIES to speak. He stated that the man Yeomans presided and Mrs. George
The gross tonnage loss for the 1924
who peels off his coat in business;ac- Helgrim gave the address of welcome.
season, as oecnputedby the Lake CarDaniel Upton, 71, prominent resi- complishessomething.He said that A ladles trio In charge of Mrs. Arthur
BELDING,
IONIA, BIG RAPIDS,
riers', association was 16,450.
dent of Muskegon, died during last all newspaper picture* showed that A. Vlsscher gave same numbers, the
GREENVILLE, HASTINGS, FEEEMONT,
night at his home, 87 Jefferson-st., the miners who delved for Floyd Col trio being composed of Mr*. John
Muukegon, after a week's Illness with lins into that cave which proved his Yiunler Brok. MIsb Jeanette Mulder
ALLEGAN,
pneumonia. Mr. Upton was employed tomb had their coats off ready for and ills* Anne Vlsscher. Miss Adefor 40 years In a lumber company of- action and acting.
ODESSA,
laide Rorgman sung a solo and a
fice. He was perhaps best known as
Mr. Dykstra continued by saying, sketch was given by the present
LANSING.
the father of the three Upton boys. it Is the Christian who really takes member* of the society,“Our Sorosls
Dlnny, Sam and Dun, who made off his coat for the Lord Jesus Christ Album."
Randall Bosch spoke on behalf of
name* for themselve* In Michigan who accomplishessomething for his
the present college men under the
athletic circles. loiter when his son, Master.
Dinney, or T. Dlnnmore Upton, beWe are all builders of the Great subject, "Sense or Nonsense," and.
came famous a* a Chautauqua speak- Kingdom together.Our lives may Miss Isla Pruim gave three vocal
Further trials would confront the er. was the father who inspired many he likened unto building stones, some solo*. A play, 'The Exchange/’ un-der the direction of Mrs. Yeomans,
purchaser of an automobile“on time" of hi* son's best lectures on boys and laiger, some imaller, hut building
was given by Earnest Brooks, EdCor. College Ave, & 8th
Holland, Mich.
If a measure Introduced In the house Juvenile problems.
stones nevertheless and It Is accord ward Yeomans, George Pelgrlm, M.
ing to the energy w« put forth In he
today by Rep. James T. Upjohn of
C. Llndermann. and Mrs. Earnest
half of the Saviour that will Indi- Brooks. Prof. VV Wlchers gaj/e a fineKalamazoo Is enacted Into a law. It
Lansing — Assertions made recently
are Fully Protected.
provides that If a mortgaged car is by historicalinvestigators that John cate Just how great a builder we are.
address for the alumni of Hope colWhen G. J. Dlekema was called lege. The grand march was followed
taken out of the county where it was Wilke* Booth, assassin of Abraham
purchased, for more than 30 days, Lincoln, escaped pur*uers and that upon for a speech by the toastlnaster by refreshmentsunder the direction,
Every
Insured.
without the consent of the mortgager, an Innocentman wa* mistaken for he was given an ovation. He stated of Miss Ethel Dykstra und Mrs.
the purchaser would be guilty of a him and shot, is vigorously denied by that when he heard the subject
Clarence Lokker. and the delightful
felony and subject to two yeans' im- Edward T. Weale, local veteran, who Rev. Dykstra. "Coats off", he felt that evening's entertainment ended with,
was rather a atrange topic In this college songs.
prisonmentand a 61,000 fine.
is probably the only surviving memThe driver who operates his auto- ber of the party that captured Booth. bllzzardy February, but when ha
Weale. now in his 87th year, still heard for whom the coat was to be|
mobile while under the Influence of
liquor has drawn upon him the 111- vigorous In mind, remembers distinct- pulled off, the subject was as good in
wlll of the legislature,as well a* the ly the eventful night In April. 1865, February as In July. Mr. Dlekema
ire of the city and county officials,If when a detachment of Union soldiers stated that whenever he came before
proposed legislationIs an Indication trailed Booth to his hiding place In a Hope Church Men's Bible class, It was
barn near Washington. He was a with fear and trembling, a feeling he
of the legislature'sattitude.
Attacked on all sides by safety coun- member of the famous Custer Bri- has never had either In a law suit or
gade and saw the asaoflsln's body soon during a public speech. He stated that
cil*, city commissions, newspapers and
Eight Room House with all conveniences, garage
the private citizen, whose life ha* after Booth had been shot down by he see* fact* of men on Sunday In all
been endangered by his recklesane** Boston Corbette, one of the pursuers. walks of life, professors, preacher*,
and
a
lot of shade trees,, 3 extra lots, between west
"It was John Wilkes Booth who teachers, businessmen and men from
Knssak Jones, well' known as a
and Irresponsibletactic*,the drunk- was
shot — he and none other, for
limits and Central Park. Also lots and houses for sale
the shops. He said, "My fears are resident of Virginia Pork for the past
en driver Is "In for It" If bills now
36 year*, died rather suddenly at hi*
before the legislaturebecome
Un' him dissipated when the class grows from home there Saturday morning. He
in the city.
Two bills now before the house and
. CnDtaln Warner H. week to week, hut my fears return on had been ailing with heart trouble
Sundays
when
I
fall to see faces of
one in the senate give the drunken Pierson, in command of
comK.
220 W. 16th St.
for some time and for a few days be
Phone 5638
driver their eepecial consideration. pany." Weale said. "I was first ser- those who have been there often be- fore death his conditionwas someThey would charge him with commit- geant and was right up where I had fore, for It gives me the feeling that what worse hut his deuth had not
1 have not gotten to these men and
ting a felony: punish him with a fine an unimpaired view of the man."
been expected.
of not more than 61,000. or two years
The veteran recounts his experi- that my duty has not been accompThe deceased was 85 years old. He
in the state penitentiary,or both; re- ence In the famous man-hunt follow- lished properly."
was h well known photographer and
Mr. Dlekema's main topic was he had many friends not only at Virvoke his 11' e"se for a period of a year, ing Lincoln's shootingas follows:
"I was a member of Company D "Seeing God." He stated that we see ginia Park, h'.s home community, but
or more, and make It difficult for him
as ...........
ever to retain the license, ns well as First Michigan Cavalry, known com- God in nature. In the flowers, In the also In Holland. He I* survived by his
provide extremely heavy penalties In monly as the Custer brigade. We rivers, lakes and oceans, hut we can’t wife and two grandchildren, Jack
case he struck, Injured or killed a were stationed at Alexandria,across understand or know Him In nature, Herron and Louise Herron, both of
the Potomac from Washington.The for a gentle summer zephr throws It- Watervliet.
pedestrian.
The funeral was held on Tuesday
It is the opinion of the majority of night Lincoln was shot we received self into a hurricane of destruction
the members of both houses that the orders to proceed rapidly along the and the sweet smelling and beautiful afternoonat two o’clock at the home
south hank of the river. While we flower Is witheredby the «un that He at Virginia Park, Rev. F. J. Van
penalties for driving, while drunk
were doing this, Lieut. L. B. Baker, has created. Said Mr. Dlekema. "A Dyk, pastor of the Reformed church
Twq new houses just built, located on West
should be Increased. It is not decided
who afterward lived in l^ansing,was glimpse of God was received when the of Central Park, officiating. Interment
what thep enalty should be.
following along the other hank.
of stone were given to Moses was at Pllrlm Home cemetery.
o
16th Street near Van Raalte Avenue.
"We pressed on rapidly all through tablets
on
Mt.
Sinai, but It was only a
THOUGHT CAR STOLEN:
the night. It was after day break
ONLY HID when we halted to rest our horses, glimpse."
Attorney Elhurn Parsons was In St.
Inquire 136 West Main St.,
Mr. Dlekema sold. "When I was a Joseph Friday on legal business.
Jake De Korte of Grand Rapids, negro came along and in answer to
employed as plasterer on the new
hoy. I had a great fear of God. I
Student Henry Putt of Calvin Colquestions told us the man who
Zeeland, Mich.
Warm Friends tavern. In Holland, our
shot Lincoln had been captured not looked upon Him as a judge, as a God lege occupied the pulpit of the Proswas a most excltwl Individualwhen far beyond. We pressed forward at a of punishment, and not a benevolent pect Park Church of Holland Sunday.
he discovered hi4 automobile,park- gallop. Booth by that time had been God. But I found that God had reed near the hotel, was missing. Kor- shot by the man Boston Corbette and vealed Himself through Christ Jete rounded /ip an officerand furn- lay where he had been taken from sus. a* a God of love and a charitable
ished him Avlth a complete discrip- the burning barn. Lieutenant Bak- God. Men must learn to see Jesus unanimity of all sorts of critic* in the
tlon of the/ machine. When Korte apthrough hh followers. Whenever one opinion that however accepted the
er and his men had crossed the river
prised his* fellow workmen of the and had found Booth hidden in ths follows the Golden Rule, 'doing unto Bible Is still the supreme hook of all
theft they eased his mind when they
others as you would that they should the literatureof all the centuries,and
barn. Just as history relates.As I
directed him to a spot on the other
do unto vou.' when one forgives his concluded by saying that his own
have
said, 1 was close with Captain
side of the hotel. They had moved the
enemies as the Bible teaches us to experiencewith the great historical
Pearson
and
wo
both
recognized
machine to make room for a truck.
do, we are revealing Jesus, and ns we theology, the theology of the ReBooth. There never was any question
reveal Him. we are revealing God,' formation period, hud shown him
s to who he was."
that within the limits of that theoMr. Dlekema.
TWO SPEEDERS ARE NABBED
Weale, horn In England, came to said
there was room enough for nls
BY DEPUTY SHERIFF this country In 1859 and at the out- Mr. Dlekema especially dwelt up- logy
Jacob Tander Ble wa* arrested for break of the war enlisted In the Un- on loyalty In every day life as well ns own be*t growth In Chrlstkin expertenCe,— he found historic Christian'
and would lilci to git your order.
speeding at the rate of 27 1-2 mile* ion army from Ovid In Livlngton In our religiousactivities.
Pint class work.
down River avenue and paid a fine county. After the war he did railroad Dr. J. E. Kulzenga, who was pres- truth a vaat continent which no
of 68.10 before Justice Den Herder. work for a number of years and lat- ent as the guest of Mr. Will Olive, would need a long time still to exGerrit Glupker was arrested for going er became a capltol employe. He was but was not on the program, was plore, and room
The music program wa* excepCITY
30 miles on River avenue and Justice connected with the state department called on for remarks at the request
of Mr. Dlekema. Dr. Kulzenga re- tlonally fine. Mrs. Wm. C. VandenDen Herder fined him 618.85. The ar- of labor for some time.
sponded happily In accord with the berg and Mr. Martin Dykema singing
rest* were made by Deputy Sheriff
Established 187t
mood of the occasion, paid tribute to a duet, the first number being In
Egbert Beekman.
Dr Dyk*tra. the speaker of the even- Thy Dear Eyes." by Trotere, followed
HOPE QUINT LOSES
o
"The Printers Who Know How.’
TO DETROIT 40 TO 5 ing and Incidentally made good re- by "The Barefoot Trail," by Phelps,
HOLLAND CHRISTIAN HIGH
As was expected, the Hope five went tort to the Joke on him Dr. Dykstra as an encore. Mrs. Herbert Van DurTEAM WINS OVER HOPE PREPS. down to Detroit and took a 40 to 15 had Indulged In. paid sincere tribute en accompanied.Their offeringswere
The local Christian High five nosed drubbing at the hands of the Uni- to the good address of Mr. Dregman, unusually well received. Miss Ruth
out a 11-9 victory from the Hope versity of Detroit five. Since Detroit praised Mr. Dlekema for hi* work, Keppel, accompanied by her mother,
Preps. The game was interesting was a very hard loser, Hope expected his general ability In public speech, Mrs. Albert Keppel, pleasingly renbecause of the closeness of the score. a hard battle and from all reports the and said he had been particularlyim- dered the following violin «>1ob: AnKnoll went best for the Preps, while Detroiters played other things than pressed by Mr. Dlekema s splendid dante Brilliant*",d’Ambrolst; Mel-,
words about the significanceof reli- ody " Vice President Charles O.
Jacohusse starred for the Christian basketball on their own floor.
gion and Christianlife. Then he Dawes; "Viennese Popular Song.
High quint.
gave a sort of resume of the matter* KrelBler. The committee in charge ol
Jacob
Elenbaas
of
Zeeland,
emgave a
^Yls'own'llfrthrtt Krelsler. The
-o1
ployed
at
the
Herman
Miller
Com1 that had
program wa* composed of Wm.
Miss Helene Lawrence has as her pany, sustained severe injuries to his . the years, n‘hP^r.r naHsl
P « n g Hknlflcance
h, the
j. olive, Ge
George Pelgrlm and John
pany,
#ueet for the week-end, Miss Eilene
true religion as the fellowship
hand and as a result It wa* neces-'of
Kay of O. R-. *ho came to attend •ary
between God and man the amazing Bosman.
to amputate two finger*
the South High game.
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